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General Toys

2001. Ertl a group of Tractors to include Vintage Vehicles Series Massey Harris 44 - red, yellow; John Deere 630 - green,
yellow; Farm Classics Allis Chalmers D19 - orange, off white - plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in
generally Fair to Excellent boxes and blister cards - see photo. (10)
£50 - £60
2002. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Fordson Power Major Tractor - blue, orange wheels, silver trim - Good (please note
exhaust snapped off although present) in an Excellent colourful carded picture box - see photo.
£40 - £50
2003. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Fordson Power Major Tractor - "50th Anniversary Edition" - limited to 2500
pieces - silver/chrome plated finish - Mint including presentation box with a Near Mint outer transit white carton - see photo.
£50 - £60
2004. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Fordson Major E27N Tractor - dark blue, orange wheels - Mint in an Excellent
colourful carded picture box - see photo.
£50 - £60
2005. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2006. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
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2007. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2008. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2009. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2010. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2011. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2012. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2013. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
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2014. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2015. Dinky - an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Royal Tiger Coaches, Observation
Coaches and similar. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo. All of the buses in this lot have been
repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other
similar work. As stated all of these buses have been repainted. This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is
looking for Dinky buses to renovate. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50)
£40 - £50
2016. A group of three different sized Ikea or similar Display Cabinets which are all wood, glass and metal construction and
all finished in silver effect, which comprises of (1) a double door display cabinet with mirrored back glass and measures 63cm
wide x 168cm high x 32cm in depth, which comes complete with one key and four glass shelves along with the electric light
adapter and foot switch (not tested); (2) a counter cabinet which measures approximately 98cm wide x 59cm deep x 87cm high
and comes complete with two sliding doors along with two large glass shelves, along with a fluorescent light fitting to the back
(please note the base glass of this shelf has been cracked/smashed and would need replacing; (3) a display unit with double
doors measuring approximately 57cm wide x 32cm depth x 167cm in height and comes complete with four glass shelves along
with a mirrored glass back and an electric wiring adapter for the internal light (untested). Please note the two double door
fronted display cabinets each have their own individual keys (supplied). This lot would be ideal for someone who has a display
room or someone who is needing display units for a shop. Conditions all generally appear Good although there is signs of
wear and tear which is familiar with display cabinets and some glass may have slight scratches and other usage marks.
Please note due to the sheer size and weight and obviously the glass content of this lot shipping is not available therefore
pick-up only. (3 display cabinets on 1 pallet)

£60 - £70
2017. Display Cabinets a group of five Ikea or similar produced which are all wooden, glass and metal construction and are
all finished in silver effect and all have lockable double doors. These five display cabinets all have a mirrored back and lights in
the top which all work from plug in adapters. The measurements of all these five display cabinets are 57cm wide x 31cm depth
x 167cm high (all approximate) and each come with four glass shelves (20 glass shelves included in total). All these display
cabinets all open with the same generic key and there are three keys for these five cabinets only. Along with this lot there is
five plug in electric adapters for the internal roof lights (none of these adapters or lights have been tested). This lot is ideal for
someone who has a display room or is intending to display a collection of models or is looking for display cabinets to furnish a
shop or other project. Conditions all generally appear Good although there may be slight scratching due to wear and tear and
other similar marks. Please note due to the sheer size and weight and obviously the glass content of this lot shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (5 display cabinets with 20 x glass shelves on 1 pallet)

£60 - £70
2018. Display Cabinets by Ikea or similar a group of six glass, wood and metal constructed lockable display cabinets all with
a rear mirror back and all fitted with internal ceiling lights (adapters are included but none have been tested). All these
cabinets measure approximately 57cm wide x 32cm depth x 167cm length. All these cabinets have been finished in a silver
effect and are lockable with generic keys (please note there is three keys to this lot) but all three keys will fit all six display
cabinets. This lot is ideal for someone with a collection to display or would suit a shop or similar. Conditions all generally
appear Good although they might have slight signs of wear and tear and there might be slight scratching on the glass. Each
cabinet houses 4 x glass shelves and there are 24 x glass shelves in total. Please note due to the weight and size and
obviously the glass content of this lot shipping is not available and therefore collection only. (6 display cabinets and 24 glass
shelves on 1 pallet)

£70 - £80
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2019. Display Cabinets a group of three Ikea or similar glass, wood and metal construction double door lockable cabinets
with mirrored backs and all three measure approximately 57cm wide x 32cm depth x 168cm height. All three come with a
ceiling mounted light and also comes with a 12v plug in adapter and foot switch for each display cabinet (untested). Please
note all three locks are opened by one generic key and there is only one key for all three cabinets. Conditions all generally
appear to be Good but they may have small wear and tear marks and there may be some slight scratching to glass. This lot is
ideal for someone who wants to show off a collection or is looking for display cabinets for a display room or for someone who is
looking for cabinets for a shop. These cabinets come supplied with four glass shelves in each (12 in total). Please note due to
the weight and size and obviously the glass content of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (3 on 1 pallet)

£40 - £60
2020. Display Cabinets a group of wooden, glass and metal constructed display cabinets with each having a mirrored back
and lockable doors along with an electric light fitting in the ceiling of each cabinet (not tested). These display cabinets all
measure approximately 57cm wide x 32cm depth x 168cm height. These cabinets have all been finished in a silver effect
colour and would suit somebody who has a collection to display or someone who is looking for cabinets for a shop or similar.
These cabinets also come with 4 x glass shelves each and there are 16 x glass shelves in total (please note there is one
generic key for all four cabinets) and although these cabinets do have electric lights fitted (untested there is no 12v power
adapters included). Conditions all generally appear Good although they might have slight signs of wear and tear and there
might be slight scratching on the glass. Due to the weight and size and glass content of this lot shipping is not available
therefore collection only. (4 on 1 pallet)

£50 - £60
2021. Display Cabinets a group of wooden, glass and metal constructed display cabinets with each having a mirrored back
and lockable doors along with an electric light fitting in the ceiling of each cabinet (not tested). These display cabinets all
measure approximately 57cm wide x 32cm depth x 168cm height. These cabinets have all been finished in a silver effect
colour and would suit somebody who has a collection to display or someone who is looking for cabinets for a shop or similar.
These cabinets also come with 4 x glass shelves each and there are 16 x glass shelves in total (please note there is one
generic key for all four cabinets) and although these cabinets do have electric lights fitted (untested there is no 12v power
adapters included). Conditions all generally appear Good although they might have slight signs of wear and tear and there
might be slight scratching on the glass. Due to the weight and size and glass content of this lot shipping is not available
therefore collection only. (4 on 1 pallet)

£50 - £60
2022. Display Cabinets a group of display cabinets comprising of (1) 1 x wood, glass and metal construction display cabinet
finished in silver effect with a mirrored back measuring approximately 63cm wide x 32cm depth x 168cm height and comes
complete with 4 x glass shelves, along with an electric light fitted in the ceiling (not tested and there is no 12v adapter).
Condition generally appears Good. This comes with one generic key; (2) 2 x glass, metal and wood constructed display
cabinets with locking double doors in silver effect finish with a mirrored back glass each measuring approximately 57cm wide x
32cm depth x 168cm height. Please note there is two keys included. Although there is two electric lights in the ceiling of
these cabinets these have not been tested and there is no 12v adapters (please note there is no shelving with these cabinets
therefore shelving needs to be obtained). Conditions of these two cabinets are Good; (3) 2 x all glass constructed display
cabinets which measure approximately 40cm wide x 35cm deep x 162cm in height. These two glass cabinets have push
closed doors which are self catching (not lockable). Conditions do generally appear Good (please note there is no shelving
with these cabinets so shelving will need to be obtained). Please note due to the weight, size and glass content of this lot
there is no shipping available therefore collection only. (5)

£40 - £50
2023. Display Cabinets a group of wooden and glass (mainly glass) constructed display cabinets which measure
approximately 40cm wide x 35cm depth x 162cm height and all four cabinets have a push close door/catch and each cabinet
houses three glass shelves (12 shelves in total included). This is an ideal lot for someone who is looking to display a collection
or is ideal for a shop looking for more display cabinets or similar. Conditions do generally appear Good. Please note due to
the weight, size and glass content of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (4 display cabinets on 1 pallet)

£40 - £50
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2024. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft AA34606 De Havilland Mosquito FBV1 "464 Squadron
RAAF, June 1944". Comes with numbered certificate which is 006 of 1100 produced. Condition does generally appear to be
Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial
lift off lid box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this model does appear to have been repackaged
possibly due to display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (1)

£50 - £60
2025. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft AA32608 (World War II - Bombers on the Horizon)
comprising of an Avro Lancaster Mk.III (Special) "Wing Commander Guy Gibson" O/C 617 Squadron "The Dam Busters"
16th/17th May 1943. Condition does generally appear Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness or
correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this model does
appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken
off or loose and the pictorial lift off lid box does suffer from corner wear, scuffing etc). (1)
£50 - £60
2026. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft AA27203 comprising of an Avro Vulcan B.2 - RAF No.44
Squadron "Operation Black Buck" Falklands Conflict, South Atlantic 1982. This also comes with a numbered certificate which
is 0568 of 1000 produced. Condition does generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for
completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging
(please note this model may have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have small pieces
missing, broken off or loose, along with the pictorial lift off lid box does suffer from scratching, corner wear and other slight
damage). (1)
£60 - £70
2027. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft AA32612 (Sights and Sounds Series) comprising of Avro
Lancaster Mk.III (Special) "Wing Commander Guy Gibson" 617 Squadron "The Dam Busters" 16th/17th May 1943 (realistic
visual effects combined with authentic sounds) please note this is untested. This comes with numbered certificate which is
0420 of 1260 produced. Condition does generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for completeness or
correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this
model may have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken
off or loose and the pictorial box does suffer from scuffing and corner wear etc). (1)

£60 - £70
2028. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft AA36102 (War in the Pacific) comprising of a
Consolidated PBY-5A (OA-10A) "Catalina" 2nd Emergency Rescue Squadron, USAAF, New Guinea, South Pacific, July 1944.
Comes with numbered certificate which is 1118 of 2990 produced. Condition does generally appear Good Plus to Excellent
although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good
inner polystyrene packaging (please note this model may have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes
therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose along with the pictorial box does suffer from corner wear, scuffing
etc). (1)
£50 - £60
2029. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft US34903 (Flight Line Collection) which comprises of a
Messerschmitt BF109G-6 "Hauptmann Gerhard Barkhorn" which comes complete with 3 x 1/32nd scale hand painted metal
figures (present). Also comes with numbered certificate which is 2022 of 2200 produced. Condition does generally appear
Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift
off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this model may have been repackaged possibly due to previous
display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (1)
£50 - £60
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2030. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft AA35501 (World War II - Above and Beyond) which
comprises of a Hawker Hurricane Mk.IA - P3576, GN-A, No.249 Squadron, Boscombe Down, August 1944 "LT. James
Nicholson" (Winner of the VC). Condition does generally appear Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in
generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box, along with Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this model does appear
to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose
and the display stand does appear to be heavily scratched on the base). (1)
£30 - £40
2031. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale pair of Military Helicopters comprising of AA34204 (Thunder in the
Skies - Modern Day Military Air Power) a Boeing-Vertol Chinook HC.1, RAF "Gulf War" 1991 & AA33410 (Thunder in the
Skies - Modern Day Military Air Power) a Westland Seaking No.824 Squadron, Royal Navy, HMS Ark Royal, 1971. Conditions
do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in
generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to
previous display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and it does appear that model
AA34204 does have the display stand missing). (2)
£35 - £40
2032. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed pair of 1/72nd scale Military Helicopters comprising of AA33412 (Military Air Power) a
Sikorsky SH-3D Seaking, Empire Test Pilots' School, Boscombe Down, Wiltshire, 1987 which comes with numbered certificate
which is 0929 of 2130 produced & AA33404 (Military Air Power - Thunder in the Skies) Westland Seaking HAR.3 XZ597, RAF
Air Sea Rescue. Conditions do both generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for
completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note these models may have been
repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (2)

£40 - £50
2033. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of Military Fighter Jets comprising of AA33602 (Military Air Power - Thunder in
the Skies) a Panavia Tornado GR.1 ZA465, Gulf War (Duxford), AA33603 (Military Air Power - Thunder in the Skies) Panavia
Tornado GR.1P Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, 1989 & AA36401 (Military Air Power - a New Era) Eurofighter Typhoon
F.2, 17(R) Squadron, RAF Coningsby, Lincs, 2006 which comes with numbered certificate which is 0280 of 4580 produced.
Conditions of all three models do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these models do appear to have been
repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loos). (3)

£40 - £50
2034. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/72nd and 1/144th scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA48302 (Military Air
Power) a 1/144th scale Avro Vulcan XL321, 617 "Dam Busters" Squadron, AA48801 1/144th scale (Military) Short S.25
Sunderland V "RAF Coastal Command" & AA38404 1/72nd scale Bristol Blenheim Mk.I, 211 Sqn RAF, Paramythia Greece,
1940 which comes with numbered certificate which is 0293 of 1800 produced. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good
to Good Plus although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid
boxes (please note these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may
have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and it does appear that model AA48801 does have the display stand missing).
(3)
£40 - £50
2035. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/72nd scale Military Jet Fighter Planes (Jet Fighter Power Series)
comprising of AA49803 a Hawker Hunter Mk.6 - 4FTS, 1973, AA32301 EE Lightning "The Tigers" Aerobatics Team, AA49402
EE Lightning F2/92 Squadron RAF Aerobatics Team & AA49401 EE Lightning F1A/56 Squadron "Fire Birds" 1962. Conditions
do all generally appear Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer
pictorial flip-up lid boxes (please note these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display
purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose along with some of the boxes do suffer from corner
wear, scuffing and other slight damage). (4)
£60 - £70
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2036. Corgi "Aviation Archive" & Hobbymaster "Air Power Series" a boxed group of 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising
of a Hobbymaster HA0187 MIG-21 Jet Fighter - No.515, North Korean AF, 1971, a Hobbymaster HA1403 A-4E "John McCain"
Jet Fighter, Corgi AA35408 (Military Air Power - A New Era) a Sepecat Jaguar GR.3, No.41 Squadron, RAF Coltishall, 2005,
US35804 (Fighter Ace History) F-86E Sabre - Col. Walker "Bud" Mahurn & CP32309 (Military Air Power) English Electric
Lightning F3, XR751 Q 29th Squadron, RAF Wattisham, 1971 (Planecrazy Exclusive Commissioned Model). Conditions do
generally appear Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial
boxes (please note these models to appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may
have small pieces missing, broken off or loos and some of the boxes do have corner wear, scuffing and other slight storage
damage). (5)

£50 - £60
2037. Corgi "Aviation Archive", Hobbymaster "Air Power Series" & Dragon Wings "War Birds Series" a boxed group of mainly
1/72nd scale Military Aircraft to include a Dragon Wings (War Bird Series) a 1/72nd scale FW190D-9 "Dora" - Lower Silesia,
1945 "Major Gerhard Barkhorn", Hobbymaster (Air Power Series) 1/48th scale Grumman F3F Bi-plane, Corgi (Aviation Archive)
AA36301 (World War II - Fleet Air Arm) Fairey Swordfish Mk.1, No.810 Squadron, Royal Navy, HMS Ark Royal "Sinking the
Bismarck", 27th May 1941, Corgi AA34304 (World War II Luftwaffe Over the Desert) a Focke-Wulf FW190A-4 'Black Double
Chevron', "Oberleuttenant Adolf Dickfield" Tunisia, December 1942, along with others. Conditions do all generally appear
Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note
some of these models appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have small
pieces missing, broken off or loose along with some boxes do appear to have tape repairs). (8)

£50 - £60
2038. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/72nd, 1/48th & 1/144th scale Military Aircraft to include AA32815 (Model
Zone) DH Mosquito FBVI 515 Squadron, Little Snoring, April 1944, AA31803 1/144th scale Boeing B-29 Superfortress "Enola
Gay", AA37704 1/48th scale SE5A - Edward' Mick' Mannock Bi-plane, along with others. Conditions do all generally appear
Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer
pictorial boxes (please note some models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes
therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and some boxes do suffer from slight damage such as corner
wear, scuffing and other slight marks). (6)
£50 - £60
2039. Danbury Mint & Corgi a pair of boxed Military vehicles comprising of a Corgi CC51007 (World War II 1939 to 1945
Collection) M4 A2 Sherman "Trowbridge", 9th Armoured Brigade, Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry, Syria 1943 (The Desert Campaign
of North Africa) Tank which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in Good outer
box along with a Danbury Mint 1/16th scale World War II Jeep with US markings to bonnet. This also comes with a Gun
attachment and plastic/brown canvas (still sealed in cardboard packaging). Condition of this Jeep generally appears Good
although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer mailer box and Good inner polystyrene
packaging (please note as stated these models have not been checked for completeness or correctness and may have been
repackaged due to previous display purposes therefore may have some smaller delicate pieces broken off, missing or loose).
(2)

£40 - £50
2040. Elite Force & Dragon a boxed group of 1/6th scale 12" Military Figures to include Elite Force (Blue Box) Navy Seal
figure "Seal Team 8" (Navy Seals Sea, Air and Land) which comes complete with uniform and accessories, along with 2 x
Dragon military figures which includes German Motorcycle Division Recon Troop figure with uniform and accessories, along
with one other German military figure which also has uniform and accessories. Please note none of these boxed models have
been checked for completeness or correctness. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally
Good outer packaging. (3)
£70 - £80
2041. Quartzo (Classic Grand Prix) 1/18th scale 18270 Lotus 72C Formula 1 Racing Car with racing decals number 24 (E.
Fittipaldi - 1st 1970 Grand Prix of the USA). Condition does generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good
outer window box (unchecked for completeness). (1)
£35 - £40
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2042. Sun Star 5007 a boxed 1/24th scale Bedford OB Duple Vista Coach "Southdown" which comes with numbered
certificate which is 0248 of 1750 produced. Condition does generally appear Good although not checked for completeness in
generally Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging, please note it does appear that this model does have
some small pieces loose (present) therefore may have other small pieces missing, broken off or loose possibly due to display
purposes. (1)
£30 - £40
2043. Revival a boxed 1/20th scale metal and plastic constructed kit which comprises of a Bugatti Type 35 Racing Car "Targa
Florio" (Le Grand Prix). This kit generally looks Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness
in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner plastic packaging and also comes with build instructions. (1)
£35 - £40
2044. Scalextric a box of loose Track and Accessories which includes straight and curved track, a Goodyear bridge, small
quantity of safety barriers, a power base, 3 x plastic controllers along with 3 x slot racing cars which includes a Mercedes-Benz
CLK LM and others. This lot would be ideal for someone who is looking for spares or repairs. Please note nothing in this lot
has been tested or checked for completeness or correctness and all items are loose. (qty)
£15 - £20
2045. Meccano a boxed Set No.6 (Standard Range) which comprises of two polystyrene layers of Meccano parts and
accessories, along with 2 x instruction manuals. Please note this set has been used in the past and is not checked for
completeness or correctness as it may have some pieces missing. Condition does generally appear Good although like stated
unchecked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial lift off lid box (please note the lift off lid has
been taped up and repaired with sellotape along all edges and corners. (1)
£30 - £40
2046. Subbuteo a boxed set "France 98" which comprises of three teams, two goals, a pitch and others accessories. This
set has not been checked for completeness or correctness and may have some players missing or broken. Condition of
contents generally appear Fair to Good in generally Fair outer lift off pictorial lid. Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of
diecast and plastic models which comprises of Corgi, Matchbox and similar and includes a Matchbox 32 Petrol Tanker, Corgi
Porsche Carrera, Corgi Routemaster Bus "London Transport" (Barrett Building Houses to Make Homes In), along with others.
Conditions do generally appear Fair play worn. (13 models & 1 Subbuteo)
£5 - £10
2047. Lego/K'Nex and similar a quantity of loose Lego and K'Nex parts and accessories which includes a Lego part-built Fort,
K'Nex plastic Carry Case complete with loose K'Nex parts, a Lego Carry Case (in the shape of a large Lego block) which also
includes loose bricks and parts along with a quantity of Lego and K'Nex loose bricks, accessories, bases and similar. Also to
include in this lot is a small number of Lego "Technic" and other instruction manuals. Please note this lot has not been
checked for completeness or correctness. Conditions do generally range from Fair to Good. (qty)
£15 - £20
2048. Subbuteo a boxed group comprising of 3 x boxed sets and 1 x boxed accessories to include a boxed (1) "France 98"
set which includes 4 x balls, 2 x goals, pitch, France, Brazil and England players, along with a small quantity of spare players
which generally appears Good although unchecked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid
box; (2) a boxed "UEFA Euro 96" set which includes 2 x balls, flags, pitch, goals and other accessories, together with 2 x teams
(England along with possibly Denmark). Condition does generally appear Good although nothing has been checked for
completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer pictorial box (please note some players may have been re-glued); (3) a
boxed "USA 94" set which includes 2 x balls, fencing, goals, scoreboard, pitch and 2 x teams (Germany and USA). Please
note there is one goal side stanchion missing therefore this set has not been checked for completeness or correctness and may
be incomplete, in Fair pictorial flip-up lid box; (4) a boxed "UEFA Euro 96" pair of Goals which generally appear complete and
include the plastic goal bases. Conditions do generally appear Good in Fair outer box. (4)

£40 - £50
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2049. Subbuteo a boxed pair of Club Edition sets comprising of (1) Set 60140 (Swansea lid) which includes 2 x balls, 6 x
flags, pitch, 2 x goals and 2 x teams (red and blue teams). Conditions generally appear Good although not checked for
completeness or correctness (please note the goals do appear to have been snapped and repaired by sellotape) in generally
Fair outer pictorial box; (2) a rarer 1982 version (Brazil lid) which comprises of 2 x balls, 6 x flags, pitch, 2 x goals along with 2 x
teams (red and blue). Conditions of this set generally appear Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in
generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box along with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (2)

£40 - £50
2050. Subbuteo a boxed pair of sets which comprises of (1) "Italia 90" set which includes scoreboard, fencing, pitch, 2 x
goals along with 2 x official original Italia 90 balls and 2 x teams. Condition does generally appear Good although this has not
been checked for completeness or correctness and does appear to be slightly incomplete in generally Fair to Good outer
pictorial lift off lid box along with Good inner polystyrene packaging; (2) "World Cup Edition" which includes scoreboard, team
names (for scoreboard), goals, fencing, pitch, along with other accessories which includes 2 x orange and yellow balls along
with 2 x teams (Argentina and Italy). Condition does generally appear Good although not checked for completeness or
correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (2)
£60 - £70
2051. Subbuteo (Hasbro) a boxed group of sets comprising of (1) "Manchester United 1999" set which includes Manchester
United home and away teams along with a blue opponents team and what appears to be generic goal keepers, 2 x official
Manchester United balls, fencing, goals, pitch etc. Condition does generally appear Good although not checked for
completeness or correctness in Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (2) "Manchester United 2000/2001 Edition" which includes 2
x official Manchester United balls, goals, fencing, pitch along with Manchester United home and away teams and one blue
opponents team, along with what appears to be 3 x generic goal keepers. Conditions do generally appear Good although not
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (3) "FA Premier League" set which
comprises of goals, scoreboard, pitch, 6 x flags, 3 x Officials along with 2 x Mitre balls and 2 x teams (red and blue kits) with 2 x
goal keepers. Also to include in this lot is the "FA Premier League" Trophy. Condition does generally appear Good although
not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (3 sets)

£50 - £60
2052. Subbuteo a pair of boxed sets comprising of (1) set 60250 "Grandstand Edition" which includes pitch, scoreboard, 2 x
balls, fencing along with other accessories including a Grandstand plastic spectators stand (3 pieces) along with 2 x Officials,
Police figures, 6 x flags (one broken), small number of spectators, along with 3 x teams which includes England, Ireland and
possibly Romania with 3 x generic goal keepers along with other accessories. Conditions of this set do generally appear Good
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer pictorial box and 2 x Good inner
polystyrene trays (please note some players and accessories may have been re-glued in the past). (2) a boxed set S115
"International Edition" which includes scoreboard, fencing, TV camera stand, along with Officials, Cameraman and other
accessories, also this set does include pitch, 2 x goals, 2 x Mitre balls, 6 x flags (one broken) along with 3 x football teams
along with 3 x goal keepers. This set also includes the hard to find World Cup Trophy. Contents all generally appear to be
Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box and 2 x Good
polystyrene trays (please note the tray containing 2 x floodlights is missing and some of the players and accessories do appear
to have been re-glued at some point therefore there may be other small pieces which have been repaired in the past). (2 sets)

£60 - £70
2053. Subbuteo a group of boxed 60140 sets comprising of (Set 1) which includes pitch, 2 x teams (red and blue), 2 x goals
along with 2 x balls and 6 x flags, (Set 2) which includes pitch, 2 x teams one red and one blue (please note 2 x players are
missing from the blue team), 6 x flags, 2 x balls, 2 x goals & 1 x pitch and (Set 3) which includes 2 x teams (one blue and one
red), 2 x balls, 2 x goals, pitch, 5 x flags (one missing) along with a pitch. This set has the plastic packaging tray as opposed to
polystyrene packaging trays. Conditions of all these sets generally appear Good although like as stated these have not been
checked for completeness or correctness and may have some small accessories missing or some having being re-glued in
generally Fair to Good outer pictorial lift up lid boxes. (3)
£40 - £50
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2054. Subbuteo a group of boxed sets comprising of (1) set 13402 (Ajax and Rangers on lid) which includes 2 x teams (one
red and one blue), 2 x goal keepers along with 2 x orange international balls, 2 x goals with stands and a pitch which generally
appears Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good pictorial lift off lid box. (2) set 60140
which includes 2 x balls, 2 x teams, goals with stands, pitch and other accessories which generally appears Good although not
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial box along with Fair inner plastic tray (please
note one of the flags is missing in this set and some of the players have been repaired) and (3) set 60150 which includes pitch,
2 x teams with goal keepers, goals, flags (still on sprues), along with 2 x battery-operated floodlights (not tested). Conditions
do generally appear Good although not checked for completeness or correctness (it does appear that some players have been
repaired and some are missing limbs) in generally Fair to Good pictorial flip-up lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging.
Please note as stated with all these three sets there may be small pieces missing, broken off or loose as none have been
checked for completeness or correctness. (3)

£40 - £50
2055. Subbuteo a group of boxed more modern issue and similar which the majority are produced by MB Games and
includes "Urban Arena" (Ultimate Five-a-side Event) which appears to be still sealed therefore contents are assumed to be
Excellent to Near Mint in Good outer packaging, MB Games "Finger Football Set", MB Games "Dream Team Stadium", 2 x MB
Games "Penalty Shootout" (Yorkie Special Edition) but does not include the Yorkie chocolate bar, along with others. Also to
include in this lot is a "Squads" Premier League Pro Edition trading card game, along with others. Please note these boxed
items are mainly all modern issue MB Games and similar and nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness
therefore these boxed sets may have pieces missing, broken off or loose. Conditions generally appear Good although as
stated not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging. (8)

£50 - £60
2056. Subbuteo Football and Cricket a boxed group of earlier issue sets mainly from the 70's which includes (1) "Continental
Floodlighting Edition" which includes 2 x teams (one red and one blue) complete with goal keepers (one wires) along with 2 x
earlier brown balls, 2 x goals, 6 x flags with 2 x battery-operated floodlights (not tested), a pitch and 2 x Officials, along with
some Subbuteo related paperwork such as price lists and catalogues etc. This set does generally appear Good to Good Plus
although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box (please note there may be
some players or accessories which have been repaired), (2) an early "Continental Display Edition" which comprises of pitch, 2 x
teams (one red and one blue), along with 2 x goal keepers (on wires), 2 x brown balls and 2 x goals which generally appears
Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in Fair outer pictorial/window display box (this box does suffer
from tearing, splitting and corner wear along with other age related damage, (3) "Test Match Edition - Table Cricket Set" which
includes scoreboard, grounds man, cricketers, pitch and other accessories and generally appears Fair to Good in Poor to Fair
outer pictorial lift off lid box (please note this set has not been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that
there is cricketers and other accessories missing and would suit someone who is looking for this set in particular) and (4) an
early "Continental Display Edition" set which comes complete with pitch, 2 x teams (one red and one blue) with 2 x goal keepers
(on rods) along with 2 x brown balls and 2 x goals which generally appears Good although not checked for completeness or
correctness and may have some players which have been previously repaired with glue in generally Fair outer pictorial window
display box (please note this box does suffer from age related wear and tear such as creasing and corner damage along with
writing on the front on the lid). This is an interesting selection of Subbuteo sets and some of these earlier sets are now harder
to come by and very collectable and this lot is well worth a look. (4 sets)

£50 - £60
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2057. Subbuteo a group of early (60's to 70's) boxed sets to include (1) "Continental Club Edition" which was produced in the
1970's and comes complete with 6 x flags, pitch, 2 x teams (one red and one blue) along with 2 x goal keepers (complete with
metal rods), 2 x goals (brown netting) and 2 x balls (one white and one brown) which generally appears Good although not
checked for completeness or correctness and some accessories which have not been checked for completeness or correctness
along with some accessories/players may have historic repairs in generally Fair to Good pictorial lift off lid box (writing to box),
(2) 1970's "Club Edition" which comes complete with 6 x flags, 2 x teams along with 2 x goal keepers on plastic finger rods, 2 x
balls (one orange and one white), 2 x goals with white netting, along with a pitch which generally looks Good although not
checked for completeness or correctness and some players may have historic repairs in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid
box, (3) 1960's boxed set "Combination Edition" which comes with 10 x celluloid blue players, 7 x celluloid red players and 1 x
celluloid goal keeper along with 1 x brown ball, pitch and 2 x goals (brown netting). Please note this set in incomplete and
appears to be damage to players and goals along with the goals do not look original to this set. Conditions do generally
appear Fair in Fair to Good pictorial lift off lid box. (3 sets)

£50 - £60
2058. Subbuteo a boxed Accessories Set C140 "Stadium Grandstand" which comprises of a plastic Spectators Grandstand
and 5 x unpainted spectator figures which generally appears Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer pictorial box. (1)
£35 - £40
2059. A boxed group of Accessories comprising of Set C140 "Stadium Grandstand" (no spectators), C142 "Terrace Set" &
C143 "Corner Terrace Unit". These three accessory sets do complement each other and when placed together was intended
to produce a spectators corner terracing section. Conditions of contents of these sets all generally appear Good although
none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair outer original boxes (these boxes do suffer from age related wear
and tear - please see photos). (3)
£50 - £60
2060. Subbuteo a boxed group of Accessories comprising of (new more recent numbering system) 61216 "Stadium
Grandstand" which is the more recent issue red and blue stand colours, 61217 "Terrace Set" which is the more recent issue
white plastic terraces & 61218 "Corner Terrace Unit" which is the more recent issue white plastic terracing unit. These three
sets complement each other in such a way as when they are placed together they provide seating and terracing for a corner of
a Subbuteo pitch. Conditions do all generally appear Good although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer
pictorial boxes. (3)
£50 - £60
2061. Subbuteo a boxed group of Accessories comprising of (new more recent numbering system) 61216 "Stadium
Grandstand" which is the more recent issue red and blue stand colours, 61217 "Terrace Set" which is the more recent issue
white plastic terraces & 61218 "Corner Terrace Unit" which is the more recent issue white plastic terracing unit. These three
sets complement each other in such a way as when they are placed together they provide seating and terracing for a corner of
a Subbuteo pitch. Conditions do all generally appear Good although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer
pictorial boxes. (3)
£50 - £60
2062. Subbuteo a boxed group of Accessories comprising of (new more recent numbering system) 61216 "Stadium
Grandstand" which is the more recent issue red and blue stand colours, 61217 "Terrace Set" which is the more recent issue
white plastic terraces & 61143 "Corner Terrace Unit" brown plastic issue terracing unit. These three sets complement each
other in such a way as when they are placed together they provide seating and terracing for a corner of a Subbuteo pitch.
Conditions do all generally appear Good although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (3)

£50 - £60
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2063. Subbuteo a large quantity of Subbuteo Table Football loose unboxed accessories, spare parts, spare players and
similar to include a large number of loose green baize or beige baize football pitches, a number of battery-operated floodlight
systems (untested) and it appears that one set of these floodlights comes from set number 60150, a quantity of early and later
issue scoreboards along with a large number of team names which are intended to be placed inside the team which are
intended to be used with the scoreboards, a quantity of loose netted goals of various coloured nets and green goal bases along
with a quantity of green plastic fencing, a number of spare goal keepers which some are spring mounted and green plastic shaft
mounted along with a box of loose various Subbuteo balls to include original USA 94, Euro 96, Italia 90 and other similar balls.
Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of loose spare Subbuteo heavyweight and lightweight football players of various
colours and from various teams (the majority of these players do appear to be broken or repaired or repairable) along with an
empty spare box belonging to "Continental Floodlighting Edition" which would be ideal for someone who is looking for a better
quality box to swap out. This is a very interesting lot of Subbuteo Table Football spare parts, accessories and players and
would definitely suit someone who was looking to build on a set or collection or someone looking for parts, spares or repairs
and is definitely worth a good sort. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good - please see photos. (qty in 4 large
boxes)

£40 - £50
2064. Subbuteo a mixed group aimed mainly for an enthusiast looking for spares or repairs which comprises of "Football
Express" which incorporates a five-a-side compressed cardboard rigid pitch which generally appears in Poor condition with 2 x
Poor broken goals but the pitch itself is generally Good and after a clean but definitely benefit someone looking for a spare pitch
for this set, along with a boxed Subbuteo "Top Scorer" six-a-side game which comes complete with 2 x teams, 2 x balls, a pitch
and goals which generally appears Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in Fair outer pictorial box and
13 x teams which all generally appear Good although some teams are incomplete and they are only presented in their
polystyrene foam trays (boxes are missing). Please note as in the picture some of these teams do have players missing,
broken or repaired and would definitely suit someone looking for spares or repairs. Some of the teams included in this lot are
655 Rangers "League Champions 87", Brazil, Germany, Norwich or similar and other teams. Conditions of these
teams/players all generally appear to range from Fair to Good with some having limbs missing along with some having been
repaired, missing, broken etc. As stated this lot is ideal for an enthusiast looking for spares or repairs. Also to include in this
lot is a Subbuteo 61178 "Astro Pitch" which comes complete with original tube packaging. These astro pitches are now very
desirable and are now getting rather difficult to find in good condition. Condition this astro turf is generally Good Plus to
Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial tube. (qty)

£35 - £40
2065. Subbuteo a boxed and carded group of Subbuteo accessories to include C110 "TV Tower" which comes complete with
camera, monitor and figures x 2, C170 "Crowd Barrier Set", C104 "Photographers, Trainer, Manager Set", C132 "Throw In
Figures", C133 "Interchangeable Goal Keepers" along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions all
generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some of these sets may have
small pieces missing, broken off or loose or some being repaired, in generally Fair to Good outer boxes/blister packs. (qty)

£35 - £40
2066. Subbuteo a boxed group of Subbuteo Accessories comprising of Goals, Floodlighting and Pitches which includes set
numbers C130 "World Cup" Goals (with coloured nets), C154 "Tournament Goals" (with rounded posts and bars), C122 New
"Continental" type goals which come complete with plastic bases along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x boxed
Subbuteo pitches which comprise of sets 61109 x 2 & 61221 x 1, along with a boxed Subbuteo Floodlighting Set C101 (not
tested) which comprises of 2 x floodlights with stanchions and battery housing compartments. Conditions of all these
accessories do generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some may have
been previously repaired in generally Fair to Good outer packaging. (12)
£30 - £40
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2067. Subbuteo a group of unboxed Accessories comprising of curved and straight Terraces/Stands along with a Grandstand
which includes 2 x C143 Corner Terrace Unit, 4 x C142 brown plastic Terrace Set, along with 1 x (recent numbered version)
61217 white/grey plastic Terrace, along with a C140 Stadium Grandstand. Please note that the Stadium Grandstand is
missing the middle green roof/floor section, along with C142 Terracing not all of them have the plastic standing support. These
accessories all complement each other and when placed together can form a corner section of terracing and grandstand
seating areas for a Subbuteo pitch. Conditions of these all generally appear Good although they would benefit from a further
clean and none are checked for completeness or correctness. Also to include in this lot is a quantity of unpainted and painted
Subbuteo Spectators which would be ideal for placing on these terraces. Conditions of the figures do generally appear Fair to
Good with some as stated being painted. (qty)

£40 - £50
2068. Subbuteo a group of unboxed Accessories comprising of curved and straight Terraces/Stands along with a Grandstand
which includes 2 x C143 Corner Terrace Unit, 4 x C142 brown plastic Terrace Set, along with 1 x (recent numbered version)
61217 white/grey plastic Terrace, along with a C140 Stadium Grandstand. These accessories all complement each other and
when placed together can form a corner section of terracing and grandstand seating areas for a Subbuteo pitch. Conditions of
these all generally appear Good although they would benefit from a further clean and none are checked for completeness or
correctness. Also to include in this lot is a quantity of unpainted and painted Subbuteo Spectators which would be ideal for
placing on these terraces. Conditions of the figures do generally appear Fair to Good with some as stated being painted. (qty)

£40 - £50
2069. Subbuteo a small quantity of loose Subbuteo figures which are harder to find and comprise of a number of Subbuteo
Officials, TV & Camera Crews, Photographers, Emergency Service figures, along with a number of clear plastic Subbuteo
Trainer/Manager Benches which all include a number of Managers/Spectators along with Substitute figures, along with others.
Some of these figures are becoming harder to find in the Subbuteo world and this lot is definitely worth a good sort (please note
some figures have been hand painted along with some figures having been repaired or broken off bases. Conditions all
generally range from Fair to Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness. Also to include in this
lot is one harder to find England Mascot figure "Ken Bailey" which although hard to find is actually missing his rattle. This
figure has been detached from the base but base and figure are both present (just needs rattle to complete). (qty)

£20 - £25
2070. Subbuteo a quantity of Subbuteo Related Ephemera/Paperwork which comprises of price lists, team identification
posters, catalogues and other Subbuteo related paperwork which includes items such as Subbuteo price list 1970/71, Subbuteo
"The International Game" catalogue 1973/74, Subbuteo catalogue 1971/72, an earlier issue price list 1966/67, along with
others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. This is a really interesting lot and does include some harder to find
catalogues and Subbuteo related ephemera. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked. (qty)

£20 - £30
2071. Subbuteo a boxed and unboxed Trophy group to include (1) boxed C118 European Competitions Cup which generally
appears Good complete with plastic base in Poor torn original box; (2) boxed C128 FA Cup which generally appears Good
complete with plastic base and lid in generally Good outer original pictorial box; (3) 2 x unboxed C128 FA Trophy's which both
generally appear Good and both complete with plastic bases (one has the lid missing); (4) pair of unboxed Premier League
Trophy's which generally appear Good and both complete with base and tops; (5) unboxed C118 European Competitions Cup
which generally appears Good and complete with plastic base along with an unboxed European Trophy which generally
appears Fair (missing base). Subbuteo Trophies are now becoming harder to find and becoming very collectable in the world of
Subbuteo and this is a really interesting lot and definitely worth a look. (7)
£40 - £50
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2072. Subbuteo a mainly loose group but does include 1 boxed Team to include a loose unboxed green baize pitch, a boxed
team (repro box) along with a number of loose bagged teams/players (some bags do not contain full 10 players) which includes
Teams/Players which could be used as Norwich, Germany, Leeds along with others. This is a small interesting group of loose
items which would definitely suit a Subbuteo Collector who is looking for spare players to add to their collection or replace
broken players in their collection. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although please note no player in
any of the bags has been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some players in some bags are
broken or detached from bases along with some having been glued/repaired. Please note there may be duplication. (qty)

£30 - £35
2073. Subbuteo a mainly loose group but does include 1 boxed Team to include a loose unboxed green baize pitch, a boxed
team (repro box) along with a number of loose bagged teams/players (some bags do not contain full 10 players) which includes
Teams/Players which could be used as Arsenal, England along with others. This is a small interesting group of loose items
which would definitely suit a Subbuteo Collector who is looking for spare players to add to their collection or replace broken
players in their collection. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although please note no player in any of
the bags has been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some players in some bags are broken or
detached from bases along with some having been glued/repaired. Please note there may be duplication. (qty)

£30 - £35
2074. Subbuteo a mainly loose group but does include 1 boxed Team to include a loose unboxed green baize pitch, a boxed
team (repro box) along with a number of loose bagged teams/players (some bags do not contain full 10 players) which includes
Teams/Players which could be used as Manchester City, Manchester United or similar along with others. This is a small
interesting group of loose items which would definitely suit a Subbuteo Collector who is looking for spare players to add to their
collection or replace broken players in their collection. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although
please note no player in any of the bags has been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some
players in some bags are broken or detached from bases along with some having been glued/repaired. Please note there may
be duplication. (qty)
£30 - £35
2075. Subbuteo a mainly loose group but does include 1 boxed Team to include a loose unboxed green baize pitch, a boxed
team (repro box) along with a number of loose bagged teams/players (some bags do not contain full 10 players) which includes
Teams/Players which could be used as Everton or similar, Manchester United along with others. This is a small interesting
group of loose items which would definitely suit a Subbuteo Collector who is looking for spare players to add to their collection
or replace broken players in their collection. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although please note no
player in any of the bags has been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some players in some
bags are broken or detached from bases along with some having been glued/repaired. Please note there may be duplication.
(qty)
£30 - £35
2076. Subbuteo a mainly loose group but does include 1 boxed Team to include a loose unboxed green baize pitch, a boxed
team (repro box) along with a number of loose bagged teams/players (some bags do not contain full 10 players) which includes
Teams/Players which could be used as Newcastle United or similar, Everton or similar along with others. This is a small
interesting group of loose items which would definitely suit a Subbuteo Collector who is looking for spare players to add to their
collection or replace broken players in their collection. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although
please note no player in any of the bags has been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some
players in some bags are broken or detached from bases along with some having been glued/repaired. Please note there may
be duplication. (qty)
£30 - £35
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2077. Subbuteo a mainly loose group but does include 1 boxed Team to include a loose unboxed green baize pitch, a boxed
team (repro box) along with a number of loose bagged teams/players (some bags do not contain full 10 players) which includes
Teams/Players which could be used as Manchester United, Spurs or similar, Wolverhampton Wanderers/Hull or similar along
with others. This is a small interesting group of loose items which would definitely suit a Subbuteo Collector who is looking for
spare players to add to their collection or replace broken players in their collection. Conditions all generally appear to range
from Fair to Good although please note no player in any of the bags has been checked for completeness or correctness and it
does appear that some players in some bags are broken or detached from bases along with some having been glued/repaired.
Please note there may be duplication. (qty)
£30 - £35
2078. Subbuteo a group of boxed (Hasbro Tag Boxes) circa 1996 to 2001 along with Waddingtons "Targa" boxes with
Premier League logo on front Lightweight teams to include 63410" Brazil" (Hasbro box), 63153 "Nantes" (Hasbro box), 63741
"Liverpool" (Waddingtons Premier League box), 63752 "West Ham United" (Waddingtons Premier League box) along with
others. Also to include in this lot is a video case team box circa 1990/91(Waddingtons) which holds "Manchester United" along
with a square plastic box with transparent lid and plastic inner which houses what appears to be Germany and Argentina
Teams along with 2 balls and 2 goalkeepers. Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer
boxes, unchecked for completeness or correctness (please note the Hasbro tag boxes each housed a team with 9 mounted
players and 2 unmounted players which were displayed in 2 transparent windows and it appears that 4 of these teams have
one mounting base missing but these are easily replaced) along with most of the boxes are torn at the opening tag end. (14)

£40 - £50
2079. Subbuteo a small group of boxed Teams which are produced in a Waddingtons window box with green plastic inner
circa 1993 to 1995 and includes Lightweight Teams 746 "Sheffield Wednesday", 770 "Manchester United" (1994 FA Cup
Winners), Premier League Champions, 771 "Manchester United" (2nd Kit), 768 "Germany" (World Champions 1990) No.792
"Manchester United 3rd Kit" (19994 FA Cup Winners/Premier League Champions) along with others. Conditions of these
generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good
outer Waddingtons window boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from tearing at the tag opening end along with
other age related wear along with a possibility that some players in these teams may have been repaired at some point in the
past). (9)
£35 - £40
2080. Subbuteo a boxed group of Football Teams all displayed in a Waddingtons picture window box circa 1990-1992 with
polystyrene inners comprising of a boxed group of Lightweight Teams such as 729 "Manchester United", 727 "Newcastle
United", 736 "Scotland" (2 players missing), 709 "Norwich City" along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good to
Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good polystyrene trays,
outer pictorial window boxes (please note all of these window boxes have been torn at tag opening end along with other tears,
corner wear and age related wear). (10)
£40 - £50
2081. Subbuteo a boxed group of Football Teams all displayed in a Waddingtons picture window box circa 1990-1992 with
polystyrene inners comprising of a boxed group of Lightweight Teams such as 700 "Tottenham Hotspur", 685 "Nottingham
Forest", 723 "Sheffield United", 415 "Italy", 410 "Brazil",, 698 "Everton" (one player missing) along with others. Conditions do
generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to
Good polystyrene trays, outer pictorial window boxes (please note all of these window boxes have been torn at tag opening end
along with other tears, corner wear and age related wear). (10)
£40 - £50
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2082. Subbuteo a boxed group of "Zombie" Teams which are displayed in single figure window boxes which are circa 79-81
which comprise of open ended wrap boxes and tuck-in end flap boxes (Zombie - nickname derived from lifeless look of player
with no attempt at pose and almost no detail), to include 191 "Manchester City", 100 "Manchester United" along with others.
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some players do
appear to have been repaired at some point in generally Poor to Fair outer boxes complete with Fair to Good inner plastic trays
(please note some of these boxes do have damage such as tearing and creasing/crushing along with most having writing on
the front and it cannot be certain that teams match the team names which are written on the boxes). (8)

£40 - £50
2083. Subbuteo a boxed group of Teams which are displayed in single figure window boxes which are circa 1979 to 81 which
comprises of open ended wrap boxes and tuck-in end flap boxes and includes 319 "Wales" (1980 only), 215 QPR/M.S.V.
Duisburg, 326 "West Bromwich Albion", 232 "Arsenal" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good although
none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some teams may have some players missing (see pics) along
with some players do appear to have been previously repaired in generally Fair to Good outer boxes complete with Fair to
Good inner plastic trays (please note most boxes do have teams and written on therefore it cannot be certain that teams do
match the team names on the boxes and most boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing and other age/storage related wear. (14)

£60 - £70
2084. Subbuteo a boxed group of Teams which are displayed in single figure window box "Tuck In End Flap" which includes
331 "Ireland", 321 "England 2nd Strip", 329 "England" along with others. Conditions generally appear Good although none
have been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some teams do have some players missing and
also some players have been repaired previously in generally Fair to Good outer boxes complete with Fair to Good inner plastic
trays (please note all of these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing and other age/storage related wear along with all boxes
having names and writing on them therefore it can not be certain that the teams match the team names on the boxes). (7)

£30 - £40
2085. Subbuteo a boxed group of Teams which are displayed in single figure window box "Tuck In End Flap" which includes
329 "New England", 96 "Middlesbrough 2nd Strip", 321 "England" along with others. Conditions generally appear Good
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some teams do have some players
missing and also some players have been repaired previously in generally Fair to Good outer boxes complete with Fair to Good
inner plastic trays (please note all of these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing and other age/storage related wear along with
all boxes having names and writing on them therefore it can not be certain that the teams match the team names on the boxes).
(7)
£35 - £40
2086. Subbuteo a pair of boxed more harder to find Football Teams which are displayed in single player window boxes which
comprise of 272 "Academica" which has black bases, along with 313 "Motherwell". These two Subbuteo teams are
exceptionally hard to find especially 272 "Academica" which hardly ever comes up for sale. This lot is definitely for the
Subbuteo collector and would make a great addition to any Subbuteo collectors teams. Conditions do generally appear to be
Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer boxes (please note these two boxes do have writing on the front but do include
the original reference numbers on the end flaps) complete with Good inner green plastic trays. (2)
£80 - £100
2087. Subbuteo a boxed group of Subbuteo Lightweight Teams which are all displayed in horizontal boxes/C100 team boxes
circa 1981 to 1983 all with polystyrene inner trays and includes 246 "Juventus/Udinese/St. Mirren", 192 "Leicester City", 361
"Ipswich Town" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for
completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes with mainly Good inner polystyrene trays (please
note all these window boxes do have writing on them along with old price stickers and all suffer with crushing, tearing and
splitting and other age/storage related wear). (7)
£40 - £50
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2088. Subbuteo a boxed group of Subbuteo Lightweight Teams which are all displayed in horizontal boxes/C100 team boxes
circa 1981 to 1983 all with polystyrene inner trays and includes 365 "Chelsea 2nd Strip", 329 "England", 50 "Brazil", 350
"Southampton" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for
completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes with mainly Good inner polystyrene trays (please
note all these window boxes do have writing on them along with old price stickers and all suffer with crushing, tearing and
splitting and other age/storage related wear). (7)
£40 - £50
2089. Subbuteo a boxed group of mainly Lightweight Teams which are displayed in vertical window boxes circa 1984 to 1990
and all come complete with polystyrene inner trays and includes 706 "Sheffield Wednesday", 703 "Southampton", 8
"Newcastle/Dunfermline/PAOK", 21 "Feren Cuaros/Bradford City/Real Madrid" along with others. Conditions do generally
appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good
outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing etc and some do have old price
stickers attached along with writing and team names). (10)
£60 - £70
2090. Subbuteo a boxed lightweight group which are mainly displayed in vertical boxes circa 1984 to 1990 which all have
polystyrene inner trays and include 658 "Aston Villa", 51 "Colchester/Heraclis", 659 "Coventry" along with others. Please note
it does appear that some of these boxed teams do have players missing - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear
Fair to Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes
(please note most of these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing and splitting along with some having cellophane windows
missing and old price stickers attached with some of these players appearing to have been repaired in the past). (11)

£50 - £60
2091. Subbuteo a boxed group of Lightweight and Heavyweight Teams which are displayed in long box circa 1974 to 76 (mid
70's) & small box circa 1976 to 78 (moulded plastic interiors) and includes 225 "Denmark" (small box), 67 "Argentina" (small
box) which has a reverse foot base which is black and not white, 157 "Mexico City" (small box), 154 "Derby County" (long box)
along with others. Please note it does appear that some of these boxes are reproduction - please see photo. Conditions do
generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some teams
do have players either missing or repaired - please see photo in generally Fair to Good outer boxes complete with Fair to Good
inner trays (please note all boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing and other damage with all boxes having writing on them
which includes team names and in some instances it can’t be certain that the box team name matches the team inside). (9)

£50 - £60
2092. Subbuteo a boxed group of Lightweight and Heavyweight Teams which are displayed in small box circa 1976 to 78
with moulded plastic interiors and includes 156 "West Germany" (HW), 201 "Stockport" (standard version with blue trim on
socks missing/this sometimes happens in production), 457 "Argentina" (black foot base/not white) along with others. Conditions
do generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some
teams do have players either repaired or missing - please see photo in generally Fair outer boxes with Fair inner plastic trays
(please note all of these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing and other damage along with all having writing and team names
written on them therefore it is not certain that the teams do match the team names written on the boxes). (8)

£50 - £60
2093. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight and Lightweight Teams which are all displayed in long box circa 1974 to 1976
and includes 778 "Leeds United", 206 "Coventry City", 772 "Norwich City" (LW) in Ribero Kit, 101 "Birmingham City" along with
others. It appears that some of these teams do have players missing, damaged or repaired - please see photo. Conditions all
generally appear Fair to Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good
outer boxes although some boxes do appear to be reproduction (please note all these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing,
splitting and similar damage along with all having writing and team names on front therefore some team names may not match
up to the teams inside the boxes and it also appears that team box for (QPR/Reading) does have inner tray missing therefore
players are loose). (7)
£40 - £50
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2094. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight and Lightweight Teams which are all displayed in long box circa 1974 to 1976
and includes 42 "Chelsea", 189 "Leeds United", 11 "QPR" along with others. It appears that some of these teams do have
players missing, damaged or repaired - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although none have
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer boxes although some boxes do appear to be
reproduction (please note all these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing, splitting and similar damage along with all having
writing and team names on front therefore some team names may not match up to the teams inside the boxes and it also
appears that team box for (Stoke City) does have inner tray missing therefore players are loose). (7)
£40 - £50
2095. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight and Lightweight Teams which are all displayed in mid 70's long box circa
1974 to 1976 and includes 77 "Wolverhampton Wanderers", 28 "Norwich City", 733 "West Germany". Also to include in this lot
is team reference 293 "Norrkoping Nepali 2nd Kit", this is a rare team and extremely hard to find although please note this does
look/appear to be a repaint. It appears that some of these boxes are reproduction - please see photo. Conditions do all
generally appear to be Fair to Good although some players do appear to have been repaired in the past in generally Fair to
Good outer boxes (please note all these boxes do appear to be suffering from crushing/tearing and other age/storage related
damage along with all having writing on them along with team names therefore it is not certain that all the team names do
match up to the teams inside the boxes). (8)
£50 - £60
2096. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight Teams all displayed in 1970's boxes circa 1969 to 1973 (70's logo/kicking to
the right) and includes 74 "Aston Villa", 41 "Liverpool", 18 "Spurs" along with others. Please note some teams may have
players missing or some teams may have players with previous repairs - please see photo. Conditions do generally range
from Fair to Good with some teams/players appearing to have been repainted and none have been checked for completeness
or correctness in generally Poor to Fair outer boxes with Poor to Fair inner trays (please note all these boxes do suffer from
staining, crushing, tearing and other age related/storage related wear and tear and all have writing on the front which is mainly
team names therefore it cannot be certain that all these teams match up to the team names on the boxes). (8)

£50 - £60
2097. Subbuteo a boxed Heavyweight Team displayed in mid 70's box circa 1969 to 1973 which comprises of
110/Heavyweight Ref 135 "FC Lugano" which is an extremely hard to find team and has black oval base and white standing
base, this is a hard to team to find and very rarely comes up for sale. Please note it does appear that one player in this team
does have an arm missing- please see photo. Conditions therefore generally range from Fair to Good in Good outer
reproduction box. (1)
£50 - £60
2098. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight Teams which are all displayed in 70's boxes circa 1969 to 73 (logo kicking to
the right) which includes 15 "Plymouth", 163 "Uruguay", 42 "Chelsea" along with others. Please note it does appear that some
of these teams do have players missing or broken and some players do appear to have had previous repairs done - please see
photo. Conditions therefore generally appear to range from Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (please note
some of these boxes are reproduction boxes and all do suffer from crushing/tearing and other age/storage related wear along
with all of them having writing which is mainly team names therefore it is uncertain that some of these teams match the team
names on the boxes). (8)
£50 - £60
2099. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight Teams which are all displayed in 70's boxes circa 1969 to 73 (logo kicking to
the right) which includes 15 "Plymouth" (white base with green stand disc), 100 "Manchester United" along with others. Please
note it does appear that some of these teams do have players missing or broken and some players do appear to have had
previous repairs done - please see photo. Conditions therefore generally appear to range from Fair to Good in generally Fair
to Good outer boxes (please note some of these boxes are reproduction boxes and all do suffer from crushing/tearing and other
age/storage related wear along with all of them having writing which is mainly team names therefore it is uncertain that some of
these teams match the team names on the boxes). (8)
£50 - £60
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2100. Subbuteo a boxed group of Heavyweight Teams which are all displayed in 70's boxes circa 1969 to 73 (logo kicking to
the right) which includes 5 "Manchester City", 8 "Newcastle United", 10 "Derby County" along with others. Please note it does
appear that some of these teams do have players missing or broken and some players do appear to have had previous repairs
done - please see photo. Conditions therefore generally appear to range from Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer
boxes (please note some of these boxes are reproduction boxes and all do suffer from crushing/tearing and other age/storage
related wear along with all of them having writing which is mainly team names therefore it is uncertain that some of these teams
match the team names on the boxes). (8)
£50 - £60
2101. Subbuteo a boxed group comprising of Football Teams and boxed Accessories to include 3 x boxed football teams
comprising of Ref 8 "Newcastle United/Grimsby Town/Notts County", Ref 80 "Burnley" & 13 "Blackpool" (1968 to 1980 kit).
This side could also be played as international side "Holland" (please note this team does not have black bases). Conditions of
all three teams all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer boxes complete with Good inner trays.
Also to include in this lot is a quantity of boxed Subbuteo accessories comprising of set C.122 New Continental type Goals, a
boxed set of interlocking plastic fence surround, set C.132 Throw In Figures, set 'Z' Matchbox Score Recorder/Scoreboard,
along with others. Conditions of all these boxed accessories generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer original boxes. (11)

£50 - £60
2102. Airfix, AMT, Tamiya & Bandai a group of mixed scale plastic kits which comprise of Motor Vehicles and includes an
Airfix 1/24th scale Aston Martin DB6 (Series 6), Airfix 1/32nd scale Mercedes 280 SL (Series 2), Tamiya 1/24th scale Ferrari
Mythos by Pininfarina, AMT 1/25th scale Mercedes-Benz 300 SL (Gullwing Coupe) along with a Bandai 1/20th scale De
Tomaso Mangusta. Please note all of these models except for one have been part built to some degree of completeness and
all generally appear to be Fair in Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes. The Tamiya 1/24th scale Ferrari Mythos is unbuilt and still
bagged and appears Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial box.
Also to include in this lot is a pair of Atlas boxed Warships along with a Corgi "Barnstormers" Bi-plane and a boxed plastic toy
"Speeding Grandads" which all appear generally to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness. (9)

£30 - £35
2103. Dinky an unboxed Dinky "Supertoys" 984 Car Transporter and Trailer "Dinky Auto Service" which generally appears
Fair. (1)
£50 - £60
2104. Dinky a pair of unboxed diecast models comprising of 982 Pullmore Car Transporter (please note this has a
replacement rear ramp), along with a Dinky "Supertoys" Foden Flatbed with chains complete with log load (please note this has
been repainted/restored/renovated). Conditions both generally appear Fair. (2)
£30 - £40
2105. Corgi "Heavy Haulage" a boxed 18005 Scammell Contractor x 2, Nicolas Trailer, Bogies and Generator "Pickfords
Industrial Ltd". This comes with numbered certificate which is number 1696 of 4000 produced. Conditions do generally
appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer
pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1)
£70 - £90
2106. A perspex transparent Display Cabinet which is wood and perspex constructed and measures approximately 150cm
long x 20cm wide x 20cm deep. This is an ideal display cabinet for someone who is wanting to display a rather long model or a
diorama or similar. Condition generally appears Good. (1)
£20 - £30
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2107. Tonka, Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a large quantity of diecast, plastic and tinplate models which comprises of
Commercial vehicles, Military vehicles, Buses and other similar models and includes a Matchbox "Battle Kings" K116 Artillery
Truck, Matchbox "Battle Kings" K-118 Military Helicopter, Corgi Mercedes Benz 300 SL "Roadster" with racing decals number
7, Corgi Commer Bus - 2500 Series, Dinky Toys 626 Military Ambulance, Tonka plastic circa 1979 Jet Aircraft, Tonka plastic
and metal constructed Cement Mixer along with others. This is an interesting lot and well worth a good sort. Conditions all
generally range from Fair to Good with the majority being play worn (please note this lot has not been checked for
completeness or correctness). (large qty)
£40 - £50
2108. Lledo, Corgi a mainly boxed group to include 7 x The Days Gone Collectors Guild Lledos, plus 1 x D14/1 The Dandy
Special Edition Beano Corgi Set, plus unboxed Rio Fiat 60CV. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally
Good to Near Mint boxes. (9)
£5 - £10
2109. Corgi 50's Classics ex-shop stock boxed Cars - to include 2 x 811 Mercedes 300 SL in both silver and red versions,
804 Jaguar XK120, 2 x 806 1956 Mercedes 300 SC in both cream and burgundy versions - Mint in Excellent window boxes. (5)
£30 - £35
2110. Hong Kong plastic Bus and Racing Car (1) Clifford Series BRM Racing Car with friction drive, British racing green with
racing number 5 to one side and (2) "British Airways" Airline Bus - red/white - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good
boxes. Also included is a Clifford Series "Cabin Cruiser" for restoration with loose motor - Fair including illustrated box. (3)
£10 - £15
2111. Dinky an unboxed Trojan Van "Chivers Jellies Always Turn Out Well" in green and dark green with green hubs.
Conditions appear generally Good Plus. (1)
£20 - £25
2112. Corgi, Lledo, Matchbox and others a mainly boxed group to include Corgi Morris Minor "Lovejoy", 8 x Matchbox Moko
Lesney Originals, plus Pursuit Candle Powered Tin Boat, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20 boxed + 6 unboxed)
£30 - £35
2113. A mixed boxed group of diecast models to include Guisval 17.501 5-piece Stand including Rolls Royce, Packard,
Cadillac, Mercedes, MG, plus Oxford Diecast models plus Majorette Bassett's Liquorice Allsorts London Cab, Brumm
push-along friction model, Hongwell Mini Cooper, plus others similar, plus 2 x Franklin Mints. Conditions appear generally
Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (large qty)
£30 - £40
2114. A pair of unboxed Tonka vehicles including 1 x Tonka Turbo Diesel Mighty Tow Service with Hydraulic Boom, plus 1 x
Tonka Turbo Diesel Mobile Crane. Conditions appear generally Good Plus. (2)
£15 - £20
2115. Meccano, Bayko and similar a small group of boxed Construction and similar kits to include Meccano "Site Engineering
Set" which generally appears Good in generally Poor to Fair outer box, a Bayko "Building Outfit No.14" which generally appears
Fair in Poor to Fair outer box, along with other incomplete construction kits. Also to include in this lot is a wooden and plastic
Construction boxed "Bilo Fix Set No.7". Conditions of all the sets not mentioned so far all generally appear Poor in Poor boxes
with all of these sets appearing to be incomplete. (5)
£15 - £20
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2116. A quantity of boxed and unboxed battery-operated radio control and friction drive plastic and tinplate construction
Mazda RX-7 models (mainly China & Japan) to include a pair of matching plastic RX-7 "Savannah" models in orange with black
and white decals complete with battery-operated radio controlled unit, a boxed TI (China) plastic construction battery-operated
radio controlled Mazda RX-7 in orange, a boxed (Japanese) battery-operated Mazda RX-7 in chrome effect with racing decals
number 7 (spinning/go spin action with light), along with others. Please note none of these models have been tested and
some of these models are missing the battery-operated radio control units. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair
to Good in generally Poor to Fair packaging where applicable (some battery compartments are missing lids). (8)

£20 - £25
2117. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 20603 (De-Regulation) Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart
"Thamesway"; 12301 Harrington Grenadier "Maidstone B District"; 20403 (De-Regulation) Bristol VR Series III "Devon General"
along with others. Please note there may be duplication within the lot. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to
Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the
majority of boxes do suffer from slight crushing and scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price
sticker attached). (16)
£40 - £50
2118. Marx & Co Ltd, John Waddington, Spears Games, Merit and similar a quantity of boxed vintage Games/Puzzles to
include a Marx Toys "Arnold Palmers Pro Shot Golf", a Waddingtons "Mine a Million", a Dennis Fisher "Draw with Spirograph",
a Merit "The Amazing Magic Robot" (3rd edition), a Spears Games "Coppit", along with others. Please note none of these
boxes games/puzzles have been checked for completeness or correctness. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to
Good in generally Poor to Good outer pictorial boxes. (12)
£15 - £20
2119. A Diecast/Board Game group to include 10 x Lledo's plus board games such as Bop It Extreme 2, Roulette, plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus packaging where applicable. (qty)
£10 - £15
2120. Middlesbrough Football Club a quantity of home and away Football Programmes all relating to Middlesbrough Football
Club and include a quantity of 1970's home football programmes to include Middlesbrough vs Tottenham Hotspur 1975,
Middlesbrough vs Manchester City (Football League Cup Semi Final 1st leg) 1976 along with others, also a full set of home
programmes from the promotion winning year 1973/74 along with the Middlesbrough Football Club Official Handbook Season
1973/74, a quantity of 1970's away programmes which includes Fulham vs Middlesbrough (Anglo Scottish Cup Final 2nd leg)
along with a quantity of 1980's away programmes and other interesting programmes. This is a nice collection of programmes
and would suit anyone who collects Middlesbrough Football programmes or who is just starting out in the hobby and especially
a full season 1973/74 which was Middlesbrough's promotion winning year. (qty)
£20 - £25
2121. Corgi, Matchbox, EFE and similar a boxed mainly Bus group to include Corgi "Original Omnibus" 43110 Leyland Lynx
Mk.II "United", Corgi "Original Omnibus" 43606 Northern Counties Palatine II "Arriva Northumbria Ltd", EFE 16507 Leyland
Atlantean "Gateshead", EFE 12102 Cavalier Coach "East Yorkshire" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Corgi
CC13006 (999 Series) Dennis F12 Pump Ladder "Hartlepool County Borough Fire Brigade" & a Corgi 35010 "The Queen
Mother's Century 1900 to 2000" which comprises of an AEC Routemaster "London Transport". Conditions of all these models
generally appear Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some packaging does
have old price stickers attached and some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing). (26)
£50 - £60
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2122. A quantity of hardback and softback Books which are all mainly Collecting Books comprising of Dolls, Robots, Model
Aircraft, Automata, Toys in general and similar to include a hardback book "Automata and Mechanical Toys" by Mary Hillier, a
hardback book "The World of Toys" by Hamlyn, a hardback book "Diecast Toy Aircraft/An International Guide" by Sue
Richardson, a hardback book "The World of Robots" by Brian Morris, along with others. This is an interesting lot and would
suit any collector. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked (some books suffer from spine
damage). (26)
£20 - £25
2123. A large quantity of Magazines comprising of collecting magazines, collecting magazines, model building magazines,
railway magazines and similar to include Continental Modeller, Forbidden Planet, Area 51 (Sci-Fi Collecting), Scale Models
International, along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked. Please note due to
the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (large qty in 2 heavy plastic tubs)

£5 - £10
2124. A large quantity of Video Tape Cassettes comprising of Films, Children's Films, Cartoons and similar to include
"Titanic", "Love Actually", a children's cartoons "The Flintstones Bumper Edition" along with others. Also to include in this lot is
a large quantity of Videos all relating to the very popular series "Friends". This is interesting lot and would definitely suit
someone who has been a fan or is still a fan of that ever popular series "Friends". Conditions all generally appear Good
although none have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip cases. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes)
£5 - £10
2125. A quantity of hardback Children's Annuals comprising of 11 x "Rupert" Annuals, along with other titles and includes The
Valiant Annual 1975, The Girl Guide Annual 1977, Rupert Annual 1966, Rupert Annual 1970, Rupert Annual 1977 x 2, Rupert
Annual 1974, along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear
Fair to Good with some hardback books suffering from spine damage (please note none of these books have been checked).
(24)
£15 - £20
2126. Star Wars - Episode I a quantity of carded/blister packed figures which includes Queen Amidala and others. Please
note there is heavy duplication in this lot - please see photo (these carded/blister packed figures are believed to be
Argentinian/Chinese or similar bootleg items). Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus on generally Good
card/blisters although none have been checked for completeness or correctness. (24)
£20 - £25
2127. Hornby a large quantity of G Gauge plastic Track Sections along with a quantity of Fuller plastic track to include points,
un-coupling rail and buffer stop which also includes a Faller Loco 0-6-0 which is a German style battery-powered Steam Loco.
Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although nothing has been tested. (qty in 1 large box)
£10 - £20
2128. Lledo, Newray, Welly and similar a quantity of boxed and unboxed plastic and diecast models along with some TV
related carded/blister packed figures to include a carded/blister packed figure "Cyberman" from the TV series "Doctor Who", a
carded/blister packed figure "Johnny Alpha" which from a collectors series "2000 AD", a Newray boxed "Sky Pilot" set, 4 x Welly
Volkswagen Beetle models in various colours along with other mainly plastic constructed toy cars, plastic figures/animals and
other interesting items. This is an interesting lot and well worth a good sort. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Near
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging where applicable. (qty in 2 boxes)
£10 - £15
2129. Nikko a boxed radio controlled battery-operated "Sea Wolf" Submarine with digital proportional steering and speed
control. Condition does generally appear Good although this has not been tested or checked for completeness or correctness
in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good polystyrene inner packaging. (1)
£20 - £30
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2130. Lindberg, MB Games, Gibsons Games, Lego and similar a quantity of boxed Games, Sets along with mainly wooden
Model Construction Sets along with collectable Trade Cards to include Lego "Create the World" collectable trade cards which
come complete in trade boxes x 2 (unchecked for completeness), a Lego 3270 "Scala" Children's plastic Doll Play House set, a
Lindberg 70350 plastic kit "The Civil War" which comprises of Union Army Horse Drawn Field Artillery (unchecked for
completeness or correctness), MB Games a foam and plastic constructed 3D puzzle of Tower Bridge, Sculpture Puzzles a
boxed 3D layered jigsaw puzzle "The Lord of the Rings - The Two Towers", along with others. Conditions all generally range
from Poor to Good although nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has tested in
generally Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty in 2 cardboard boxes)

£20 - £30
2131. A large quantity of Tomy/Aurora, Tyco, Scalextric and similar a large quantity of loose track, controllers, small scale slot
cars and similar to include a quantity of straight and curved Tyco slot car track which also includes a Tyco Racing Track which
also includes a Tyco Racing 440 Lap Counter, a quantity of straight and curved Aurora AFX slot car track along with a small
quantity of curved and straight Scalextric track with a number of plastic Tyco, Aurora and similar slot car racing hand controllers.
Also to include in this lot is 6 x small scale Tyco, Aurora or similar plastic slot cars. This is a really interesting lot and is
definitely suited for someone who is looking for spare parts or is wanting to extend an already built slot car racing circuit.
Please note nothing in this lot has been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. Conditions all generally appear
Fair to Good. (large qty in 3 cardboard boxes)
£30 - £35
2132. Scalextric Electric Slot Racing Set "Newmarket" which comprises of straight and curved track, controllers, horses and
other accessories. Please note this set has not been checked for completeness or correctness and it has not been tested.
Conditions do generally appear Good in generally Poor outer pictorial lift off lid box with Fair inner polystyrene tray (please note
box lid does suffer from severe tears, creasing and crushing etc). (1)
£30 - £40
2133. Scalextric Electric Slot Racing Set "Ascot" which comprises of straight and curved track, controllers, horses and other
accessories. Please note this set has not been checked for completeness or correctness and it has not been tested.
Conditions do generally appear Good in generally Poor outer pictorial lift off lid box with Fair inner polystyrene tray (please note
box lid does suffer from severe tears, creasing and crushing etc). (1)
£30 - £40
2134. Scalextric Electric Slot Racing Set "The Derby" which comprises of straight and curved track, controllers, horses and
other accessories. Please note this set has not been checked for completeness or correctness and it has not been tested.
Conditions do generally appear Good in generally Poor outer pictorial lift off lid box with Fair inner polystyrene tray (please note
box lid does suffer from severe tears, creasing and crushing etc). (1)
£30 - £40
2135. Hornby, Scalextric "Micro" a boxed pair of Micro System Slot Car Racing Sets which are 1/64th scale. Both sets
consist of 2 x hand controllers, curved and straight track, 2 x slot racing cars along with other accessories. Conditions do all
generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and both sets have not been tested
in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (2)
£25 - £30
2136. Tomy/Aurora a boxed group of Slot Car Racing Sets and boxed accessories to accompany racing sets which
comprises of a boxed "AFX Vertigo" set, a boxed "AFX Midnight Marathon", a boxed accessory set (AFX Extenders) "Loop the
Loop Set" & a boxed accessory set (AFX Extenders) "Drift Action Curve Set". Conditions of contents all generally appear
Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested in generally Fair to
Good outer boxes (please note the slot car racing sets do appear incomplete and would suit someone looking for spares or
parts to add to an existing layout). (4)
£20 - £30
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2137. Tyco (Formula Tyco) a boxed group of Slot Car Racing Sets which comprises of "Monte Carlo" set, "Grand Prix" set,
"Formula 1 Championship" Set and "Monte Carlo/Magnum X-3" set. Conditions of all these sets do generally appear Good
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (please note it
appears that these sets are incomplete therefore would definitely suit someone looking for spare parts or to add to an existing
layout). (4 sets)
£30 - £35
2138. Scalextric a boxed pair of Slot Racing Sets comprising of (1) "GT40 Sport" which comprises of straight and curved
track, 2 x hand controllers, along with other accessories and does include a Ford GT40/9 and a Ford GT40 Mk.2/3. This set
does generally appear Good to Good Plus although not tested or checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good
outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging, (2) "Turbo 7000" set which comprises of curved and straight track, 2
x hand controllers, power supply and other accessories along with 2 x Slot Jaguar Racing Cars with racing decals number 1
and 18. Conditions do generally appear Good although not checked for completeness or correctness and this set has not
been tested in generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box and Fair to Good inner polystyrene tray. (2)

£30 - £40
2139. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" & Oxford Diecast a boxed group of mainly Buses but does include 5 x Oxford Diecast
Car models to include EFE 15639 RM Routemaster "Transport for London - Arriva Route 38", EFE 18108 Leyland Atlantean XA
"London Transport", Oxford Diecast JSS001 Jaguar SS 2.5 Saloon in cream, Oxford Diecast JAGXK15003 Jaguar XK150 FHC
in Carmen Red, along with others. Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent
outer packaging. (20)
£60 - £70
2140. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99164 (Hauliers of Renown) "Pride of the Dales - Alan Lodge Road Haulage" which
comprises of a DAF 480 BHP Super Space Cab, Scania Topline 124L, MAN 460 BHP TGA XXL & Clayton General Purpose
Tanker. Condition does generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to
Good Plus outer pictorial flip-up lid box along with Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. (1)
£40 - £50
2141. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale US51405 (Heavy Haulers) International Transtar with Flatbed and tyre load "River Valley
Hauling Co" which comes complete with numbered certificate which is 0004 of 1660 produced (please note there was
apparently 150 reserved for the UK market and 1500+ for the US market). Condition does generally appear Excellent to Near
Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box. (1)

£30 - £40
2142. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of 74901 ERF Powder Tanker "Rugby Cement",
CC12801 Scania T-Cab Feldbinder Tanker "Ian Hayes Transport" & 75807 MAN Curtainside "John Raymond Transport Ltd".
Conditions of all three models do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally
Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes and all complete with Good to Good Plus inner polystyrene packaging. (3)

£40 - £50
2143. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group "The London Underground Collection" comprising of a 1938 London Tube
Stock Driving Carriage A "Northern Line", 1938 London Tube Stock Driving Carriage D "Northern Line", 1938 London Tube
Stock Non Driving Motorcar "Northern Line" & 1938 London Tube Stock Trailer Carriage "Northern Line". Conditions do
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (4)
£40 - £50
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2144. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group "The London Underground Collection" comprising of a 80703 1959
London Tube Stock Trailer Car "Piccadilly Line", 80603 1959 London Tube Stock Motor Trailer Car "Piccadilly Line", 80503
1959 London Tube Stock Driving Carriage D "Piccadilly Line" & 80403 1959 London Tube Stock Driving Carriage A "Piccadilly
Line". Please note these four models are still wrapped in the factory tissue and they come with a cardboard full colour wrap
around. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint along with a Good Plus to Excellent "London's
Underground Trains" wrap around. (4)
£40 - £50
2145. Corgi a boxed TV Related 1/24th scale diecast model which comprises of a Batmobile for the TV series "Batman"
(1960 DC Comic Series). Condition does generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although the Bat Communicator has not
been tested in Good outer window box (please note the window does suffer from slight crushing and creasing). (1)
£25 - £30
2146. Dinky a group of boxed and unboxed 163 Bristol 450 models comprising of 3 x unboxed which generally appear Fair
and 1 x boxed which generally appears Fair to Good and generally Fair outer box. Please note all four of these models do
have scratches and other age related wear and tear. (4)
£40 - £50
2147. Corgi (Mettoy) a boxed MT00103 tinplate Routemaster Bus "London Transport" with operating bell, front wheel steering
and clockwork drive. This comes complete with certificate number 01243 of 3500 produced and also comes complete with
key. Condition does generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although not tested in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid
box. (1)
£40 - £50
2148. Maisto, Bburago, Autoart and similar an unboxed group of 1/18th and similar scale models to include an Autoart 1/18th
scale Ford GT, Bburago 1/18th scale Bugatti (1991), Mira 1/18th scale Ferrari F50 (1995), Maisto 1/18th scale Jaguar XJ220
along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Fair to Good although some of these models do appear to have small
pieces missing, broken off or loose and the majority would benefit from a further clean possibly due to display purposes. (14)

£30 - £35
2149. Maisto, Road Signature, Bburago and similar an unboxed group of 1/18th, 1/24th and similar scale models to include
Bburago 1/18th scale Jaguar 'E' (1961), Maisto 1/24th scale Ferrari Enzo, Maisto 1/18th scale Morgan, Polistil 1/25th scale
Aston Martin V8, along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good although some models do appear to have small
pieces missing, broken off or loose and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due to display purposes. (14)

£20 - £30
2150. Bburago, Maisto and similar an unboxed group of mainly Sports Cars comprising of mixed scale models to include a
Maisto 1/40th scale Jaguar XJ220, Maisto 1/40th scale Aston Martin DB7, Bburago 1/43rd scale Ferrari 512 BB along with
others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions do all generally appear Fair to Good with some of these models
appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and the majority would benefit from a further clean possibly due to
display purposes. (43)
£20 - £25
2151. Lledo, Bburago, Maisto and similar a group of boxed and unboxed diecast models comprising of a Bburago 1/24th
scale Citroen 15CV TA, Maisto 1/18th scale Vespa Scooter "Gran Turismo" (2003), Lledo Jaguar XK120 in pale green metallic
along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Lledo "Days Gone" wall mounted Display Case/Shelf with green baize/felt
lining along with space for 20 models and measures approximately 53cm wide x 49cm in height x 5cm in depth. Please note
there is 20 x Lledo models with this display unit. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good
outer packaging where applicable. (qty)
£30 - £40
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2152. Vanguards, Saico, Trofeu & Solido a boxed group comprising of a Vanguards 1/43rd scale VA04106 Ford Cortina Mk.II
"Super" in Dragoon Red, Trofeu 524 Ford Escort RS1600 "BP" (M. Carlow 72-Piot/Porter), Solido "Age D'or" Bugatti Atalante,
Vanguards VA10104 Triumph Stag in Russet Brown, along with others. Also to include in this lot is 4 x Saico Morris Van
models which are all believed to be Code 3 and includes "Columbia Childcare UK", "Morris Minors Owners Club 2006", along
with others. Conditions all do generally appear to be Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good outer packaging. (11)

£40 - £50
2153. Corgi, Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" & Atlas Editions a boxed group to include a Corgi 97701 2-vehicle set "Racing
E-type Super Cats" Jaguar models which is number 1553 of 7500 produced, a Corgi CC13011 (9 Double 9 Series) Dennis F12
Fire Engine "City of Stoke on Trent Fire Brigade", Atlas Editions (Classic Sports Cars) BMW 507, Corgi CC99111 "Trotters
Independent Trading Co" which comprises of a Ford Capri and a Reliant Regal Supervan III along with others. Also to include
in this lot is a small quantity of Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" models which includes Y-23 1922 AEC Omnibus, Y-26 1918
Crossley Bier Wagen along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x Corgi Police vehicles "The Peel Collection" which
comprises of 3 x Jaguar Mk.II Police Cars each numbered 34 x 2 and 35 x 1. Conditions all generally range from Good to Near
Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Poor to Good outer packaging (some
packaging does suffer from severe crushing etc). (qty)

£40 - £50
2154. Franklin Mint a group comprising of 12 x "The Classic Cars of the 50's" models and includes 1957 Chevrolet Corvette,
1956 Lincoln Continental Mk.II, 1956 Ford Thunderbird, along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good although they
would benefit from a further clean possibly due to display purposes. These models come with a binder with certificates and
paperwork relating to these models/collection and also this lot contains 2 x wooden wall mounted display shelving which was
specifically made for "The Classic Cars of the 50's" and these two shelving units measure approximately 38cm wide x 56cm
height x 12cm depth (at its deepest point) and both shelving does generally appear Good to Good Plus. Also to include in this
lot is 2 x Franklin Mint 1/24th scale models comprising of a 1929 Bentley and a 1935 Duesenberg J550 which both generally
appear to be Good. (qty)
£50 - £60
2155. Corgi a boxed James Bond/007 group to include a 2-vehicle set "40th Anniversary Twin Set" which appears to be gold
plated (missing outer cardboard wrap and paperwork), 04701 Lotus Esprit Turbo "For Your Eyes Only", 04302 Aston Martin
DB5 "Tomorrow Never Dies", CC03801 Aston Martin DB5 "Casino Royale", CC04602 Gyrocopter (Little Nellie) "You Only Live
Twice", CC06803 Rolls Royce III/Sedance De Ville "Goldfinger" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good
to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging
(please note the majority of these models appear loose inside packaging/possibly repackaged possibly due to display purposes
therefore may have some small delicate pieces damaged along with the majority of these boxes do appear to be slightly
crushed possibly due to storage). (19)
£50 - £60
2156. An interesting lot of wooden, glass, diecast and similar Collectable Vehicles and items which comprises of 5 x tinplate
vehicle shaped Toffee Tins, a pot ornament "Trotters Independent Trading Co" vehicle, a small number of wooden constructed
motor vehicles, a larger scale plastic and diecast constructed 1953 F-100 Tow Truck by Road Legends which is on a plastic
plinth along with a small number of glass constructed vehicle shaped collectables which includes vintage Avon Aftershave
bottles, paper weights etc. Also to include in this lot is 2 x wall mounted glass and wooden constructed framed Clocks which
both appear to have flat imaged Sports Cars (die cut) which appear to have been made from small clock parts. The vehicles
depicted in these framed items are a Jaguar E-type Grand Tourer Coupe, a Lotus Esprit Turbo & a Ferrari Dino 246 GT. This
is an extremely interesting lot and is definitely well worth a good sort. (qty)
£30 - £40
2157. Microsoft Xbox a group of vintage Xbox Gaming Consoles which includes 2 x Xbox 360 white Consoles, a black 360S
Slimline Console and 2 x vintage early edition Xboxes (green circle logo on top) along with 10 x Xbox Games. Conditions all
generally appear Fair to Good although no consoles have been checked for completeness or correctness, along with no
consoles have been tested. Conditions of the games all generally appear Good in Good outer slip cases although none have
been tested (please note there is no power supplies with these consoles/consoles only). (15)
£30 - £40
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2158. Sony PlayStation a group of Consoles comprising of 2 x PlayStation 2 Consoles, 1 x PlayStation (PS2) Slimline
Console along with 1 x PlayStation 3 Console. Conditions of these consoles generally appear Good (although none have been
tested or checked and they do not come with power supplies/consoles only). These consoles would benefit from a clean.
Also in this lot is 5 x PlayStation 2 Games comprising of Top Gun "Combat Zones", Call of Duty "Finest Hour" along with others.
Conditions of these games do generally appear Good in Good outer slip cases along none have been tested. (10)

£30 - £40
2159. Sony PlayStation a group of early PlayStation 1 Game Consoles x 3 (no power supplies/consoles only), along with 21 x
PlayStation 1 early vintage Games which includes Worms, Tomb Raider 2, Tomb Raider 3, Medieval and others. Conditions of
the consoles generally appear Fair to Good although none have been tested or checked along with conditions of the games do
generally appear Good in Good outer slip cases although none of the games have been tested. (3 x consoles & 21 x games)

£30 - £40
2160. Xbox, PlayStation and similar a quantity of Console Accessories comprising of Xbox hand controllers, Xbox "Sniper
Scope" Light Rifles along with a PlayStation Shoot em Up Gun and similar. This is a really interesting lot and ideal for
someone looking for spare Xbox and PlayStation gaming accessories, hand controllers etc. Conditions all generally appear
Fair and none of these controllers/accessories have been checked for completeness or tested. (qty)
£25 - £30
2161. Electronic Accessories - a quantity of loose mainly unboxed but does include some carded electronic accessories to
include Flash Memory Cards for Xbox, USB3 Super Speed Cables, Scart Control Units, Speakers, Philips Headphones along
with various scart leads, 3.5mm plug socket extensions, a Photo Mini USB Adapter set along with other electrical/audio items.
Also to include in this lot is a vintage Sinclair "Enterprise" Calculator (unboxed). Please note none of these electrical
cables/accessories have been tested or checked for completeness. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although as
stated untested. (qty)
£20 - £25
2162. Sony PlayStation - a group of vintage Sony PlayStation 1 Games to include Tomb Raider "The Last Revelation",
"Resident Evil" (English version), "Nuclear Strike", Tom Clancy's Rainbow 6 "Lone Wolf" along with others. Please note there
may be duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer slip cases
(please note none of these games have been tested and none have been checked for completeness or correctness). (40)

£50 - £60
2163. Sony PlayStation - a group of vintage Sony PlayStation 1 Games to include Gun Fighter "The Legend of Jesse James",
"Odd World", Eagle 1 "Harrier Attack", "Tomb Raider" (2-disc set which includes a disc - Demo 1 Version 5), Tony Hawk's
Skateboarding along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally
appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer slip cases (please note none of these games have been tested and none have been
checked for completeness or correctness). (40)
£50 - £60
2164. Sony PlayStation - a group of vintage Sony PlayStation 1 Games to include Resident Evil (English version), Worms,
UEFA Euro 2000, Tomb Raider (Platinum single disc) along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this
lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer slip cases (please note none of these
games have been tested and none have been checked for completeness or correctness). (40)
£50 - £60
2165. Sony PlayStation - a group of vintage Sony PlayStation 1 Games to include Medievil, Rayman, War Zone 2100,
Tekken (cardboard box issue), Gran Turismo along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot - please see
photo. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer slip cases (please note none of these games have
been tested and none have been checked for completeness or correctness). (40)
£50 - £60
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2166. Sony PlayStation a group of PlayStation 2 Games which includes Prince of Persia "Warrior Within", Drop Ship "United
Peace Force", Devil May Cry 2, Van Helsing, Star Wars "Battle Front", Blood Omen 2 "The Legacy of Kain Series" along with
others, please note there may be duplication - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good in Good outer slip
cases although none of these games have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. (50)
£60 - £70
2167. Sony PlayStation a group of PlayStation 2 Games which includes Reign of Fire "Let the Battle Ignite", The Sniper 2,
Alone in the Dark "The New Nightmare", Sonic Heroes (Sonics PlayStation 2 Debut), Brave "The Search for Spirit Dancer"
along with others, please note there may be duplication - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good in Good
outer slip cases although none of these games have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. (50)

£60 - £70
2168. Sony PlayStation a group of PlayStation 2 Games which includes Medal of Honour "European Assault", Star Wars
Episode III "Revenge of the Sith", Shadow of Rome, Pacific Warriors II "Dog Fight", Spartan "Total Warrior" along with others,
please note there may be duplication - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good in Good outer slip cases
although none of these games have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. (50)
£60 - £70
2169. Sony PlayStation a group of PlayStation 2 Games which includes Tomb Raider "The Angel of Darkness", Star Wars
"Battle Front", Hitman 2 "Silent Assassin", Second Sight, The Italian Job "L.A. Heist" along with others, please note there may
be duplication - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good in Good outer slip cases although none of these
games have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. (50)
£60 - £70
2170. Sony PlayStation a group of PlayStation 2 Games which includes Rayman "Revolution", FIFA Football 2003, Prince of
Persia "The Sands of Time", Prince of Persia "The Two Thrones", Time Splitters "Future Perfect", X-Men 2 "Wolverine's
Revenge" along with others, please note there may be duplication - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good in
Good outer slip cases although none of these games have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. (50)

£60 - £70
2171. Sony PlayStation a group of PlayStation 2 Games which includes Call of Duty 2 "Big Red One", Medal of Honour
"Front Line", The Terminator "Dawn of Fate", Star Wars "Bounty Hunter", Tomb Raider "Anniversary" along with others, please
note there may be duplication - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good in Good outer slip cases although
none of these games have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. (50)
£60 - £70
2172. Microsoft Xbox a boxed Game group to include Pilot Down "Behind Enemy Lines", Blood Omen 2 "The Legacy of Kain
Series", Prince of Persia "The Sands of Time", UEFA Euro 2004 "Portugal", Star Wars "The Clone Wars", Tom Clancy's Ghost
Recon "Island Thunder" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good although none have been tested or
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer slip cases. (59)
£50 - £60
2173. Meccano a quantity of loose unboxed accessories including nuts, bolts and other Meccano building accessories along
with wheels, plastic parts, battery-operated remote control units and similar. This is an interesting lot and would suit anyone
who is looking for spare parts to add to a Meccano collection or anyone who is looking for parts to complete various/certain
models or projects. (qty)
£25 - £30
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2174. Atari, Activision and similar a small group of vintage boxed and unboxed Games Cartridges to include a boxed Atari
CX2643 "Code Breaker" (20 video games), Atari CX2627 boxed "Human Cannon Ball" (8 video games), Atari CX2617 boxed
"Backgammon" (8 video games), along with others. Conditions of all these boxed games do generally appear Good although
none have been tested or checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer pictorial boxes. Also to include in
this lot is a group of unboxed Atari/Activision and similar games cartridges to include Atari "Vanguard", Atari "Moon Patrol",
Activision "Ice Hockey", Activision "Robot Tank" along with others. Conditions of these unboxed games cartridges do generally
appear Good although none have been tested. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo. (11 boxed + 13
unboxed)
£40 - £50
2175. Sony PlayStation, Nintendo DS and similar a quantity of vintage and recent Console Games comprising of PlayStation
1 games, PlayStation 2 games, Nintendo DS games, Nintendo Wii games and others which includes PS1 "Heart of Darkness",
PS1 "Grand Theft Auto", PS1 "Martian Gothic/Unification", PS2 Tom Clancy's "Ghost Recon", PS2 "The Lord of the Rings/The
Two Towers", Nintendo Wii "Disney's Tangled", Nintendo DS "Herbie/Rescue Rally", along with others. Conditions of the
games all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and no games have
been tested in generally Fair to Good outer slip sleeves. Also to include in this lot is a boxed Cheetah 125 Plus Hand
Controller which again looks Good in Good box but has not been tested, along with a boxed Xbox 360 "Devil May Cry 4"
(Collectors Edition tin box release). Please note there are some games which are missing top part of slip sleeves and some
games do have the paperwork/booklets missing. (qty)

£40 - £50
2176. Ladybird, Observers Books and similar a quantity of mainly hardback Children's Book to include Ladybird "Easy
Reading" book entitled "The Nurse" (People at Work Series), Ladybird "The Cat" (How it Works Series), Ladybird "Thumbelina"
(Well Loved Tales Series), Ladybird "Animals and How They Live" along with others. Also to include in this lot is other books
apart from Ladybird which includes the Observers Book of Tropical Fish, Observers Book of Trees, "The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin"
by Beatrix Potter, "The Tale of Benjamin Bunny" by Beatrix Potter, along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good
although none have been checked. (qty)
£20 - £25
2177. A quantity of softback "Giles Cartoon" Books (Express Books Publications) which includes 11th Series, 16th Series,
17th Series and others. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although none have been checked. This is an
interesting lot and would suit someone who collects Giles (Express Publication) books. (16)
£10 - £15
2178. A mixed lot comprising of a quantity of Soft Toys, Nerf Guns and Accessories, Play Figures such as plastic Dolls,
Power Rangers figures and similar, along with Board Games, plastic Model Kits and similar which includes 2 x boxed Airfix
plastic model kits 1/72nd scale comprising of a Junkers JU-88/Hawker Hurricane (Dog Fight Doubles), Airfix (Club Edition)
Harrier GR7 which both generally appear Good with parts still being bagged although not checked for completeness or
correctness in generally Fair outer boxes, a boxed Chad Valley "Gonna Get Yer" board game, 3 x Madonna video cassettes
which includes "The Virgin Tour" along with others, a quantity of War Picture Library comic books which includes "Heroes Never
Die", "Eagle Roost", along with others. Also to include in this lot is a box of loose plastic Military figures and vehicles
comprising of Tanks, Guns, Soldiers and other interesting items which all generally appear Poor to Fair. Conditions of
everything in this lot generally range from Poor to Good with nothing being tested or checked for completeness or correctness
in generally Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty in 3 cardboard boxes)

£20 - £25
2179. Tomy a large quantity of loose (Thomas and Friends) Motor Road and Rail Track, Control Points, plastic Buildings and
other similar accessories, also includes a small number of Thomas the Tank Engine Engines/Carriages etc. Please note
nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested. (qty)
£15 - £20
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2180. Atlas Editions (De Agostini) a boxed group of Warships which includes 7134123 "Lutzow", 7134102 "HMS Hood",
7134125 "IJN Kirishima", along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer
boxes with Good inner plastic packaging (please note all of these boxes do have the name of the warship written on them in felt
tip pen along with it does appear that some models are not the correct models for the boxes). (7)
£35 - £45
2181. Atlas Editions (De Agostini) a boxed group of Warships which includes 7134103 "Bismark", 7134129 "HMS Anson"
along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer boxes with Good inner
plastic packaging (please note all of these boxes do have the name of the warship written on them in felt tip pen along with it
does appear that some models are not the correct models for the boxes). (7)
£35 - £40
2182. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Military Tanks (Ultimate Tank Collection) which includes a Cromwell Mk.IV, Tiger VI
Ausf E, Somua S35, Fiat M13/40, along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot - please see photo.
Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with
Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note all of these models are still factory sealed). (10)
£50 - £60
2183. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Military Tanks (Ultimate Tank Collection) which includes a Cromwell Mk.IV, KV-1B,
Jagdpanzer IV, M26 Pershing, along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot - please see photo.
Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with
Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note all of these models are still factory sealed). (10)
£50 - £60
2184. Atlas Editions a boxed Military vehicle group comprising of a Multiple Gun Motor Carriage M16, Ford GPA, Chevrolet
C8A, M3 Scout Car, along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to
Excellent outer rigid perspex cases along with Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note all of these models
are still factory sealed). (10)
£50 - £60
2185. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Military vehicles which also includes 9 x (Ultimate Tank Collection) Tanks which are
only encased in perspex cases and they lack their outer boxes to include Horch KFZ15, Humber Armoured Car Mk.IV, SU-85
Tank, M4 Sherman Tank (D-Day Landings 1944), along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Near Mint in
generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable
(please note only the Ultimate Tank Collection vehicles are still factory sealed whereas the others are not and the others are
missing their outer cardboard slip sleeves along with one missing outer perspex lid). (14)
£50 - £60
2186. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Military Aircraft which also includes 5 x "Giants of the Sky" twin Aircraft sets to include
3909004 (Giants of the Sky) Hawker Tempest V/Messerschmitt ME262 "The Defeat of Germany", 3909003 (Giants of the Sky)
Focke-Wulf FW190A-5/North American Mustang P-51D (Defence of the Reich), 4909332 Henschel HS126A, 4909410
Messerschmitt BF110G "Defending the Reich". Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness in Good outer packaging (please
note the 5 x Giants of the Sky sets are missing the outer sleeves therefore polystyrene packaging and cardboard taped lid
only). (15)
£30 - £40
2187. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Military Aircraft to include a 4909312 Gloster Gladiator "The Defence of Malta 1940",
4909330 Hawker Hurricane Mk.2C "The Siege of Tobruk 1941", 4909327 Boulton Paul Defiant NF Mk.II "Battle for the Night
Skies", along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near
Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer plastic packaging and Good
outer white cardboard sleeves. (18)
£35 - £45
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2188. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Military Aircraft to include 4909331 Focke-Wulf FW190A-4 "Russian Front/Kursk",
4909321 Morane-Salunier MS406 "The Phoney War", 4909412 Macchi C202 Folgore "The Defence of Malta 1940", along with
others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer plastic packaging and Good outer white cardboard
sleeves. (18)
£35 - £45
2189. Corgi, Atlas and EFE a boxed mixed group to include a Corgi CC09901 1/40th scale State Landau which appears Near
Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer Special Edition box with Fair
cardboard slip sleeve (please note this box does suffer from sun fading and slip sleeve does suffer from corner tearing), along
with 2 x Atlas Editions (Great British Buses) which includes Southdown Bristol Lodekka FS & London Transport RTW Double
Decker, an Atlas Editions 1/76th scale Scania Topline Curtainside "Eddie Stobart/Karen Patricia" H123, EFE "Exclusive First
Editions" 2-vehicle set "V.E. Day" 50th Anniversary Commemorative Set which comprises of 18304 Leyland TS8 Tiger Type A
"World War II" livery & 13404 Leeds Horsfield Tramcar "World War II" livery, along with others. Also to include in this lot is 5 x
Dinky Toys (Atlas/Norev editions) comprising of 111 Triumph TR2 Sports, 24cp Citroen DS19, 197 Morris Mini Traveller, 482
Bedford 10CWT Van "Dinky Toys" & 49d Esso Petrol Pump Set. Conditions of all these models all generally appear to be
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (although none have been checked for completeness or
correctness with some models still factory sealed). (17)

£40 - £50
2190. Heller a boxed group of 1/400th scale Warship kits to include 81089 HMS Illustrious, 81079 Tirpitz, 81085 Scharnhorst,
81088 HMS King George V, along with others. Conditions all assumed to be Near Mint to Mint as all of these kits are still
factory sealed in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note old price stickers are attached).
(7)
£80 - £100
2191. Tamiya & Revell a boxed pair of 1/350th scale Military Warships comprising of a Tamiya British Battleship "Prince of
Wales" & Revell 05059 Battleship "USS New Jersey". Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint as these
two kits are unbuilt and parts are still bagged although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note Revell kit box lid does have a slight hole in the top). (2)

£40 - £50
2192. Airfix and similar a boxed group of 1/600th scale Military Ships, Battleships/Warships to include Airfix 04213 Series 4
HMS Tiger and HMS Daring, Airfix 04212 Series 4 HMS Belfast, Airfix 04208 Series 4 HMS Ark Royal, Arii plastic models a
Yamato motorised kit (The World's Biggest Japanese Battleship), along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be
Good Plus to Excellent with all kits appearing to be unbuilt and parts mostly bagged in generally Good to Good Plus outer
pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note none of these kits have been checked for completeness or correctness and some boxes
are still factory sealed). (10)
£40 - £50
2193. Airfix, Revell, Tamiya and similar a boxed group of mixed scale Military Ships, Warship/Battleship kits to include a
Revell 05038 1/720th scale HMS Ark Royal, Heller 1/400th scale Zerstorer Z31 (1942), Tamiya 1/350th scale US Navy
Destroyer DD445 "Fletcher", along with others. Also to include in this lot is an Airfix 1/72nd scale Series 4 Lockheed Hudson 1
Bomber. Conditions all generally appear Good with most of the kit parts still being bagged although none have been checked
for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes (although one or two do suffer from slight crushing
and some boxes do have old price stickers attached). (10)
£40 - £50
2194. Revell, FROG, Airfix and similar a boxed group of mixed scale plastic Military Battleships/Warships and similar which
includes some harder to find early issues and includes Revell H-355169 USS Buckley (Destroyer Escort), Revell (The
Commander Series) H-370 USS "Helena" (US Navy Cruiser), FROG 1/500th scale "HMS Ashanti" Destroyer, along with others.
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some are
assumed to be Good as they are still sealed in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes. (7)
£35 - £40
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2195. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 19704 AEC Regent V "South Wales", 16513 Leyland
Atlantean "Salford City", 25603 RCL Routemaster Coach "Green Line", along with others. Please note this lot may have
duplication, please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or
correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some of these models do appear to be loose inside the
packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose, along with the boxes do appear to suffer from crushing
and other damage and some appear to have old price stickers attached). (16)
£50 - £60
2196. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 15904 Leyland PD1 Highbridge "City Coach Company",
16307 Bristol L.S. Bus "Wilts & Dorset", 23203 (De-regulation) AEC RF Bus "London Country NBC", along with others. Please
note this lot may have duplication, please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked
for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some of these models do appear to
be loose inside the packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose, along with the boxes do appear to
suffer from crushing and other damage and some appear to have old price stickers attached). (18)

£50 - £60
2197. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 16507 Leyland Atlantean "Gateshead", 16514 Leyland
Atlantean "Stevensons", 15905 Leyland PD1 Highbridge "Salford City", along with others. Please note this lot may have
duplication, please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or
correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some of these models do appear to be loose inside the
packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose, along with the boxes do appear to suffer from crushing
and other damage and some appear to have old price stickers attached). (18)
£50 - £60
2198. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed Bus related group to include 42102 AEC Tower Wagon, 97859 Bristol K5G "Bristol
Tramways" along with others. Please note none of these buses have been checked for completeness or correctness and there
may be duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good although some models do appear to be
loose inside packaging therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer
rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable (please note some boxes do suffer from slight
scuffing and scratching and slip cases do suffer from tearing and crushing, along with some having old price stickers attached).
(16)
£50 - £60
2199. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed Bus related group to include 42403 Bedford VAL Panorama "Magical Mystery Tour
Bus", 43708 Q1 Trolleybus "London Transport", OM42511 Volvo B7TL/East Lancs Vyking "Lincolnshire Road Car Connect
Six", along with others. Please note none of these buses have been checked for completeness or correctness and there may
be duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good although some models do appear to be
loose inside packaging therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer
rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable (please note some boxes do suffer from slight
scuffing and scratching and slip cases do suffer from tearing and crushing, along with some having old price stickers attached
and some models do appear to have the inner display cards missing). (16)
£50 - £60
2200. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" & Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed Bus group to include EFE 23304 AEC RF Bus
"London Transport", EFE (De-regulation) 24807 Mercedes Mini Bus "Scarborough Skipper", Corgi Original Omnibus Bristol L5G
"Eastern Counties Omnibus Co Ltd", Corgi Original Omnibus 97838 Leyland PS1 "Birch Brothers Ltd", along with others.
Conditions all generally appear Good although not checked for completeness or correctness and it does appear that some
models do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair
to Good outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases, along with Fair outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable (please note
some Original Omnibus models do appear to have the inside cardboard display missing and most packaging in this lot does
suffer from scuffing and scratching along with crushed windows etc). (15)
£40 - £50
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2201. Atlas Editions a boxed Bus group (Great British Buses) which includes Southdown Bristol Low Decker FS, London
Transport RTW Double Decker, Wallace Arnold Bedford OB, along with others. Please note there is duplication in this
lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or
correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (11)
£40 - £45
2202. Matchbox "The Dinky Collection", Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Bburago, Atlas, Vitesse, Brumm and similar a boxed group of
diecast models which comprises of Commercial vehicles such as Buses, Truck Trailers, along with other models to include
Bburago 1/18th scale (Gold Collection) Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Touring (1957), Brumm R170 Bugatti 57S "Roadster" (1936),
Vitesse 282 Cadillac 'Type 62' Coupe (1950), Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" DY-S10 1950 Mercedes-Benz Diesel Omnibus
Type O - 3500, Atlas Editions 1/76th scale Eddie Stobart Truck-Trailer, Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Emma Jade" (H4663), along
with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness
or correctness in generally Fair to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing, splitting
and other storage related damage, along with some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have small
delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose). (25)

£40 - £50
2203. 007/James Bond a group of boxed models which are Magazine Issue and issued by GE Fabbri (The James Bond Car
Collection) and includes 1 Aston Martin DB5 "Goldfinger", 7 Toyota 2000 GT "You Only Live Twice", 14 Aston Martin V8
Vantage "The Living Daylights", 24 Mini Moke "Live and Let Die", along with others. Please note in this lot there is 24 models
and 24 corresponding magazines (1 to 24). Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been
checked for completeness in generally Good outer perspex cases along with Good magazines although unchecked. (24)

£60 - £70
2204. 007/James Bond a group of boxed models which are Magazine Issue and issued by GE Fabbri (The James Bond Car
Collection) and includes 25 Aston Martin DB5 "Goldfinger", 34 Range Rover "Tomorrow Never Dies", 41 Jaguar XJ8 "Casino
Royale", along with others. Please note in this lot there is 24 models and 24 corresponding magazines (25 to 48). Conditions
all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer
perspex cases along with Good magazines although unchecked. (24)
£60 - £70
2205. 007/James Bond a group of boxed models which are Magazine Issue and issued by GE Fabbri (The James Bond Car
Collection) and includes 49 Daimler Limousine "Casino Royale", 61 Leyland Sherpa Van "The Spy Who Loved Me", 72 Audi
200 Quattro "The Living Daylights", along with others. Please note in this lot there is 24 models and 24 corresponding
magazines (49 to 72). Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for
completeness in generally Good outer perspex cases along with Good magazines although unchecked. (24)
£60 - £70
2206. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 97021 AEC Regal "David MacBrayne Ltd", 97206 (80th Anniversary) Guy
Arab "Northern", 97870 Karrier W4 Trolleybus "Newcastle upon Tyne Corporation", along with others. Conditions all generally
appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some of these models
do appear to have been repackaged therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose possibly due
to display purposes in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some boxes do have old price stickers
attached). (6)
£40 - £50
2207. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 97313 Guy Arab "Paisley and District", 97698 2-vehicle set comprising of
Metropolitan Police Bedford OB Coach and Morris Minor, 97314 Guy Arab Utility Bus "City of Oxford" along with others.
Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and
some of these models do appear to have been repackaged therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off
or loose possibly due to display purposes in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some boxes do have old
price stickers attached). (6)
£40 - £50
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2208. Corgi a boxed mainly Bus group but does include one boxed Van model which includes 35004 (The Connoisseur
Collection) Routemaster RM1933 "London Transport", 97263 Single Deck Tram "Ashton under Lyne", 91917 Plaxton
Paramount "Highwayman" along with others. Also in this lot is a Corgi 96893 POV21 1950 Morris J Van "Royal Mail".
Conditions do all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some models
do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing,
broken off or loose in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing along with most
having old price stickers attached and one boxed model which is 97203 Guy Arab "London Transport" is loose inside box with
no packaging whatsoever). (8)
£40 - £50
2209. EFE, Dinky, Matchbox, Solido, Corgi and similar a large group of unboxed diecast models comprising of Commercial
Vehicles/Buses, Motor Cars and other similar models to include Solido Double Decker Bus RT3224 in green "London Country",
Matchbox "Super Kings" K-15 The Londoner Double Decker Bus "The Royal Wedding 1981", Corgi "Whizzwheels" Commuter
Dragster, Dinky Toys Mini Clubman in gold/bronze, Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-10 1906 Rolls-Royce "Silver Ghost",
Corgi Bedford OB Coach, along with others. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good Plus with the majority
needing a further clean possibly due to display (it does appear that some of these models do have small delicate pieces
missing, broken off or loose). (qty)
£40 - £50
2210. Corgi "Original Omnibus" & EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a group of empty boxes which would suit someone who is
looking for a particular box for a particular unboxed model and these boxes correspond with models such as Corgi "Original
Omnibus" 43903 Leyland Utility Bus "London Transport", Corgi "Original Omnibus" 97057 a 2-vehicle box which would include
a Leyland PSI and a Leyland Leopard "Southdown Motor Services", EFE "Exclusive First Editions" 18301 Leyland TS8 Tiger
Type A "Yorkshire Woollen" along with others. As noted all these boxes are empty and would suit someone looking for a spare
empty box to match up with an unboxed model. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair. (qty)

£5 - £10
2211. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed Bus group to include OM43706 a BUT9641T Trolleybus "Glasgow Corporation
Transport", 40105 Weymann Coronation Trolleybus "Bradford Corporation", 43703 Q1 Trolleybus "Glasgow Corporation
Transport", along with others. Conditions all do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip sleeves
where applicable. (14)
£50 - £60
2212. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA06900 Rover P5 Mk.II in Stone Grey and Juniper Green, VA06802 Hillman
Minx IIIA in Azura Blue and Pearl Grey, VA35000 Ford Classic 109E in lime green/white, along with others. Conditions all
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8)
£40 - £50
2213. Vanguards a boxed group which includes 2-vehicle sets comprising of VA44002 Austin Cambridge in maroon/grey,
VA05701 Austin Healey E3000 Mk.II in Healey Blue and Ivory White, AU1002 2-vehicle set "Austin Sales and Service Vans of
the 1950's" & PO1002 2-vehicle set "Post Office Telephones Service Vans of the 50's and 60's". Conditions do generally
appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer
pictorial lift off lid boxes. (4 - 6 models)
£35 - £40
2214. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include 97316 Karrier W Trolleybus "Ipswich Corporation",
10101 (British Road Services Collection) ERF V-type Dropside Lorry "British Road Services", 19301 (Golden Oldies) Bedford S
"Lyons Swiss Rolls" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to
Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display
purposes therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose). (6)

£40 - £50
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2215. A quantity of softback and hardback Books and Magazines comprising of Railway magazines, Collecting, Military/World
War and similar to include a hardback book "Haunted Britain" by Richard Jones and forwarded by Tom Baker, a hardback book
"Britain at War - from the invasion of Poland to the surrender of Japan 1939 to 1945" by Richard Overy, a hardback book
"Japanese Cruisers of the Pacific War" by Eric Lacroix and Linton Wells II, a hardback book "Marquis De Portago/The Legend"
by Ed McDonough, along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good although none have been checked. Also to
include in this lot is a small number x 5 Military related first day covers which includes The Barth Tattoo/The Royal Regiment of
Wales, Cameron Highlanders 1857/National Army Museum Group 2 Number 12, The Royal Highland Fusiliers/National Army
Museum Group 1 Number 10, along with others and a video cassette entitled "The BRM Story" Volume 4. (qty)

£20 - £25
2216. IXO, Quartzo, Vitesse, Starline Models and similar a group of boxed Sports Car models which includes a Quartzo
QFC99007 Cooper-Climax T51 "Belgian GP 1960/Oliver Gendebien", Starline Models 159437 Osca MT4 Mille Miglia (1956)
"Gigi Villoresi", IXO (IXO Museum) Norton Dominator 88 Motorcycle (1956), IXO (IXO Museum) Yamaha RD05 250 "Phil Read"
(1968) along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Special Edition Ferrari 625 "Maurice Trintignant" (1955) which comes in
a unique plastic curved flip-up lid box and has the Ferrari badge mounted on the front (by Vitesse Group). Conditions of all
these models generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in
generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging/rigid perspex cases and similar (please note three of these models are lacking
boxes and are just mounted on plastic plinths). (19)
£50 - £60
2217. Dinky (Atlas/Norev), Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear", Revell and similar a group of boxed diecast and plastic models
comprising of a Revell 08436 1/18th scale Auto Union Type C Stromlinie (Racing Car), 1/12th scale boxed plastic Motorcycle
Gilera 500 "Libero Liberati" (1957), Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-10 1934 AEC Trolleybus "Diddler", Matchbox "Models
of Yesteryear" Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Menier" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x boxed Dinky Toys (Atlas/Norev)
which comprises of 482 Bedford 10CWT Van "Dinky Toys", 111 Triumph TR2 Sports & 191 Dodge Royal "Sedan", along with 3
x Dinky Toys (reproduction empty boxes). Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although some models do
appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging. (22)

£35 - £40
2218. Triang Scalextric a pair of vintage Slot Racing Cars comprising of a Cooper Racing Car C58 in blue with racing decals
number 14 & Ferrari Racing Car C62 in red with racing decals number 10. Conditions do generally appear Good although not
tested and both models would benefit from a further clean. (2)
£20 - £30
2219. Solido and similar an unboxed group of Racing Cars which comprises of 2 x white metal (maker unknown) which
includes a Mercedes in silver with racing decals number 37, along with a Solido 1/43rd scale Alpine Renault in blue with racing
decals number 30, along with others. Conditions generally appear Good. (4)
£20 - £30
2220. Military - a group of mixed scale plastic pre-built/pre-painted Military vehicles comprising of Warships, Aircraft Carrier,
Aeroplanes, Tanks and similar. Conditions do all generally appear Fair to Good but as stated these are pre-built and some are
pre-painted. Please note due to these models being pre-built there may be some delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose
(for identification purposes please see photo). (18)
£10 - £15
2221. A group of unboxed pre-built and pre-painted Racing Cars and Racing Motorcycles by Merit and similar which all
generally appear to be Fair to Good (please note due to these being pre-built some may have small delicate parts missing,
broken off or loose). Also to include in this lot is a small number of unboxed diecast models comprising of Dinky, Matchbox
"Models of Yesteryear", Lledo and similar which includes a Dinky Toys 180 Packard Clipper and others. Conditions range from
Fair to Good (some refurbished) with some having small delicate parts missing, broken off or loose. (28)

£15 - £20
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2222. A wall mounted Display Cabinet of wood and glass construction (Picture Pride or similar) which measures
approximately 60cm wide x 91cm height x 9cm in depth and comes complete with 11 x glass shelves. This display cabinet in
hinged on the left hand side and has brass hook fasteners to the right hand side. Condition does generally appear Good
although the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. This
display cabinet would benefit from a further clean. Please due to the weight and the glass content of this lot, shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (1)
£30 - £40
2223. A wall mounted Display Cabinet of wood and glass construction (Picture Pride or similar) which measures
approximately 60cm wide x 91cm height x 9cm in depth and comes complete with 11 x glass shelves. This display cabinet in
hinged on the left hand side and has brass hook fasteners to the right hand side. Condition does generally appear Good
although the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. This
display cabinet would benefit from a further clean. Please due to the weight and the glass content of this lot, shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (1)
£30 - £40
2224. A wall mounted Display Cabinet of wood and glass construction (Picture Pride or similar) which measures
approximately 60cm wide x 91cm height x 9cm in depth and comes complete with 11 x glass shelves. This display cabinet in
hinged on the left hand side and has brass hook fasteners to the right hand side. Condition does generally appear Good
although the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. This
display cabinet would benefit from a further clean. Please due to the weight and the glass content of this lot, shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (1)
£30 - £40
2225. A wall mounted Display Cabinet of wood and glass construction (Picture Pride or similar) which measures
approximately 60cm wide x 91cm height x 9cm in depth and comes complete with 11 x glass shelves. This display cabinet in
hinged on the left hand side and has brass hook fasteners to the right hand side. Condition does generally appear Good
although the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. This
display cabinet would benefit from a further clean. Please due to the weight and the glass content of this lot, shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (1)
£30 - £40
2226. A wall mounted Display Cabinet of wood and glass construction (Picture Pride or similar) which measures
approximately 60cm wide x 91cm height x 9cm in depth and comes complete with 11 x glass shelves. This display cabinet in
hinged on the left hand side and has brass hook fasteners to the right hand side. Condition does generally appear Good
although the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. This
display cabinet would benefit from a further clean. Please due to the weight and the glass content of this lot, shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (1)
£30 - £40
2227. A wall mounted Display Cabinet of wood and glass construction (Picture Pride or similar) which measures
approximately 60cm wide x 91cm height x 9cm in depth and comes complete with 11 x glass shelves. This display cabinet in
hinged on the left hand side and has brass hook fasteners to the right hand side. Condition does generally appear Good
although the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. This
display cabinet would benefit from a further clean. Please due to the weight and the glass content of this lot, shipping is not
available therefore collection only. (1)
£30 - £40
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2228. Corgi & Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Fire Engine/Fire related vehicles comprising of a large number
of Lledo boxed models, 7 x Corgi "Fire Heroes" models and others to include Corgi CS90014 (Fire Heroes) Pontiac Van Fire
Supports "Newark Fire Department", Corgi "Fire Heroes" CS90016 Mack Breakdown Truck "Baltimore Fire Department", Lledo
60002 1955 Dennis F8 Fire Engine "Oban Fire Brigade", Lledo 60001 1955 Dennis F8 Fire Engine "Derbyshire Fire Brigade"
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although none have been checked for completeness
or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do have old price sticker
attached). There may be duplication in this lot - please see photo. (56)
£40 - £50
2229. Corgi a boxed Fire related group (Nine Double Nine Series) to include CC13003 Dennis F125 Simon Snorkel SS263
Hydraulic Platform "Mersey Fire Brigade", CC13002 Dennis F12 Side Pump "City of Bradford Fire Service", CC55106 Diamond
T Wrecker "Glamorgan Fire Service", CC10901 Bedford S Dropside "Clwyd Fire Service" along with others. Conditions do all
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer
pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some of these boxes would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage purposes).
(10)
£60 - £70
2230. Corgi a boxed Fire Engine/Fire Related group (Heritage Collection Series) to include 74403 Citroen type 55 Grande
Echelle "Sapeurs-Pompiers De Vittel", 07415 Land Rover "Pompiers Des Ardennes", 73502 Berliet GLR Grande Echelle
"Marseille", EX70616 Peugeot D3A "Montel de Gelat" along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent
although it does appear that some of these models have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore none
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes
would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage purposes). (9)
£70 - £80
2231. Corgi (911 Fire Rescue Series) a boxed group of Fire Engine/Fire related vehicles to include 54701 E-One Side Mount
Pumper "Boston Fire Department", 54801 E-One Top Mount Pumper "Town of Fishes Fire Department", 51802 ALF Aerial
Ladder "Rochester N.Y.", 52204 E-One Rescue "Washington DC/District of Columbia Fire Dept" along with others. Conditions
all do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although it does appear that these models have been repackaged possibly
due to display purposes therefore have not been checked for completeness or correctness and may have some delicate parts
missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note these boxes would benefit from a
further clean possibly due to storage. (7)
£60 - £70
2232. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale (Fire Rescue Series) models which includes 52103 Mack CF Aerial Ladder
"Allentown P.A.", 54902 E-1 75' Ladder "Duncan Fire Department", 54705 E1 Pumper "Hazel Crest II" along with others.
Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although it does appear that these models have been repackaged at
some point possibly due to display purposes therefore these models have not been checked for completeness or correctness
and may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.
(6)
£70 - £80
2233. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale (Fire Rescue Series) models which includes US52207 E-One sidemount "Kansas
City", US51503 American Lafrance Turbo Chief "San Francisco", US52208 E-One sidemount "Fairfax County" along with
others. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although it does appear that these models have been
repackaged at some point possibly due to display purposes therefore these models have not been checked for completeness or
correctness and may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer
window boxes. (6)
£70 - £80
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2234. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale (Fire Rescue Series) models which includes 54904 E-One 75' Ladder "Titusville,
FL", 52404 Mack B Pumper "Baltic CT" (Stars & Stripes), 51502 American Lafrance Open Cab Pumper "Beth Page" along with
others. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although it does appear that these models have been
repackaged at some point possibly due to display purposes therefore these models have not been checked for completeness or
correctness and may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer
window boxes. (6)
£70 - £80
2235. Corgi a boxed group of American Lafrance Aerial Ladder Truck Fire Engines which includes 97387 American Lafrance
Aerial Ladder Truck "Denver Fire Department", 87321 American Lafrance "Centerville Fire Department" & 97320 (C1143/2)
American Lafrance Aerial Ladder Truck. Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked
for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note these boxes do suffer from
scuffing and they would benefit from a further clean. (3)
£30 - £40
2236. Corgi Classics "Diecast Collectables" Fire Engine Series to include 54901 E-One 75ft Ladder "Demo Colours", 54802
E-One Top Mount "Seattle", 54903 E-One 75ft Ladder "Bartlett, Illinois", 52102 Mack CF Aerial Ladder "Milwaukee", along with
others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness
or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some of these windows do suffer slightly from
crushing/creasing and some boxes do have corner splitting). (10)
£80 - £90
2237. Corgi Classics a boxed American Fire Related group to include 51201 Chevrolet Fire Chief Car "Centerville", 52003
Mack CF Pumper "City Of Napa", 51702 American La France Pumper "Baltimore Fire Department", along with others.
Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and
some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may have some more
delicate pieces broken off, missing or loose in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer
from crushing and end flap tearing along with some having old price stickers attached). (9)
£40 - £50
2238. Corgi Classics a boxed group of American Fire related models to include US06002 (Chicago Fire Department Series)
1974 Dodge Monaco "Division Chief's Car" which comes with 2 x Firefighter figures, 51801 (Lionel City Series) an American La
France Aerial Ladder Truck "Lionel City Fire Department", 52702 Mack B Aerial Ladder "Wilkes-Barre Bureau Fire", along with
others. Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or
correctness as some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore
could possibly have small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note
some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing, corner wear and other damage and most would benefit from a further clean). (11)

£50 - £60
2239. Corgi Classics a boxed group of British Fire related models to include 21801 (Fire Support Vehicles Series) an AEC
Ergomatic Pump Escape "Blackpool Fire Brigade", 22703 (Fire Support Vehicles Series) Bedford TK Foam Salvage Tender
"Isle of Wight Fire and Rescue Service", 19701 Bedford S General Purpose Ambulance "Ambulance Fire Service", 07301 Land
Rover Canvas Back "Home Office Fire Service Line Layer", along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good to Good
Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note
some of these boxes do have old price sticker removal marks). (11)
£50 - £60
2240. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Fire Related vehicles (Heroes Under Fire Series) which comprises of a US50506
Seagrave 70th Anniversary Open Cab "New Haven", US50805 Seagrave K "Baltimore County, MD" & US50504 Seagrave
Sedan Pumper "Detroit, MI". Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked
for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes. (3)
£30 - £40
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2241. Corgi Classics a boxed Fire Related group which includes 98486 Mack B Series Pumper "Paxtonia Fire Department",
97395 American La France Pumper "Vero Beach Fire Department", 98451 Mack CF Pumper "Berwick", 97393 American La
France Pumper "Wayne Fire Department" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (although
some of these boxes do appear to be suffering from sun fading and also some do have old price sticker labels attached). (10)

£50 - £60
2242. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly British Fire related models but does include some American models, 97359
AEC Water Tender "Dublin Fire Brigade", 97353 AEC Ladder "Dublin Fire Brigade", 97360 AEC Pump Escape "Rotherham Fire
Brigade", 97393 Chevrolet Fire Chief "Pensacola", 97389 Chevrolet "Chicago Fire Chief" along with others. Conditions all
generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good
to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some boxes do have old price stickers or price sticker residue
attached). (11)
£60 - £70
2243. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Fire Engines/Fire related models to include 97399 Simon Snorkel Fire Engine
"Cleveland County Fire Brigade", 97392 Simon/Dennis Hydraulic Platform "West Glamorgan Fire Brigade", 97385 AEC Ladder
Fire Vehicle "Cardiff City Fire Service" (the Cardiff), 97356 AEC Pump Escape Fire Engine "Nottinghamshire County Council
Fire Service" (The Nottinghamshire) along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although some of
these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have some small
delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good
outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some of these boxes do appear to have old price stickers attached and some would
benefit from a further clean). (9)
£60 - £70
2244. Matchbox "Matchbox Collectables" a boxed group of "Great Tanks of the World" which is comprising of DYM37579
through to DYM37586 and includes DYM37579 Sherman M4A3 76mm, DYM37583 T-35/76 along with others. Conditions do
generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer boxes.
(8)
£60 - £70
2245. Corgi and similar a boxed group of Military vehicles comprising of Corgi 66601 (Fighting Vehicles) King Tiger Heavy
Tank "German Army", Corgi 75001 (Heritage Collection) Citroen type 55/Militarie Bache, Corgi 66501 (Fighting vehicles) Tiger
Mk.1 Tank "German Army" along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been
checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging. (7)
£50 - £60
2246. Corgi "Original Omnibus" & EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus and Tram group to include Corgi "Original
Omnibus" 45003 "Bus Operators in Britain" a 2-vehicle set comprising of Leyland Olympian/ECW & Van Hoole Alizee
"Stagecoach", Corgi "Original Omnibus" 43513 Blackpool Balloon Tram in 1980's livery, EFE 19803 Daimler CVG6 "Dundee
Corporation" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus
outer pictured perspex cases/window boxes. (17)
£50 - £60
2247. Corgi, Vanguards a boxed group of mainly Commercial vehicles but does include 3 x Minimodels and includes Corgi
71403 (Heritage Collection) Renault Faineant Fourgon "Calberson", 72003 (Heritage Collection) Bernard type 1104 Fourgon
"Lustucru", Corgi 04502 Mini in mulberry red (40th Anniversary), Corgi 04410 Mini in flame red with Union Jack roof, 59509
(Super Haulers) Scania Curtainside "James Irlam" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 4 x Vanguards 1/43rd scale
Van models which includes VA14001 Austin 7 Mini Van "Royal Mail", VA14012 Austin 7 Mini Van "Somerset Fire Brigade"
along with others. Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging
(please note some packaging have old price sticker residue). (11)
£40 - £50
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2248. Picture Pride a pair wall mounted wood and glass constructed Display Cabinets which are detailed in black and gold
effect trim and both measure approximately 55cm wide x 84cm height x 8cm depth. Each cabinet comes complete with 11 x
glass shelves. Conditions do generally appear Good although both cabinets do have slight surface wear especially around the
outside door edge such as scuffing, scratching and some slight chipping - please see photo (please note these two display
cabinets would benefit from a further clean). Please note due to the glass content in this lot shipping is not available, therefore
collection only. (2)
£30 - £40
2249. A mixed lot of vintage wooden Games, Display Cabinet and reproduction Railway Pictures which includes 2 x
reproduction framed glass fronted Railway Pictures both with black frames which both measure approximately 55cm wide x
79cm length and both house reproduction railway prints one which states "The Liverpool Overhead Railway" and the other
which states "LNER - Take Me By The Flying Scotsman" which generally both appear Good although do suffer from scratching
and scuffing on the frames along with a wooden and glass constructed Display Cabinet which measures approximately 63cm
wide x 63cm high x 10cm depth and comes with 6 x glass shelves. This display cabinet has a blue baize lining and power
cables to some tiny LED lights which are in the top (untested) and generally appears to be Good although it does suffer on the
outer facing edges with scuffing, scratches and chipping - please see photo. Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of
vintage wooden and similar Board Games/Games to include a wooden constructed Bar Billiards game made by Amersham
Games, a wooden constructed Bagatelle complete with ball bearings, a wooden constructed Hoop La game and a boxed Mah
Jongg game. Conditions of these games do generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness and
they all suffer from age related damage and wear and tear such as chipping, scratching, scuffing etc. This lot would be ideal
for someone who has a man cave/games room. Please note due to the glass content in this lot shipping is not available,
therefore collection only. (7)

£20 - £25
2250. Hornby, Wrenn, Keilkraft and others a group of Railway related and Model Making related Magazines and Catalogues
to include Hornby Railways Track Plans 3rd Edition, Wrenn Railways OO/HO Scale Models Catalogue 2nd Edition, along with a
quantity of Railway Modeller magazines and similar. Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of Hobbies Weekly
magazines from the early 1950's, Aero Modeller magazines from mid 1960's along with a small quantity of Comics which
comprise of Beano from the 1970's, The Beezer also from the 1970's and similar. Conditions all appear to be Poor to Fair.
(qty)
£5 - £10
2251. Lledo a boxed group to include 2 x wooden Display Cabinets, also to include unboxed Renault Regal Super Van "Only
Fools and Horses", Express Dairy Set, Golden Wedding Special plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (qty)
£30 - £40
2252. Corgi Juniors an unboxed Commercial related group to include Mobile Cement Mixer, Refuse Truck, Petrol Tanker,
Daimler Fleetline, Mercedes Benz Bus, Leyland Terrier, Dumper Truck, Digger plus others similar, lot does include duplication
however there are different variations within the models. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (37)
£50 - £60
2253. Corgi Juniors an unboxed Emergency Services group to include Buick Regal "Police Vehicle" x 6 all in different
variations, Mercedes Benz 240D "Polizei", 2 x Ford Gran Torino Fire Department, 2 x Range Rover Police vehicles, 3 x Simon
Snorkel Fire Engines, 3 x ERF Fire Tenders, 1 x Land Rover Fire Salvage, 1 x Chubb Fire Truck, 1 x Police Helicopter.
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint. (21)
£40 - £50
2254. Matchbox an unboxed group to include 10 x Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer, 16 x Ford Transit, 28 x Ford Model A, 10 x
Double Deckers (lot includes duplication however the models are different variations). Conditions are generally Excellent to
Near Mint. (64)
£40 - £60
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2255. Lledo a boxed Rolls Royce Bentley and Jaguar group to include gold plated Gold Wedding Anniversary Rolls Royce
"D" Back, DG089000 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud in white/maroon, 32004 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost in red. Conditions
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (36)
£20 - £30
2256. A mainly Magazine related group to include Magazines from Treasure Hunting, The Searcher plus others similar, all
seem to be around the 1980's. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (lg qty)
£0 - £5
2257. IDF Issue - Cartridge Carrying Case, comprising: Large Metal, Cardboard Lined Two Part Tube [O/A Lengthy: 40
Inches/ 102cm for the Cartridges Used with The Soltam M-68 155 mm L33 calibre Howitzer, Circa 1973. The Gun was
Manufactured by Soltam Systems of Israel, and used by the Israeli Defence Force in the Yom Kippur War. Marked Extensively
in Stencilled Bilingual Text. Some surface wear otherwise generally Excellent overall. Rare Survivor. Also to include in this lot is
a triangular Pennant style display board which is felt backed and displays a number of military possibly Israeli insignia and
measures approx 32cm at it widest top x 80cm in length. This would make a fascinating display. (2)
£10 - £20
2258. Brooklin group of 1/43rd scale American Cars. (1) BRK11 1956 Lincoln Continental Mk.II - metallic blue body, metallic
silver base; (2) BRK10 1949 Buick Roadmaster Sedanet - metallic graphite grey body; (3) BRK19 1955 Chrysler 300C - red
body - all Near Mint to Mint in generally Good boxes the last 2 of which are complete with original inner foam & card packing but
the Lincoln Continental is missing its inner packing. (3)
£60 - £80
2259. Brooklin BRK90 Plymouth 1935 5-window Coupe - red, chrome trim, whitewall tyres - generally Good Plus (the badge
on the front of the model has broken however is still attached to the model) in a generally Near Mint box. (1)
£20 - £30
2260. Minichamps "First Class Collection" 1/18 scale 107150431 1929 Duesenberg Model J Torpedo Disappearing-Top
Convertible Coupe - gloss black, silver top, dark red interior, chrome trim and spoked wheels, limited edition number 120/180
pieces - generally Poor (many parts are damaged/broken off for example roof, spare wheel, headlights, steering wheel, plus
others, however pieces do appear to still be within the lot and in the box - see photo) in generally Near Mint box. (1)

£25 - £35
2261. BBR Models (China) 1/18th scale Ferrari 375 Plus "V-Carrera Pan Americana" 1954 - red, racing number 19, brown
seats and spoke wire wheels - the model is missing one bonnet clasp apart from that the model is Near Mint in generally Near
Mint box. (1)
£40 - £60
2262. Tekno (1/50th scale) Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer "Shore Porters Society" - blue, red, white (aerofoil is loose
but present) - generally Good (there is damage to the cab).
£20 - £25
2263. SMTS 1/43rd scale CL37 Daimler 2.5 V8 - dark red with brown interior and brown roof panel, chrome trim - generally
Good Plus (the model has exhaust missing and a bent wheel).
£20 - £25
2264. French Dinky 14a Triporteur - green, black smooth hubs with white tyres, blue and black figure driver - Poor (model has
been snapped into two and is now in two parts).
£5 - £10
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2265. AMR Jaguar XK150 Hard-top - green, red interior, wire wheels - Good (however the model is missing windscreen
wipers, exhausts, badge on chrome strip and steering wheel).
£15 - £25
2266. Western Models CA7A Tupolev "Aeroflot" - white, silver, blue, red - generally Good (has no top foam, landing gears
have snapped off, props and blades are bent).
£40 - £60
2267. RJN Classic Tractors (1/16th scale) Nuffield 10/60 Wide Wheels issue - orange, black with separate exhaust
stack - Fair (front axles bent/bowed, exhaust pipe missing, arm along the back bent/damaged).
£20 - £30
2268. Auto World 1/18 scale 1969 Dodge Charger "General Lee" - "The Dukes of Hazard" - orange body, racing number 01,
Confederate Flag to roof - conditions are generally Excellent (however a loose part had previously been glued plus glue repair
to window). (1)
£40 - £50
2269. CMC M-107 1/18th scale Alfa Romeo 8C 2900B, 1938 Special Touring Coupe - dark red with black spoked wire
wheels - generally Good (there is a door broken off).
£40 - £60
2270. Kyosho 1/18th scale 08194BL Austin Mini Countryman - light blue, woodwork effect, off-white interior and chrome
trim - model is generally Good (however is missing the drivers seat).
£20 - £30
2271. Meccano and other similar Construction Sets - to include Meccano No.10 Construction Sets to build military vehicles
together with Meccano Junior Set A with plastic parts. Similar construction sets include Rasti (Germany) Set No.3036, Gakken
(Hong Kong) made up "Lunar Inchworm", Easter European "Mehanotechnika" double boxed set with components similar to
Meccano. Components in the lot are generally Fair to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus assorted packaging. (6)

£20 - £40
2272. A mixed group to include Britains Evening Set, blue box M1 Motorway Light Up Services, Corgi Auto City Ferry Port,
New Subbuteo Dream Team Stadium, Classic Etch-A-Sketch by Peter Pan. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in
generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (5)
£40 - £60
2273.

Playmobil Country 6927, 6949 sets in a Display Case - see photo. Conditions appear generally Excellent. (1)
£40 - £60

2274. Lego a boxed Technic Set 8880 4x4x4 Car, set does appear to be complete however is missing instructions.
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good box. (1)
£40 - £50
2275.

Atlas Edition Dinky Toys a boxed 197 Morris Mini Traveller. Conditions appear Mint in Mint box. (1)
£5 - £10
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2276. Lledo a boxed group to include 16014 1934 D/PVA Pickford, 24003 1932 Rolls Royce Playboy in red, 19002 1931B, W
at Rolls Royce, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent (needs dusting)
boxes. (14)
£5 - £10
2277. ERTL, Matchbox, Tomy, Provence Moulage a boxed group to include Provence Moulage Citroen Visa Experimental 81
kit, Matchbox MB Series 22 Jaguar XK120, 2 x ERTL Land Rovers, 1AA two Police, 1 x Corgi Toys Ford 2000TC, Majorette
Military Tanker, plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint. (18)
£40 - £50
2278. Matchbox Lesney a mainly unboxed group, however does include boxed M-7 Cattle Truck plus unboxed Car
Transporter, Bedford 7.5-ton Tipper, 14 Iso Grifo, plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (23)
£40 - £60
2279. Matchbox Superfast an unboxed group however to include unboxed 70 Dodge Dragster, 29 Racing Mini, 59 Ford
Galaxie Fire Chief plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (25)
£40 - £60
2280. A mainly Matchbox Superfast unboxed group to include Mercury Fire Chief Car, 40 Vauxhall Guildsman, Racetrack
Accessories, also includes one bag of Yesteryear parts. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (qty)
£40 - £60
2281. Matchbox Series Lesney an unboxed group to include a boxed 55 D.U.K.W. Amphibian Military Vehicle, 46a blue
Morris Minor 1000, 41 D-type Jaguar plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good in generally Good box. (10)
£35 - £45
2282. Matchbox a boxed set group to include 6 x Matchbox 10-packs, plus 7 x Matchbox 5-packs. Conditions appear Mint in
Near Mint to Mint boxes. (13)
£70 - £80
2283. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 10122 London Transport "Womans Own", 16215 Bristol LS
Coach Royal Blue Southern National, 12302 Greys Cars Harrington Grenadier, plus others. Conditions appear Near Mint to
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2284. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 19702 AEC Regent V Devon General, E16207 Bristol MW
Coach Eastern Counties, E16208 Bristol MW Coach Southern Vectis, plus others. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2285. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 27201 Leyland TD1 Type A open staircase "Bolton
Corporation", 18302 Leyland TS8 Tiger Type A Sunderland & District, 27207 Leyland TD1 open rear East Yorkshire, plus
others. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2286. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 20114 Bedford OB Coach Wilts & Dorset, 20102 Bedford OS
Coach Royal Blue, 20101 Bedford OB Coach "Southern Vectis" (typing error), plus others. Conditions appear Near Mint to
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
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2287. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 19708 Regent V Orion Oxford, 20701 AEC Regal Windover
Trent, 18003 Daimler Fleetline Birkenhead, plus others. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.
(20)
£50 - £70
2288. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 16517 Leyland Atlantean GW.WR., 12110 Harrington Cavalier
Flights Tours, 20117 Bedford OB Coach East Kent, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to
Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2289. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 14203 Bristol FLF Lodekka Southern National, 20108 Bedford
OB Coach South Midland, 20110 Bedford OB Coach Bere Regis, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2290. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 18305 Leyland TS8 Tiger East Midland, 13405 Leeds Tram
Road Safety, 18709 Bedford Vega Premier Watford, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to
Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2291. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 16515 Leyland Atlantean Trent, 20002 Leyland PD2/12 Orion
Ribble, 14101 United Bristol Lodekka Bus, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint
boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2292. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 12306 Grenadier Coach B.O.A.C., 27204 Leyland TD1 Type A
open staircase Glasgow Corporation, 15609 Routemaster Bus Mansfield and District, plus others similar. Conditions appear
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2293. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 27205 Leyland TD1 Type A open staircase Thames Valley,
27206 Leyland TD1 open stair City of Lincoln, 27301 Bristol VR SERS II East Yorkshire, plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2294. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 26307A Cobham 2004 Open Day Guy Arab II Utility, 27806
AEC London STL Bus Premier Travel, 16006 Leyland PD2 Lowbridge West Riding, plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2295. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 10119 RT D/Deck Bus Hull Corporation, 16103 Leyland PD2
Highbridge Crossville/Ocean Beach, 17901 Opentop Routemaster L.T. Sightseeing Tour, plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2296. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 16214 Bristol MW Red & White, 2604A Guy Arab 1 Utility
Subscribers Special 2002, C19808 Daimler CVG6 West Bromwich Classic Bus 1998, plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
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2297. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 16505 Leyland Atlantean Plymouth City, 16503 Leyland
Atlantean Devon General, 24310 BET style Bus AEC Reliance Halifax, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£50 - £70
2298. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 15627A AEC Routemaster Delaine, 24802
Mercedes Benz 709 Reeve Burgess Beaver Western National, 23203 AEC RF Bus "London County NBC", plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16)
£50 - £60
2299. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 24807 Mercedes Minibus Scarborough Skipper,
20412 Bristol VR Series III Eastern National, 24808 Mercedes Minibus First Manchester, plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16)
£50 - £60
2300. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 8 x Deluxe Series models including 14202 DL Deluxe Bristol
Lodekka Midland General, 2 x Commercials, 5 x Gilbow Railway Collection models. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (24)
£70 - £90
2301. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 20203A North Weald Bus Rally 2004 Leyland PD1 STD,
26322A Guy Arab II Utility Bus London Transport 2013 New Year Special, 26410A Daimler Utility Bus L.B.P.T. model April
2012, plus others. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21)
£60 - £80
2302. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 10131C AEC RT Bus Grand Opening of the London Transport
Museum Shop 2007, 33601A Leyland STD Transport for London Museum Reopening 2007, 15911 Leyland PD1 Highbridge
Barton Transport, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21)
£60 - £80
2303. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 30509A Guy GS1 Cobham Bus Museum Open Day 2008,
27810 AEC STL Bus London Transport, 24815 Mercedes Bus Surfside Buslines, plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21)
£60 - £80
2304. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 24201 SB Alexander Fleetline Midland Red Show Bus 1997,
North Weald Bus Rally 1999 RML Routemaster, Bristol Lodekka Eastern National 14002, plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2305. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 15709 Plaxton Coach Southdown, 25401 MCW Manchester
style Daimler Fleetline Birmingham, 23501 Alexander Atlantean Edinburgh, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2306. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 31701B RMC Routemaster Action 2008, 22706 Alexander Y
Type Lancaster City Council, 22704 Alexander Y Type Ford R1114 Highland, 24705 MCW Manchester style Leyland Atlantean
Lancaster City Council, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.
(18)
£50 - £70
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2307. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 25601 RCL Routemaster Coach Green Line, 25203 Bristol Rell
Crossville, 25001 Bristol Rell Southern National, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2308. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include E31501A RM Routemaster Bus North Weald 2007, E31901A
RML Routemaster Cobham 2007, 24501 Alexander Atlantean Newcastle, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£50 - £70
2309. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 25103 Bristol Rell Southern Vectis, 25505 RML Routemaster
London Transport, 15713 Plaxton Panorama II British Airways, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2310. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 20606 Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart Brewers,
18501 Bristol VR II Opentop Southern National, 18502 Bristol VR II Opentop Eastern Counties, plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£60 - £80
2311. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 20605 Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart Yorkshire
Traction, 18603 Bristol VR II Opentop East Yorkshire, 15630 RM Routemaster Reading Main Line, plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20)
£60 - £80
2312. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 20625 Plaxton Pointer Dart Warrington
Corporation, 20626 Plaxton Pointer Dart Midland Red, 25707 Daimler DMS Oxford Park and Ride, plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19)
£60 - £70
2313. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 26605 Plaxton Paramount 3500 Wallace Arnold,
26606 Plaxton Paramount 3500 Shearings, 17210 Leyland Mk.I Barton Transport, plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19)
£60 - £70
2314. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 20424 Bristol VR III "Maynes", 26609 Plaxton
Paramount 3500 Western National, 26607 Plaxton Paramount 3500 Skills, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19)
£60 - £70
2315. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Deregulation group to include 20428 Bristol VR III Southend Transport, 20423
Bristol VR III Stagecoach United Counties, 26604 Plaxton Paramount 3500 Green Line Invicta, plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19)
£60 - £70
2316. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 99701 Victoria Coach Station Anniversary Series
Standerwick MCW Atlantean, 31906 RML Routemaster Bus Ian Allan Diamond Jubilee "Thomas Tilling", 15108 Leyland
National Mk.1 Bunbury City Transit, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.
(18)
£50 - £70
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2317. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 22515AS 20 Years Exclusive First Editions Anniversary
Special Y Type, 15633 RM Routemaster Golden Jubilee, 20432A Bristol VR III Devon General Subscriber Special, plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2318. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 15635B London Routemaster Bus Subscriber Special on
Service in Manchester, E31901B RML Routemaster Action 2007, 32302 Bristol RELH Coach Eastern Counties, plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2319. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 25513SB RML Routemaster Golden Metro Line Show Bus
2002, 31503D RM1095 Routemaster London Transport Action March 2011, 29612 Leyland Olympian Arriva Yorkshire, plus
others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£50 - £70
2320. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 29005 G.M. Standard Fleetline Thamesdown, 15635E RM
Routemaster Bus Action Open Day 2006 Arriva, 20447 Bristol VR III Western National N.B.C., plus others similar. Conditions
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16)
£50 - £70
2321. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 28003C New London Bus Museum, 28802A Leyland Titan
Subscriber Special 2002, DMS28004A AS 20 Years Exclusive First Editions Anniversary Special, plus others similar.
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£50 - £70
2322. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 99704 Victoria Coach Station Anniversary Series Red and
White Bristol RELH, 99702 Victoria Coach Station Anniversary Series Scout Gay Hostess MCW Atlantean, 32101A RMF
Routemaster Last Day of Route 38 Subscriber Special, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus
to Near Mint boxes. (14)
£50 - £60
2323. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed set group to include Limited Edition Bus Set 14, Set 6, Set 12, Set 2, Maidstone
and District Set, plus others. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10)
£50 - £60
2324. EFE a boxed group to include 5 x sets including R.T.L. Story Set plus others including 13402 Leeds Transport, C.W.S.,
12101 Southdown Harrington Cavalier, plus others. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.
(19)
£50 - £60
2325.
(1)

Sun Star a boxed 1/24th scale 2901 RM8-VLT8 The Original Routemaster. Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box.
£60 - £80

2326. Atlas Edition a boxed Great British Buses group to include Blackpool Brush Railcoach, West Riding Bedford VAL
Plaxton, Wallace Arnold Bedford OB, Teesside Sunbeam ROE Trolleybus, plus others similar, also comes with holder and
paperwork. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes (some are sealed). (26)
£70 - £90
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2327. Siku a boxed Bus group to include 3733 Town Bus, 1884 Double Decker Public Service Bus, 3121 Bus, plus others
similar. Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (7)
£50 - £70
2328. Siku a boxed Hinged Bus/Tram group to include 3726 Tram, 3517 Hinged Bus "Connexxion", 161 La Poste Hinged
Bus, plus others. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10)
£50 - £70
2329. Joal a boxed Bus group to include 2995000 PTT Coach, Scania Omnicity Bus, Joal Travel Tour Coach, plus others.
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)
£30 - £40
2330. Solido, Schuco, IXO and similar a boxed group to include a Renault Bus TN6C x 3, Schuco Piccolo Double Decker
Bus, Automodello (Britbus copy) 2 x Double Deck Coaches plus 1 x Truck, plus IXO BMW M3, plus others. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (11)
£50 - £70
2331. Oxford Diecast/Corgi Cameo a boxed Bus group to include SP015 Regent Bus Burwell and District, Sightseeing
Norwich Opentop Bus, Guinness a boxed set of Double Decker and Opentop Double Decker, plus others similar. Conditions
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (31)
£40 - £50
2332. Dickie, Hongwell, Autocraft and similar a boxed Bus group to include Signature Models Superior Classic Bus, Leaf
Malta diecast Malta Bus, Autographed Holiday Bus Series Neoplan Megaliner, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19)
£30 - £40
2333. Hot Wheels, Corgi, Signature Models and others an unboxed group to include Corgi Double Decker Bus "McGills",
Signature Models American style School Bus, Bus Clock, Guiloy Lufthansa Airlines Bus, plus others. Conditions appear
generally Good Plus to Mint. (36)
£30 - £50
2334. Road Champs, Real Toy, Husky and similar a boxed Bus group to include Czech Republic made Kovap Retro Autobus
1959, Walt Disney Transport Bus, Road Champs City Bus, plus others. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21)
£40 - £60
2335. Matchbox, Schuco, Hot Wheels and others a boxed Bus group to include Disney Buses 3-pack set, Schuco 21952
Coach x 2, Matchbox Moko Series 5 Bus, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to
Near Mint boxes. (31)
£40 - £60
2336. Matchbox a boxed group to include Matchbox Dinky Collection DY-S10 1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus Type
O - 3500, Super Kings K-15 Berlin Bus, Y16 1923 Scania Vabis Post Bus, plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (15)
£50 - £70
2337. Kyosho, Peak Horse, Best Choose and similar an Asian made Bus group to include Kyosho 64014 Bus No.32, Peanuts
Jumbo Bus, 02041 Guy Arab Mk.V, plus others. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8)
£40 - £50
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2338. Diapet a boxed Bus group to include 1696 B-2 Highway Liner Bus, DK-4005 Anpanman Bus, 1783 Tobu Bus.
Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Mint boxes. (3)
£40 - £50
2339. ABC Model a boxed Bus group to include 000202 Dennis Jubilant Hong Kong C.M.B., 000502 SF Class Coach Double
Deck Bus, AU3-A Super Metro 3-axle MCW Opentop Bus - Sydney, plus others. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good
Plus to Mint boxes. (8)
£50 - £70
2340. ABC Models a boxed Bus group to include LEO105 China Motor Bus Company Leyland Fleetline Alexander bodied
Double Deck Bus model, 000501 SF Class CMB Short Fleetline Double Deck Bus, L010101-94X Leyland Olympian 11M, plus
others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes. (8)
£50 - £70
2341. Drumwell a boxed Bus group to include DW10802 Scania K310UD 12M E-Friendly Bus, DW10104 Neoplan
Centroliner N4426/3, DW10201 Dennis Dragon 11M, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes.
(6)
£50 - £60
2342. Drumwell a boxed Bus group to include 99503 Dennis Dragon 11M Bus City Bus Driver Training Bus, BLS30105
Leyland Olympian 11M S3B L470, DW10103 Double Decker Bus in Association with CC Multimedia Andy Lau.com, plus others
similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes. (6)
£50 - £60
2343. Collector's Model (CSM) a boxed group to include DA104B Dennis Dragon 11M Air Conditioned Double Deck Bus
"Bridgestone", DGR2203 Dennis Dragon "Double Happiness", Dennis Jubilant V109B Plaza Hollywood, plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes, also includes a Collector's Model June to December
1999 Catalogue. (16)
£50 - £70
2344. Lion Toys a boxed 1/50th scale Bus pair to include DAF 101 Bus "GUB Amsterdam (Berkhof)", DAF 1732 Hermes "10
Eindhoven CS (Berkhof)" Bus. Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2)
£30 - £40
2345. Old Cars (Italy) a boxed Iveco Bus Division (Effeuno) in orange. Conditions appear generally Near Mint in generally
Good box. (1)
£40 - £50
2346.
(1)

Minichamps a boxed 43907080 Bussing D2U (Sehultheiss Bier). Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint box.
£40 - £60

2347. NZG, Veb Plastspielwaren or similar a mainly boxed German Bus group to include NZG Scania CN113 (The
Environmentally Friendly City Bus), NZG or similar MAN Erster Diesel Lastwagen 1923 to 24 (unboxed), NZG or similar boxed
MAN Erster Diesel Lastwagen 1923 to 24, Alt Berliner Bus - Daimler. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Good to
Excellent boxes. (4)
£40 - £60
2348. TTC Diecast a boxed resin NWR01 Blue Triangle V3 Volvo Ailsa B55 Mk.III Alexander R H38/28D (North Weald
Aerodrome). Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1)
£40 - £60
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2349. TTC Diecast a boxed resin FRMSB01 London Transport Front Entrance Rear Engine Routemaster FRM1 (2011 Show
Bus - Duxford). Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1)
£40 - £60
2350. Britbus a boxed group to include AS1-001 AEC Short Swift S/Deck Blue Triangle, R800X-BP Single Door Alexander
Bodied Scania Double Deck Black Prince, LH-NW08 Bristol LH (ECW) Single Deck Bus London Transport North Weald Special
2008, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7)
£60 - £80
2351. Britbus a boxed group to include MRL-SB05 Midi-Bus Britbus 2005, 6210-A Scania Metropolitan 2-door D/D Bus Renn
Les of Dunfermline early livery, GL01 Guy Arab III PRV Bodied City of Southampton, plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7)
£60 - £80
2352. Britbus a boxed group to include 6105 Scania Metropolitan Single Door D/T Bus Culturebus - Sightseeing London,
N6502 Scania Metropolitan 2-door Double Deck Bus South Yorkshire P.T.E., 6214 Scania Metropolitan 2-door Demonstrator
Bus, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)
£50 - £70
2353. Britbus a boxed group to include ES-003B East Lancs Bodied UNO Route 614 Hatfield, ES003A East Lancs Bodied
Scania Omnidecker UNO Route 614 Gypsy Moth, N6207 Scania Metropolitan Double Deck Bus Reading Buses. Conditions
appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7)
£60 - £80
2354. Britbus a boxed group to include 6104 Scania Metropolitan Single Door Double Deck Bus West Midlands P.T.E, 6204
Scania Metropolitan Double Deck Bus Whippet Coaches Ltd Fenstanton - Cambs, 6301 Scania Metropolitan Single Door
Conversion Double Deck Bus Whippet Coaches Ltd, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint
boxes. (7)
£60 - £80
2355. Britbus a boxed group to include AN2-002 PRV NBC Standard AN68 Atlantean London Country (L.T.M.), AN2-001
PRV NBC Standard AN68 Atlantean London Country (L.T.M.), DL001A Alexander Bodied Dennis Loline III Aldershot and
District Traction Co. Route 1, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)
£50 - £70
2356. Britbus a boxed group to include DL-002 Dennis Loline III Special 100th Anniversary model Adbig, AN1-002 PRV NBC
Standard AN68 Atlantean London Country S.W. (L.T.M.), AN-001 PRV NBC Standard AN68 Atlantean London Country N.W.
(L.T.M.), plus others. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)
£50 - £70
2357. Britbus a boxed group to include AN2-05 PRV NBC AN68 2/door - D/Deck Leyland Atlantean Ensign Bus, AE02 AEC
Regent III PRV Bodie Ipswich Corporation Transport, AN2-NW08 NBC Standard PRV 2-door D/Deck Bus London Country
North Weald Special 2008, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)
£50 - £70
2358. Britbus a boxed group to include N6002 Dodds AA Service Guy Arab Mk.IV Double Deck Bus, N6202 Black Prince
Scania Metropolitan Double Deck Bus, GS06GB A Tribute to Gerry Brown Guy Arab III Lincoln, plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6)
£50 - £70
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2359. Britbus a boxed group to include RI Bus a boxed R702 Bus Atha Cliath Dublin Buses Leyland Olympian RH Class, IR
Bus AS2-07 AEC Short Swift 2-door S/Deck Bus City Bus, (Northern Ireland), Britbus a boxed Donald Bus Memorial set
(Captain Donald Frederick Craggs 2-piece set) with outer sleeve, plus others. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to
Mint boxes. (7)
£80 - £100
2360. Asian Bus (Britbus) a boxed group to include China Motor Bus MS Class Scania Metropolitan model number AS1003,
China Motor Bus S Class Guy Arab V model number AS1001A, AS1007 Guy Arab V China Motor Bus LS Class Double Deck
Bus, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7)
£60 - £80
2361. Trux a boxed 1954 Ansair Flxible Clipper group to include TX15D "Cook's Hobart", TX15C "Ansett Airlines Australia",
TX15 "Pioneer Tours", TX15E "Pioneer Express", TX15B "Newmans Coach Lines". Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint
boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
2362. Trux a boxed 1980 Denning Mono Coach group to include TX16 Driver Bus Lines AXD-564 number 17, TX16K
Lismore, TX16G Deluxe Coach Lines, TX16F Olympic East West, TX16E Greyhound. Conditions appear Mint in generally
Near Mint boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
2363. Trux a boxed 1980 Denning Mono Coach group to include TX16J Aussie Express, TX16C McCaffertys, TX16H
Australian VIP Leisure Tours, TX16D AAT Coaches, TX16B Chalmers Coaches. Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes.
(5)
£50 - £70
2364. Trux a boxed 1988 Denning Double Decker Coach group to include TX09 Gray Line, TX09C Deluxe Coach Lines,
TX09E Transperth, TX09D Tasmanian Red Line Coaches, TX09B Firefly. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint
boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
2365. Trux a boxed 1952 Leyland Tiger OPS2 Single Deck Bus group to include TX7F Route 322 Redhead Beach, TX7
Route 487, TX7E Route 138, TX7C Route 40, TX7B Route 409. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
2366. Trux a boxed Leyland group to include TX11 1972 Leyland National 11.3 "Gold Coast Tweed Heads, TX11D 1972
Leyland National 11.3 "Bunbury", TX12B 1938 Leyland Tiger TS8 Single Deck Bus, TX11B 1975 Leyland National 10.3 Route
277, TX11C 1975 Leyland National 10.3 "Hobart". Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
2367. Trux a boxed Leyland Bus group to include TX3B 1929 Leyland Tiger TD1 Double Decker Bus Route 160, TX3E 1929
Leyland Titan TD1 Double Deck Bus "Woolloomooloo", TX3D 1929 Leyland Titan TD1 Double Deck Bus Route 237, TX3C
1930 Leyland TD1 Double Deck Bus Route 62, 1939 Leyland Titan TD1 Double Deck Bus Route 992 Drummoyne. Conditions
appear Mint in Near Mint boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
2368. Trux a boxed AEC Regent group to include TX6B 1949 AEC Regent III Double Deck Bus Route 316, TX6 1949 AEC
Regent III Double Deck Bus Route 500, TX6C 1949 AEC Regent III Double Deck Bus "Rover Motors", TX6E 1952 AEC Regent
III Double Decker Bus Route 17 Wallsend, TX6F 1952 AEC Regent 111 Double Decker Bus "Road Runner Tours Wangi".
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (5)
£50 - £70
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2369. Trux a boxed Leyland Double Deck Bus group to include TX5 1948 Leyland OPD2 Double Decker Bus Route 438,
TX5B 1948 Leyland OPD2 Double Decker Bus Route 348, TX5D 1953 Leyland Titan OPD2 Double Decker Bus Route 12 BHP
Steel Works, TX5E 1953 Leyland Titan OPD2 Double Decker Bus Route 422 Tempe Depot, TX10B 1961 Leyland Atlantean
PDR1/1 Double Decker Bus, TX10 1961 Leyland Atlantean PDR1/1 Double Decker Bus. Conditions appear Mint in generally
Near Mint boxes. (6)
£60 - £80
2370. Trux a boxed 1970 Sydney Atlantean Double Decker Bus group to include TX17C Public Transport Commission NSW
All Over Advertising, TX17B Buck Rogers Night Tours, TX17E Public Transport Commission NSW Bankcard, TX17D Public
Transport Commission NSW Whiskas. Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4)
£50 - £60
2371. Trux a boxed Double Decker group to include TX2C 1939 Albion Adventurer Double Deck Bus Route 150, TX6H 1946
Regent III Double Decker "Maroubra Beach" - Route 396, TX2E 1947 Albion Venturer Double Decker Bus Route 273, TX2B
1947 Albion Venturer Double Decker Bus Route 394, TX6G 1947 AEC Regent II Double Deck Route 433 Balmain, TX2D 1947
Albion Venturer Double Decker Bus Route 182. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (6)

£60 - £80
2372. Trux a mainly boxed group to include TX18 1951 AEC Regal Mk.III Single Deck Bus Route 409 Burwood, TX1C 1953
Daimler CV Single Decker Bus Route 136, TX14 Mercedes Minibus Route 20 Pacific Fair, TX14C Mercedes Minibus Route 589
San Hospital Shorelink, TX14B Mercedes Minibus The Train Toronto Bus Service, plus 2 x Trax Vans including zebra striped
Club Member 2011, Club Member 2012 Van. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (7)

£60 - £80
2373. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 5102 Mercedes Benz Citaro Bendy Bus "Stagecoach in
London", UKBUS 5105 Mercedes Benz Citaro Bendy Bus "Travel Coventry", UKBUS 5108 Mercedes Benz Citaro Bendy Bus
"University of East London". Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2374. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 5101 Mercedes Benz Citaro Bendy Bus "Mercedes Benz
Demonstrator", UKBUS 5109 Mercedes Benz Citaro Bendy Bus "Eden Project", Club Busrama JB0001 Mercedes Benz "Keisei
Bus". Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2375. Creative Master Northcord a group to include Club Busrama JB1011 Mitsubishi Fuso MP (JR Hokkaido Bus) "CNG",
Club Busrama JB1010 Mitsubishi Fuso MP (Nankai Bus) "Non Step", JB1002 Mitsubishi Fuso MP City Bus "Non Step Bus
109". Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2376. Creative Master Northcord a group to include JB1010 Mitsubishi Fuso MP (Nankai Bus) "Non Step", JB1009 Mitsubishi
Fuso MP (Sanko Bus), JB1014 Mitsubishi Fuso Eco Hybrid (Meitetsu Bus) "Eco Hybrid Non Step". Conditions appear Mint in
generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2377. Creative Master Northcord a group to include Club Busrama JB5003 Isuzu BX341 (Nara Kotsu), JB1007 Sapporo City
Bus (Mitsubishi MP CNG), JB1008 Mitsubishi MP CNG (Sendai City Bus). Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint
boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
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2378. Creative Master Northcord a group to include JB4003 Mitsubishi Fuso Aero King (Hiroden) "Hiroshima Tokyo", JB1001
Mitsubishi Fuso MP City Bus "Non Step Bus", JB1005 Mitsubishi Fuso MP (Keihin Kyuko). Conditions appear Mint in generally
Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2379. Creative Master Northcord a group to include JB2006 Hino Selega R FD (JR Hokkaido Bus), JB2004 Hino Selega R
FD (Airport Limousine), JB2003 Hino Selega R FD (JR Bus Tohoku). Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2380. Creative Master Northcord a group to include CNBUS 1011 Volvo Sunwin, CNBUS Sunwin Trolleybus SWB511
5GP-3, CNBUS 1001 Volvo SWB6120 KHV-3 Sunwin. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2381. Creative Master Northcord a group to include CNBUS 1008 Sunwin Volvo SWB6 120KHV-3, JB1004 Mitsubishi Fuso
Aero Star, HKBUS 1006 Volvo Super Olympian Alexander ALX500. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2382. Creative Master Northcord a group to include HKBUS 001 Leyland Olympian 11-metre Coach (Alexander R) "City
Bus", CNBUS 1009 Sunwin SWB6120 V3, HKBUS 2003 Leyland Olympian 11-metre Coach/Alexander R "City Bus".
Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2383. Creative Master Northcord a group to include UKBUS 0003 Sightseeing Dublin Tour Opentop Bus Plaxton President
Bodied Dennis Trident, UKBUS 0002 London Sightseeing Opentop Bus Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident, UKBUS 2001
Edinburgh Tour Opentop Bus Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes.
(3)
£50 - £70
2384. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include CNBUS 1015 Sunwin Volvo B7R "Shanghai Ba-shi/Pudong Goon
Chung", CNBUS 1016 Sunwin Volvo B7R "Shanghai Pudong New Area Public Transport Co., Ltd", CNBUS 1002 Sunwin Volvo
SWB6120 KHV-3 "Shanghai Shen Xin Bus Service Ltd". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2385. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1033 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident
"Stagecoach in Devon", UKBUS 6001 Alexander Dennis Enviro 400 "Stagecoach in London", UKBUS 1003 Alexander ALX400
Bodied Dennis Trident "Stagecoach". Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2386. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1026 Alexander Dennis ALX400 Bodied Trident
"Stagecoach in Devon", UKBUS 0010 Alexander Dennis ALX400 Bodied Trident "Stagecoach in Devon", UKBUS 0009 Trans
Bus ALX400 Bodied Trident "Stagecoach in Devon". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2387. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 8010 Alexander Dennis Enviro 200 Dart "Robin Hood
Airport Links Stagecoach", UKBUS 1016 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Stagecoach A1 Service", UKBUS 1030
Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Stagecoach in Cambridge Pink and Ride". Conditions appear generally Mint in
Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
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2388. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1010 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Arriva",
UKBUS 5004 Mercedes Benz Citaro "Arriva AirLink 700" x 2. Conditions appear generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2389. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 5006 Mercedes Benz Citaro "Bus Eireann", IEBUS 0004
Alexander Dennis Enviro 200 Dart "Bus Eireann", UKBUS 3015 Plaxton Mini Pointer Bodied Dennis Dart "Bus Eireann".
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2390. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 3025 Dennis Mini Pointer Dart "Travel London Route
441", UKBUS 5003 Mercedes Benz Citaro "First BAA Heathrow", UKBUS 2002 Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Dart Trident
"The Frequent Express Shuttle Edinburgh Airport". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2391. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1011 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Newport
Transport", UKBUS 7001 Scania Omnicity "Newport Bus Serving the City", UKBUS 3001 Trans Bus Mini Pointer Dart "Cardiff
Bus BWS Caerdydd". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2392. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 7003 Scania Omnicity "Rail Replacement Bus Service for
Transport for London Underground", UKBUS 7004 Scania Omnicity "Zip", IEBUS 003 Mercedes Benz Citaro "Quick Park".
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2393. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1020 Trans Bus ALX400 Bodied Trident "London 2012",
UKBUS 3024 Dennis Mini Pointer Dart "Travel London", UKBUS 1017 Trans Bus ALX400 Bodied Trident "London United".
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2394. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1015 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Park and
Ride Cambridge/Trumpington", UKBUS 1014 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Oxford Park and Ride", UKBUS 2008
Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident "Reading Buses". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2395. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1004 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Lothian
Buses", UKBUS 4001 Alexander Royal "Lothian Buses", HKBUS 2002 Leyland Olympian 11-metre Coach (Alexander R)
"Megabus". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2396. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 3019 Dennis Mini Pointer Dart "Plymouth City Bus",
UKBUS 5017 Mercedes Benz Citaro "Plymouth City Bus", UKBUS 8008 Alexander Dennis Enviro 200 Dart "Transdev Yellow
Buses". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2397. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1006 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "East
Yorkshire", UKBUS 3013 Plaxton Mini Pointer Bodied Dennis Dart "East Yorkshire", UKBUS 3009 Plaxton Mini Pointer Bodied
Dennis Dart "Southern Vectis". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
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2398. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 6026 Alexander Dennis Enviro 400 "Yellow Buses",
UKBUS 2006 Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident "Brighton and Hove", UKBUS 3017 Dennis Mini Pointer Dart "Brighton
and Hove". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2399. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 2007 Trans Bus President Bodied Trident "Mayne",
UKBUS 2011 Trans Bus President Bodied Trident "Blue Triangle", HKBUS 2006 Leyland Olympian 11-metre Coach/Alexander
R "Magic Bus". Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2400. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1053 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident
"Ensignbus", UKBUS 7013 Scania Omnicity "Ipswich Buses", UKBUS 3010 Trans Bus Mini Pointer Dart "Blue Bird".
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2401. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1005 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Travel
West Midlands", UKBUS 1007 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Travel West Midlands", UKBUS3011 Plaxton Mini
Pointer Bodied Dennis Dart "Blackburn Transport". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3)
£50 - £70
2402. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 1013 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Bus Atha
Cliath", IEBUS 0005 Alexander Dennis ALX400 Bodied Volvo B7 TL "Dublin Bus Coastal Tour", UKBUS 1028 Alexander
Dennis ALX400 Bodied Trident "Dublin Bus", IEBUS 0001 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Volvo B7 TL "Airlink", IEBUS 0002
Alexander ALX400 Bodied Volvo B7 TL Opentop Bus. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5)

£90 - £110
2403. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 2005 Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident "First
London", UKBUS 1018 Trans Bus ALX400 Bodied Trident "First", UKBUS 1001 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "First
Capital", UKBUS Alexander ALX400 "The Archie Foundation Making the Difference" limited edition model, UKBUS 5001
Mercedes Benz Citaro "First Riverside". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5)
£100 - £120
2404. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include UKBUS 2003 Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident "Metro
Line", UKBUS 1002 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Metro Line", UKBUS 3003 Dennis Mini Pointer Dart "Metro
Line", UKBUS 8013 Alexander Dennis Enviro 200 Dart "Metro Line Route 84". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to
Near Mint boxes. (4)
£70 - £90
2405. Creative Master Northcord a boxed set group to include UKBUS 3014 Arriva Mini Pointer Dart twin pack, SBS Transit a
boxed Double Decker pair set, UKBUS 3004 Trans Bus Mini Pointer Dart (twin pack) "Stagecoach", plus 1 x Creative Master
Northcord Product Catalogue 2006. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (4)
£80 - £100
2406. Corgi 417 Land Rover Breakdown Truck - red, yellow tinplate tilt, silver jib, hook & roof light, spun hubs. Condition
appears generally Excellent in generally Good Plus box.
£50 - £70
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2407. Corgi 418 Austin "Taxi" with black body, lemon interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs. Condition appears generally Good
Plus in generally Good box.
£40 - £50
2408. Corgi 430 Ford Thunderbird "Bermuda Taxi" with white body, silver trim, yellow interior with driver figure and red/yellow
canopy with spun hubs. Condition appears generally Excellent in generally Good box.
£70 - £90
2409. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 98421 MCI-102 DL3 Demonstration Bus, US54310 GM Fishbowl
"Chicago Transit Authority", US54409 GM4501 Greyhound Scenicruiser "Destination Washington DC" plus others similar.
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (11)
£50 - £70
2410. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include Beatles The Magical Mystery Bus, Posten Bedford OB 1950 Coach, TY06102
Double Decker Bus "Live & Let Die" plus others. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.
(25)
£50 - £70
2411. Corgi a boxed Tram group to include OM40504 Feltham Tram "Metropolitan Electric Tramways", OM40503 Feltham
Tram "Sunderland Corporation Transport Dept", OM43507 Blackpool Balloon Tram 1950's livery plus others similar. Conditions
appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5)
£40 - £50
2412. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company Tram group to include 43507 Blackpool Balloon Tram "Walls", 44002 Brush
Rail Coach current livery, 43513 Blackpool Balloon Tram 1980's livery plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in
generally Near Mint boxes. (7)
£50 - £70
2413. Corgi a boxed Tram group to include US55202 Birney Safety Car Steinway Lines, New York destination
Woodside/Broadway, 43504 Blackpool Balloon Tram Illuminations Special, C990/3 Derby Corporation plus others similar.
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8)
£50 - £70
2414. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company a boxed set group to include OM49904 3-piece London Transport Bus Set,
Trolleybus, RM & NBFL, OM49902 Van Hool T9 on Plaxton Panorama Centenary Set, OM99186 Corgi 50th Anniversary Set a
Route Through Time plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes. (14)
£60 - £80
2415. Corgi a boxed Bus pair to include Original Omnibus OM40404 AEC Regent Brighton & Hove District Transport early
promotional model in plain white box (rare), 40304 Burlingham Seagull "Boultons of Shropshire". Conditions appear Mint in
generally Mint boxes in Good Plus outer boxes. (2)
£40 - £50
2416. Corgi Original Omnibus Company a boxed Asian Bus group to include China Motor Bus Co. Olympian air-conditioned
Double Decker, A20 Airport Express to Central, 43217 3-axle Olympian Stagecoach Hong Kong Ltd "Stagecoach Buses",
45007 Corgi Citybus and boxed Double Decker pair plus others. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes.
(10)
£50 - £70
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2417. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company a boxed Asian Bus group to include OM45404 MAN 24.350/VOLGREN
CR221LD "Citybus", 43204 3-axle Leyland Olympian "Citybus", 44501 Duple Metsec Trident "Citybus/City Flyer" plus
others - conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes. (11)
£50 - £70
2418. Corgi Original Omnibus Company a boxed Asian Bus group to include a boxed China Motorbus Olympian Story 3 x
Double Decker set, 42707 Van Hool Alizee "Citybus", OM45403 MAN 2.4.350/VOLGREN Citybus - children from Citybus join in
to celebrate the Year of the Snake, plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes. (11)
£60 - £80
2419. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company a boxed Asian Bus group to include 44601 Leyland Atlantean "Citybus",
44603 Network 26 - Leyland Atlantean, OM43201 Double Decker Bus "K&B Year of the Horse 2002" plus others similar.
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes. (11)
£50 - £70
2420. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company a boxed Asian Bus group to include 44503 Duple Metsec Trident "City
Flyer", 44513 Duple Metsec Trident "Citybus - Greener Buses", 44509 10th Anniversary of the Hong Kong Transport Society
Double Decker "Citybus" plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes. (11)
£50 - £70
2421. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42702 Van Hool Alizee "National Express",
40302 Leyland Royal Tiger "Potteries Motor Traction Co. Ltd", 42701 Van Hool Alizee "Shearings" plus others similar, all
models come with outer sleeves. Conditions appear Mint in generally Mint boxes and Excellent outer sleeves. (18)
£60 - £80
2422. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company (OOC) to include 40701 Bristol K6A United Counties Omnibus Company
Ltd. 42601 Bedford OB "David Macbrayne Ltd", 40901 MCW Orion (BNNO) "Chesterfield Transport" plus others similar, all
models come with outer sleeves. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Mint boxes and generally Excellent outer
sleeves. (18)
£60 - £70
2423. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company (OOC) to include 43909 Daimler Utility Bus "Sheffield Corporation", 43902
Bristol K Utility Bus "Southern Vectis", 41104 Leyland PD2/M.C.W. Orient "Plymouth City Transport" plus others similar.
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes. (18)
£60 - £70
2424. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company (OOC) group to include OM40803/A Bristol Lodekka Double Deck Bus - 25
Years of the Corgi Collector Club, 97813 BUT961T Brighton Corporation Transport, 97811 BUT9611T Notts and Derby Traction
Co. plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (13)
£50 - £60
2425. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company (OOC) group to include 97835 Leyland Leopard "Ribble Motor Services
Ltd", 97900 AEC Reliance "Devon General", 97858 Bristol K6B Caledonian Omnibus Co. Ltd, plus others. Conditions appear
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14)
£50 - £60
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2426. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM43903 Guy Arab Utility Bus "Bradford (War
Time)", OM43901 Guy Arab Utility Bus "Llandudno and Colwyn Bay Electric Railway Ltd", OM44101 Optare Solo - Blackpool
Transport (Handy Bus). Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£50 - £70
2427. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM43905 Guy Arab Utility Bus "Western SMT",
OM41904 Leyland PD3/Queen Mary - "OK Motor Services", OM43907 Daimler CW Utility Bus "Maidstone and District", plus
others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£60 - £70
2428. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42001 Leyland PD3 "Queen Mary" Opentop
"Southdown Motor Services", 41907 Leyland PD3 "Queen Mary" Lancaster City Transport, 41602 Guy Breakdown
"Southdown", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£60 - £70
2429. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 44106 Optare Solo "MK Metro Ltd", 43912 Bristol K
Utility Bus "Chatham and District Traction Company", 42501 Bedford OB Coach "Royal Blue", plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (19)
£60 - £80
2430. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM42514 East Lancs Millennium "Blackpool
Transport", OM41105 Daimler CVG6/East Lancs "Bolton Transport", OM40305 Burlingham Seagull "Barton Transport", plus
others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15)
£50 - £70
2431. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM41111 Leyland PD3/East Lancs "Black Prince
Coaches", OM43913 Guy Arab "Ribble", OM42512 Volvo B7 TL/East Lancs Vyking - "Cork City Council P&R", plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15)
£50 - £70
2432. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM41608A Crossley DD42 "Luton Corporation
Transport Dual Destination, OM41216 Wright Eclipse Gemini "Go North East X10", OM41302 Wright Solar Fusion "Nottingham
City Transport", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£60 - £80
2433. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42403 Bedford VL Panorama "Magical Mystery
Tour Bus" (Beatles), OM45105 MCW Metro Bus Mk.II Coventry, National Holidays Plaxton Premier National Holidays Touring
Coach, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15)
£50 - £70
2434. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42604 Bedford OB Coach "Grey Green", 44103
Optare Solo "First Leeds", 43402 Plaxton Beaver 2 "Stagecoach Manchester", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally
Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£60 - £80
2435. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 43602 Northern Counties Palatine II "City Line",
43401 Plaxton Beaver 2 "Eastern National", 42504 Bedford OB with quarter lights "Crossville", plus others similar. Conditions
appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£60 - £70
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2436. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 43115 Leyland Lynx Mk.I PMT Inter Urban X64
(1998 Centenary), 43409 Plaxton Beaver 2 "Trent Buses", 41801 Leyland PS2 Breakdown Truck "Ribble", plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£60 - £70
2437. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 40309 Burlingham Seagull "Seagull Coaches",
43802 Plaxton Excalibur "Ulsterbus", 44202 Neoplan Cityliner "Hallmark Cars and Coach Company", plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15)
£50 - £70
2438. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 40307 Burlingham Seagull Neath and Cardiff
Luxury Coaches Ltd, 43114 Leyland Lynx Mk.II "John Fishwick & Sons", 43111 Leyland Lynx Mk.II Cardiff Bus, plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (14)
£50 - £70
2439. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42724 Van Hool Alizee "Ellen Smith", 44703 Dennis
Dart SLF Pointer 2 dual door "London United", 43704 AEC 6641T Trolleybus "Cardiff", plus others similar. Conditions appear
generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (14)
£50 - £70
2440. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42401 Daimler Roadliner/Panorama I Black and
White Motorways Ltd, 42405 AEC Reliant/Panorama I - Yellow Way Motor Services, 43317 Plaxton Premier Jetlink, plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15)
£50 - £70
2441. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 45302 Bova Futura "Johnsons Coach Travel",
43320 Plaxton Premier "W. Robinsons & Son (Tours) Ltd", 45105 MCW Metro Bus Mk.II (dual door) "London Transport", plus
others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (16)
£50 - £70
2442. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 42904 Optare Delta "Trent", 42807 Dennis Dart
"The Bee Line", 42903 Optare Delta "Blackpool Transport", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent
to Near Mint boxes. (16)
£50 - £70
2443. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM45101 MCW Metro Bus Mk.I (SD) "Stevensons
Bus Services", OM45602 BMMO D9 Opentop "London Transport", OM42402 AEC Reliant/Panorama 1 "Sheffield United
Tours", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£60 - £80
2444. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM45103 MCW Metro Bus Mk.II (SD) "Strathclyde
Buses Ltd", OM4502 MAN Volgren Double Decker "City Bus", OM42701 Van Hool Alizee "Whippet Coaches", plus others
similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (17)
£60 - £70
2445. Triang C24 Pond Yacht - impressive model with green/black painted pressed steel hull, includes wooden masts with
rigging (require sorting), impact damage towards the rear of the hull but does include the rudder and is otherwise Good in a
Poor to Fair plain cardboard box. Also included are 2 x wooden Speed Boats including a "Miss Britain" together with a Bowman
Racing Yacht wooden hull with metal keel (lacks masts) - Fair. (4)
£20 - £30
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2446. Victory, Sutcliffe and other model Boats - to include Victory Industries (UK) Vosper Triple Screw Express Turbine
Yacht - featuring black hull with white/tan deck and superstructure, battery operated, 20"/50cm long. Also included are a
Sutcliffe Models "Meteor" Speedboat, Triang plastic Lifeboat, Chinese plastic Kursk Submarine - Fair. Also included is a
Welsotoys (UK) clockwork plastic Speedboat in working order with integral key - Good including illustrated box. (5)
£20 - £30
2447. Paya or similar tinplate vintage vehicles and figures - of recent limited edition production - to include Tramcar, 2-door
car with opening doors, Motorcycle & Sidecar, Taxi with driver, General Bus together with Man with Suitcase and Road
Sweeper plus a Boat - appear Excellent Plus to Near Mint, still sealed in blister packs, believed to have been magazine issues.
(8)
£20 - £30
2448. Domestic Toys and Novelties - a large quantity to include Mini Mum Ironing Board, Vulcan boxed and unboxed Sewing
Machines, Child's Food Mixer, Crescent Bus Conductors Ticket Machine, Ivik Projector, ESL Students Microscope together with
a large Chad Valley Talking Monkey, Ayr Blaster Stock Car, Pelham Girl and another Puppet and various tinplate toys - Fair to
Good, some still have Good packaging. (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes)
£15 - £20
2449. Mettoy and other tinplate Roadway and Railway Layouts - to include a Mettoy (UK) figure of 8 layout with plastic
clockwork car and key, an Eastern European figure of 8 railway layout with clockwork Locomotive together with a similar "Magic
Crossroads" layout by Marx Toys (no vehicles) - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair packaging. (3)
£10 - £20
2450. Ubilda (Burnett of London) tinplate Fort - contains quantity of tinprinted parts to build a Fort including walls, 4 x towers,
ramp etc, unchecked for completeness but appears Good, a scarce pre-war example, all is contained in a Fair illustrated card
box with wooden base (some tape repairs to the split lid).
£15 - £25
2451. Meccano group of smaller sets and outfits - to include 2 x Accessory Outfit, Set No.00, Special Edition Set of recent
issue, Meccano Junior, Set 3A and Set No.2 with yellow and blue components and instruction books - unchecked for
completeness but appear Good to Good Plus including illustrated boxes. Also included is a "Accessory Outfit 00A" in a plain
box with illustrated label and contains a small number of unchecked components, includes instruction book for No.0
Outfit - Fair. (8 sets)
£40 - £60
2452. Rossignol and other French German and British O Gauge Wagons - to include 2 x Open Wagons, one with coal load,
another German Wagon, Timber Truck, Crane Wagon, Bogie Open Wagon together with a French 4-wheel electric Steeplecab
Locomotive and a British Bar Knight (Glasgow) LNWR Open Wagon - Fair to Good. (10)
£20 - £30
2453. Vintage Marklin O Gauge British Market Wagons - to include 2 x 4-wheel Timber Trucks, repainted Fish Van, 2 LMS
Open Wagons, North Eastern Van and dark green Milk Van (lacks door) - otherwise Fair to Good. (6)
£20 - £30
2454. Paya or similar tinplate O Gauge Trains - to include a 4-wheel Electric Locomotive with pantograph (loose roof),
together with 2 x matching Shell Tanker Wagons - believed to have been magazine issue items - otherwise Excellent to Near
Mint in Good blister packs. Also included is a Paya or similar O Gauge clockwork Railway Locomotive with driver figure and 2 x
Hopper Wagons - Excellent Plus. (6)
£15 - £25
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2455. Joustra (France) O Gauge "Autorail Electrique" battery operated tinplate Articulated Rail Car - silver with black trim,
includes both pantographs, lacks the small panel the top of each cab but does include buffers at each end. The set includes a
quantity of tinplate straight and curved track, unchecked for completeness but otherwise Good in a Fair card box which lacks an
end panel to the lid but does include a colourful illustration.
£40 - £60
2456. Krauss (Germany) O Gauge group of tinplate mainly Bogie Wagons and Coaches - to include a Salt Wagon, Dapolin
Tanker, Beer Transport Van and a 4-wheel Guards Van, together with 2 x International Express Coaches - Fair to Good. (6)
£30 - £40
2457. VEB (Eastern Europe) tinplate O Gauge Train comprising Steam Locomotive No.64002 with plastic driving wheels and
sprung electrical 3-rail Pick-ups to underside, green Passenger Carriage with matching Luggage Van fitted with sliding doors.
Also included is a similar brown Goods Van - Good. (4)
£15 - £25
2458. KBN (Karl Bubb of Germany) tinplate Gauge Train Set - comprising 4-wheeled tinplate clockwork No.0-35 4-wheel
Locomotive and matching Tender, together with 2 x red Passenger Carriages and a green Luggage Van (lacks
wheels) - otherwise Good to Good Plus. Also included is a Poor set box together with a quantity of mixed manufacturers tinplate
track. (qty)
£15 - £25
2459. Sunnyvale (UK) "Shunting Engine" Train Set - comprising Technofix style baseplate with embossed track, comes with 2
x LNER 2844 miniature clockwork Steam Locomotives, the track is 30"/75cm long, both locomotives are in working order with
key and are generally Fair to Good in a Fair card box. Also included is a pair of O Gauge Mettoy Railways left and right hand
points - Good in a Fair illustrated box. Also included are some German tinplate tinprinted track parts and a British made
Champion Locomotive which are Fair. (qty)
£10 - £20
2460. "Trix Express" HO Gauge 3-rail electric Locomotive - dark green, lacks one of the pantographs but does include the
current collectors to the underside, no obvious sign of fatigue although there is some touching-in - otherwise Good. Also
included is a French made 8-wheeled electric locomotive with one loose pantograph, 3-rail electric - Fair. (2)
£15 - £25
2461. A group of Metal Construction Sets - to include Construct Junior, Bob No.1 Set and another larger set. Other outfits
include 2 x Juga Meccano style sets - unchecked for completeness but the Juga sets appear still attached to their backing card.
The contents are generally Good in Fair to Good boxes. (5 sets)
£15 - £25
2462. Masterbuilder Set No.0, Masterbuilder 8001 Heavy Haulage Set, Arkirecto and other British Metal Construction
Sets - most are similar to Meccano and include Arkirecto Set M4 with instruction book, Esco No.1 Building Set plus a Mac
British Mechanics Set - Fair to Good in Fair assorted card boxes. Also included is a Dutch "Constructo Set with Meccano like
components and wheels with rubber tyres which is Good in a Fair box together with a "Kliptiko" Set of clip-together metal
components which are Fair, lack the correct box but do include a 30-page instruction book - Fair. (7 sets)
£15 - £25
2463. A group of European and Chinese Construction Sets - European items include a Grua (Spain)Set 81 with diecast
Crane components, Temsi Meccano style set, Metaltecnik, Merkur together with Constructo Sets 1 and 7. Also included are
Chinese Wisdom Sets No.0 and No.4 - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Fair to Excellent in Fair to Good
boxes. (9)
£15 - £25
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2464. Waddingtons, Falcon and other Railway and Transport Themed Jigsaws - to include Waddingtons Living Legend,
Flying Scotsman, Golden Arrow, Devon Sunlight together with Arrow The Age of Steam Series and others including 4 x vintage
Great Western Chad Valley Puzzles to include Paddington Station etc - unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to Good
including boxes. (51)
£5 - £10
2465. Schylling and other tinplate toys - to include Stealth clockwork Zeppelin, "Swing Boats" clockwork Fairground ride,
Electra Robot - lilac, New York Central 464 Streamliner Locomotive, "Felix the Cat" Speedboat and a Looney Tunes 2 Coach
Train with Locomotive - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (6)
£15 - £25
2466. Mecavion (France) tinplate kit of parts for the assembly of a Model Aircraft, unchecked for completeness and some age
related wear but does include both wheels and axle for the undercarriage, includes 32-page instruction manual - otherwise Fair
to Good in a Fair card box with reinforced lid corners but still has its colourful illustration.
£15 - £25
2467. Gunthermann (Germany) or similar tinplate clockwork Tram Car - green/cream with 65 to each end and sides, appears
to have been retro fitted with a working clockwork motor to the underside and fitted with wooden wheels, may need some
adjustment and appears to lack the trolleypole otherwise Good Plus for display, 12"/31cm long.
£15 - £25
2468. Fischer (Germany or similar) a group of Pennytoys - to include 5.5"/14cm Truck - blue and a similar Van - green
together with a smaller Racing Car and a Streamlined Car - Fair to Good. (4)
£10 - £15
2469. A Made in England unboxed Fire Engine pair to include Charbens unboxed Fire Engine with crew and ladder, Johillco
Toy 1934 unboxed Fire Engine with ladder/bell plus figures. Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (2)
£20 - £30
2470. A Farm related group to include wooden Farm with base and outbuildings, plus one box of Farmyard Animals.
Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint. (qty)
£10 - £20
2471. Mixed group to include unboxed Playmobile Supersonic Plane (Concorde) - nose is detached but still present; Galoob
Micro Machines Aeroplane with small figures; Micro Machines Aircraft Carrier; Micro Machines Garage and Service Stations
plus some Victor annuals. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (qty)
£10 - £20
2472. Spec Cast plus others a boxed Plane group to include Lockheed Vega Money Box, US Army Air Goods Lockheed
Vega Money Box, North American P-51D Mustang, Shell Oil Float Biplane, plus other. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (5)
£20 - £30
2473. mixed miscellaneous group to include Books and Annuals including A.A. Milne Winnie the Pooh, Rupert and the
Magicians Umbrella, Doctor Who and the Day of the Daleks, plus others, also includes Wade porcelain models, also includes
other pottery, Durham Industries Inc models, Britains unboxed Animals, lead and plastic Soldiers, plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (qty)
£20 - £30
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2474. Best Box, Morrison Stone/Made in Japan models a boxed group to include 5 x Made in Japan miniature Cars in
perspex cases including 904 Oldsmobile Truck, 1914 Stutz Bearcat, plus 3 x Best Box series an Ifabex Product including 2503
T Ford 1919 Crane Truck, 2504 T Ford 1919 Delivery Van, 2501 T Ford 1919 Pick-up, plus Esso Extra Petrol Pump Series AA
Road Service Bedford Van. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (9)

£20 - £30
2475.

A Book group to include 12 x Charles Dickens novels. Conditions appear generally Fair. (22)
£0 - £5

2476. James Bond/PG Tips a miscellaneous group to include 2 x James Bond Casino Royale Posters, 2 x PG Tips Monkey's.
Conditions appear generally Excellent. (5)
£0 - £5
2477. Corgi a boxed group to include Corgi Super Haulers 59547 Volvo Race Transporter "Lotus", Corgi Camion, The
Whitbread Collection Set, 57501 Cadbury's Crème Egg model, 9687 Thornycroft Bus "General" plus others similar. Conditions
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (40)
£30 - £40
2478. Joal, Matchbox, Signature Models, Diapet, Solido, a group of unboxed Buses to include Ikarus Coach "Voyager", Setra
Coach, Express Tours Coach plus others. Conditions are generally Fair to Near Mint. (qty)
£20 - £30
2479. A miscellaneous Children's Book/Toy group to include a group of Ladybird Books including Garden Birds, Toys and
Games to Make, Club Scouts, Helping at Home, plus other books such as Fires in Montana, The Form that Liked to be First,
plus Games such as Noddy Lacing Cards, Children's Puzzles, Playmobil Knights Basic Set 2, plus others. Conditions appear
generally Good to Near Mint. (qty)
£20 - £30
2480. A Puzzle group to include Falcon 4357 Exeter 1000-piece Jigsaw, House of Puzzles Ltd Happy Holidays 1000-piece
Puzzle, The Big Top 1000-piece Puzzle Jigsaw, plus others similar. Conditions are generally Good to Mint (unchecked for
completeness). (qty)
£10 - £15
2481. A Soft Toy related group to include a BG Product large soft toy Horse, plus soft toy animals such as Bears, Rabbits,
Octopus, plus 2 x Dolls. Conditions appear generally Good. (8)
£10 - £15
2482. Military related group to include a boxed group of Atlas Editions The Ultimate Tank Collection models including 1 folder
with certificates that may match the models, there are 35 models in total, also includes Weapons of War DVD Sets 1-26 and
27-52. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint (models are without outer sleeves). (37)
£80 - £100
2483. Atlas Editions a boxed WW2 Military vehicles to include M3A-1 75mm a multiple gun motor carriage M16, STKFZ
234/2 Puma plus others similar, the also comes with folder with paperwork and certificates. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint
in Good to Near Mint boxes. (28 plus paperwork)
£60 - £80
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2484. Atlas Editions a boxed Aviation group to include 4646120, 4646109, 4646119 plus others, the lot also comes with
folder with paperwork and certificates. Conditions appear generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (27 plus paperwork)
£80 - £100
2485. Corgi Aviation Archive a boxed pair to include AA39403 Vickers Valiant B.MK1 WZ404, 207 Sqd, RAF Luqa, Malta,
Suez Crisis 1956, AA35412 Sepecat Jaguar GR3A-XX738, RAF 6 Sqd, RAF Coningsby, 2007, both have collector cards and
both models appear to have been to have been on display however the conditions do still appear Near Mint to Mint in generally
Excellent boxes, models and boxes would benefit from light cleaning.
£60 - £80
2486. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive AA37005 Vickers VC10 C.1K RAF 101 Sqd Brize Norton, Oxfordshire 2007, model with
collector card. Condition appears generally Mint however model has been display and would benefit from a clean in generally
Excellent box.
£40 - £60
2487. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive pair to include AA39004 Western Lynx AH.1, X7666, 655 Sqd "Scottish Horse" Army
Air Corps, Operation Banner, Omagh, 1983, AA31209 Avro Vulcan B.2 XM598, 50 Sqd Wideawake Airbase, Ascension Island,
1982, both models have collector cards and both models appear to be have been on display and would benefit from a clean
however conditions are still generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2)
£60 - £80
2488. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive pair to include AA39401 Vickers Valiant B MK1, XD818 Operation Grapple, Christmas
Island, 1957, AA38504 Messerschmitt BF110G-4/R6 Night Fighter, RAF Museum Hendon. Both models have collector cards
and have been on display and would benefit from light cleaning also some parts do appear to be loose but are still present
within the lots. Conditions are generally Excellent in generally Excellent boxes. (2)
£50 - £70
2489. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive pair to include AA35604 Hawker Siddeley Nimrod MR.2, RAF Kinloss Wing 2009,
AA31605 Hanley Page Victor B.2 139 "Jamaica" Sqd, RAF Wittering, 1964, both models have collector cards and both appear
to have been on display and would benefit from a clean. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent
boxes. (2)
£50 - £70
2490. Corgi a boxed Aviation group to include AA36805 Westland Lysander MKII, Aviation Archive Helicopter Legends model
with outer sleeve, Fighting Machines Bombers of the World model plus others, some models are loose within their boxes.
Conditions still appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8)
£50 - £60
2491. Corgi/Atlas related unboxed Aviation group to include a quantity of mainly Fighter Planes, Jets, Bombers, the majority
come with stands. Conditions are generally Good to Mint (some models might have delicate parts missing or broken but some
may still be present within the lot). (lg qty)
£140 - £60
2492. Corgi/Lledo a boxed Trackside group to include IM2004 Royal Mail 4-piece set, BR1004 British Rail 4-piece set,
DG226002 Coles Crane BRS in green, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to
Near Mint boxes. (19)
£30 - £50
2493. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 76KOM001 Komatsu PC34 OLC, 76DAF001 DAF 85 40ft Box Trailer "Royal
Mail", 76LAN1109001 Land Rover Ser 1 - grey, plus others similar (some models are not screwed down to their bases).
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (46)
£80 - £100
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2494. Hornby a Skale Autos boxed group to include R7023 Vauxhall Cresta "Aswell Taxis", R7044 Bedford TK Artic "Circus
Long Caravan", R7046 Bedford TK LWB Rigid "Circus Booking Office" (most models are not screwed down to their bases).
Conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (31)
£60 - £80
2495. Vanguards a boxed group to include VMC1002 Monte Carlo Rally Set, VA07002 Sunbeam Alpine Series 2 in
Wedgwood Blue, VA06610 Ford Transit Mk.1 Van "Lancashire Constabulary Section Van". Conditions are generally Near Mint
to Mint (boxes are generally Good to Excellent most have sun damage and fading on one side). (17)
£60 - £80
2496. Lledo a boxed group to include The Royal Collection RM1006 set, DG110003 Scammell Ballast Box with Low Loader
and box load, Post Office Telephones set, The Home Front Collection set, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (49)
£50 - £70
2497. Lledo a boxed group to include 51002 1934 Chevrolet Box Van "Hovis Bread", DG91001 Foden Steam Wagon
"Pickfords", 041003 Trolleybus "Bisto", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to
Excellent boxes. (119)
£60 - £70
2498. Lledo a boxed group to include DG13075 1930 Model A Ford Van Holsten Beer, DG13072 Model A Ford Van "Cherry
Blossom", 44000 1937 Scammell 6-wheeler Bisto, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to
Near Mint boxes. (120)
£60 - £70
2499. Atlas Edition, ERTL, Corgi and similar a boxed group to include 5 x Construction models including ERTL 400D
Articulated Dump Truck, Atlas Edition Eddie Stobart models including H4663 Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Emma Jade", also lot has
certificates and also includes 1 x Original Omnibus model, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in
generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (25)
£40 - £60
2500. A Scalextric group to include extra track, power packs, controllers, side railings, lap counters, plus others similar.
Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (large qty)
£20 - £40
2501. A mixed group to include Paddington Bear Michael Bond 5-piece set, also includes ETE boxed Playing Cards set.
Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint box. (2)
£15 - £25
2502. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Limited Edition 3-piece Gift Set this includes Y-17 1938
Hispano Suiza, Y-19 1936 Auburn Speedster, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus
to Near Mint boxes. (42)
£40 - £60
2503. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-35 1930 Model A Ford "Fresh Farm Milk", Y36-B Rolls
Royce Phantom I, Y-4 1930 Duesenberg Model J, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to
Near Mint boxes. (44)
£50 - £60
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2504. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a boxed group to include Classic Sports Car Series 2 Set, DY-S17 1939 Triumph
Dolomite, Classic Sports Car Series 1, plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes. (10)
£60 - £80
2505. Corgi, Matchbox, Britains and similar a unboxed mainly diecast group to include Corgi 007 Lotus Esprit, Chevrolet Van
"Vantastic", Plymouth Grand Fury plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (qty)
£40 - £60
2506. Matchbox, ERTL, Corgi and similar a unboxed group to include Corgi Junior Popeye vehicle, Tom & Jerry vehicle,
Racing Porsche 935, Jaguar XJ-S "The Saint" plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (qty)
£30 - £40
2507. Atlas Editions or similar a boxed static Train group to include LMS Royal Scot, Shay Locomotive, 6F Evening Star, A4
Class Mallard plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint (would benefit from cleaning). (29)
£10 - £15
2508. Atlas Editions or similar a boxed Formula 1 group in perspex cases to include Brabham Repco BT24-1967, Lotus type
33 1965, McLaren Honda MP4/5B 1990 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent to Near
Mint boxes. (20)
£60 - £80
2509. Atlas Editions a boxed Plane group to include Battle of the Night Skies Messerschmitt ME26B, Boulton Paul Defiant NF
MKII, Battle of Okinawa 1945 Republic P-47D Thunderbolt plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in
Good to Excellent boxes. (17)
£50 - £60
2510. Fischer Price unboxed group to include Royal Mail Postman Pat Van, Boats, Planes, a Fischer Price Family Airport,
Medical Kit, Family Camper, Police Car and Motorcycle plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (lg qty)
£20 - £30
2511. Scalextric a unboxed group to include Scalextric with lights C228 Porsche, Racing Cars such as Formula 1, Porsche
Racing model, Mini Cooper Racing model plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (19)
£40 - £60
2512. Scalextric a mainly unboxed group however does include a boxed Scalextric Night Stages Set, also includes unboxed
track and extra parts such as power packs and controllers and other items. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.
(qty)
£30 - £50
2513. Airfix Original Artwork, comprising: Cibachrome Negatives [Cibachrome prints are made on a dimensionally stable
tri-acetate polyester base, which means that the print will not fade, discolour or deteriorate & will not fade in normal light] for the
release of: Golden Hind, MIG 23, HMS Victory, F4 Phantom, F18 Fighting Falcon, Blohm und Voss Bv.141 & F5 Freedom
Fighter. Also, Airfix / Heller - Box Lid Proofs, 1980/90's issues, comprising: 8 x various pre-production proof box lid designs,
includes: B24 Liberator, Sea Harrier, Golden Hind Etc. Some age wear otherwise generally Excellent overall. Also, Airfix
Catalogues for 1994 / 1995 & 1998 & large monochrome photograph of the SS Canberra complete with a colour slide of the
revised Airfix Box Art. Also includes a quantity of Kit Catalogues from manufacturers such as Revell, Airfix, Matchbox, Tamiya,
Rico and others. [Qty]
£60 - £80
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2514. Airfix, in packed kits a boxed kit group to include a sealed 14003 N.A. P-51D/K Mustang IVA, also includes 1 x Bristol
Bulldog II, Bristol Blenheim IV, Gladiator Mk.I, P39Q Airacobra, Hawker Fury, Gloster Gladiator. Conditions appear generally
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (7)
£50 - £70
2515. Welly, Precision Cast Replicas a boxed group to include 3 x Police Interceptors, State Highway Patrol Ohio, California
Highway Patrol, Illinois State Police, plus 1999 Ford Crown Victoria NYPD, United Parcel Service 1954 Chevrolet Panel Van,
plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (7)
£50 - £70
2516. Dinky, Corgi a boxed group to include 223 McLaren M8A Can Am, 678 Air Sea Rescue Launch, 900 PZKPFW Tiger
Mk.1 Tank, Dinky Action Kit Volvo 1800 S. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Poor to Excellent boxes. (4)
£40 - £50
2517. Corgi, Maisto, Matchbox, Road Champs and similar a boxed group to include 97714 50th Anniversary Operation
Overlord D-Day set, Matchbox Gulf 18-wheeler Bulk Transport, 48203 Boeing 299 Fortress IIA (RAF Coastal Command), 4 x
Harley Davidson Motorbikes, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.
(24)
£60 - £70
2518. Corgi, Dinky and similar an unboxed diecast group to include Bedford Truck with Pullmore Car Transporter,
Studebaker Golden Hawk, Austin London Taxi, Triumph TR2, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good.
(qty)
£80 - £100
2519. Corgi, Davric, Matchbox and similar a partially boxed Bus related group to include OO Gauge Feltham Car London and
Leeds kit, Matchbox Royal Wedding 1981 Bus, Corgi 47 Green Line Bus, unboxed Dinky Auto Car Iso Bloc, also includes white
metal/resin Bus, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (29)
£60 - £80
2520. A group of Catalogues including manufacturers such as Oxford Diecast, Corgi 72 Aviation, Palitoy Action Man,
Matchbox, Scalextric, King and Country, SCX, Beatties, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint. (large
qty)
£20 - £30
2521. Airfix a boxed group to include Supermarine Spitfire F22/24, North American P-51D Mustang, Hawker Hurricane Mk.I,
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IA, Focke Wulf FW190A-8. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Mint
boxes. (5)
£30 - £50
2522. Matchbox, Corgi, Bburago a boxed group to include Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria, DY-14 Delahaye 145, 3016 Jaguar E
Cabriolet, 18403 Leyland TS8 Tiger Type B "County Motors", plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in
Fair to Near Mint boxes. (39)
£50 - £70
2523. A Doll related group, however to include 1 x Flash Camera Bear, also includes a mixture of modern/vintage Dolls
including Royal Guards, Spanish Dancers, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (large qty)
£10 - £20
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2524. A mixed group to include Timpo Meadow Farm, Castle Kit, International Cricket Game, Brooke Bond a box of unboxed
Cigarette Cards, plus a quantity of booklets (sets are unchecked for completeness). Conditions appear generally Fair to Near
Mint in Poor to Good boxes. (qty)
£20 - £40
2525. A mainly Aviation/TV Related Book group to include a quantity of the Official Star Trek Fact Files, also includes
Airplane the Complete Aviation Encyclopedia Magazines, also includes one box of plastic unboxed Aeroplanes, also includes
The Beatles and Meet The Beatles Magazines, plus Cadbury's Airlines of the World, plus Aviation Drawings. Conditions
appear generally Fair to Excellent. (large qty)
£20 - £40
2526. A mixed group of unboxed diecast models to include Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle "Captain Scarlet", Thunderbirds
Thunderbird 2 with Pod and Thunderbird 4, Corgi "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" (missing figures), Corgi Ford Thunderbird 1/36th
scale, Corgi GM Bus - Greyhound Lines, Matchbox Battle Kings Tank Transporter, Corgi Ford Cortina GXL - yellow with black
roof, Land Rover 109WB "Norweb" - white, plus a large quantity of Lledo and Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, also comes with
a large group of empty boxes some of which may match models - Fair to Excellent. (large qty)
£40 - £60
2527. A mixed group of diecast models to include Corgi Junior 29 Fire Engine on blister card, Lledo Trackside DG123000
AEC Mammoth Ballast with Low Loader and cable wheel load - Southern Railway, Corgi Limited Edition Classic Mini
"Dunlop" - black/yellow/white, racing number 1, EFE 18401 Leyland T58 Yorkshire Traction, 3 x Matchbox Superfast MB38
Vans, various Lledo promotional models including Guinness "My Goodness My Guinness", other models include Warburtons,
Carnation Milk, Rowntree's Jelly, "Grace Bros" Horse Drawn Vehicle, plus many others - generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to
Excellent packaging. (29 boxed or packaged models a few loose)
£30 - £50
2528. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include 6 x Y19 1905 Fowlers Showmans Engine - blue with white canopy,
all with certificates and inner packing - in limited edition red and gold hinged boxes, a Code 2 "Bang & Olufsen" Y22 Ford Model
A Van - cream with red chassis and roof, gold 24-spoke wheels, upper lettering in red, lower lettering in black in hinged
presentation box and 2 x models from the Collectables era a Fowler Showmans Engine - L J Searle & Sons and a Mack Truck
"Mack" - red with black chassis and roof (both in incorrect boxes) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (9)

£40 - £60
2529. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late issue issues in plastic display boxes to include Y63 1939 Bedford KD
Truck "George Farrar", YY027/SA Foden Steam Wagon "Fullers" in correct issue packaging, Y32 Foden Steam Wagon "Joseph
Rank", Y61 1933 Cadillac Fire Engine - red, Y62 1932 Model AA Ford 1.5-ton Truck - "Peacock", Y8 Yorkshire Steam Wagon
"Fyffes", plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (25)
£40 - £60
2530. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Great Beers of the World" Series a group to include YGB09 1920 Mack AC "Moose
Head", YGB13 1926 Ford TT Van "Anchor", YGB24 1939 Bedford Stake Bed Truck "Tooheys", YGB15 1929 Garrett Steam
Wagon "Flowers", YGB16 1932 Ford AA "Corona" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (18)
£40 - £60
2531. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Power of the Press" YPP01 1910 Renault AG "Le Figaro" through to YPP08 1930
Model A Ford Van "The Washington Post" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8)
£30 - £40
2532. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "A Taste of France" YTF1 1947 Citroen Type H Van "Evian" through to YTF6
"Pommery", other brands include "Yoplait", "Martell", "Taittinger" and "Marcillat" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.
(6)
£30 - £40
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2533. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" a group to include YSFE01 1930 Ahrens-Fox Fire Engine
includes plinth, YFE13 1947 Citroen Type H Van, YFE19 1904 Merryweather Fire Engine, YFE04 1939 Bedford T Tanker, plus
others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (10)
£50 - £70
2534. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" a group of late issue models to include YYM37631 1948 GMC
COE - Fort Vincent Fire Department, YYM37632 Mercedes L5 Searchlight Generator Truck, YYM37633 Mack AC Water Tower
Truck, YYM37634 1932 Ford Model A High Pressure Truck, YYM37635 1936 Leyland Cub Open Top Ladder Truck and
YYM37636 1946 Dodge Power Wagon Brush Field Truck - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes (some are
missing inner plastic packing). (6)
£50 - £70
2535. Maisto 33201 1/12th scale 1992 Jaguar XJ220 - metallic silver, dark grey interior, mounted on stepped plastic
plinth - generally Near Mint in a Good box.
£30 - £40
2536. Maisto 1/18th scale a group to include 31833 Jaguar Mk.II - green, 31865 Jaguar S-type 1999 - metallic champagne
gold or similar, 31618 Chrysler Panel Cruiser - blue, 31895 similar but red, 31895 similar but metallic silver and 31870 Chrysler
Pronto Cruiser - metallic yellow-gold - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (6)
£50 - £60
2537. Gwilo 1/18th scale 1993 F1 McLaren - chrome plated finish, mounted on plinth - limited edition model (converted from
Maisto) - generally Excellent Plus in a Good Plus box.
£30 - £40
2538. A mixed group of models to include Maisto Slow Haulers Series 2-model set Car and Trailer, Chrysler 1/18th scale
Cruiser model, Matchbox Collectables late issue Fire Engine, Motormax 1/24th scale Chrysler PT Cruiser, Chevrolet
Convertible, Revell metal 1/24th scale kit and a Schylling reproduction tinplate clockwork Car - Captain Benjamin's Record
Car - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (7)
£40 - £60
2539. Franklin Mint 1/18th scale 1939 Duesenberg Coupe Simone Concept Car - two-tone purple with gold body stripes and
chrome trim - generally Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer transit card box.
£50 - £70
2540. Franklin Mint a group of 1/24th scale models (1) 1967 Corvette Stingray - black with blue body stripe and detachable
hood, (2) 1953 Corvette Stingray - metallic silver with red interior, (3) 1954 Chevrolet Corvette - red including interior with
chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and Fair to Good outer card boxes. (3)
£60 - £80
2541. Franklin Mint "The Classic Cars of the 50's" wooden Display Stand - unboxed with information booklet - all generally
Good to Excellent.
£30 - £40
2542. Franklin Mint 1/12th scale 1967 Corvette L88 Connoisseurs Series - red, black body stripe, black interior, chrome
trim - stunning looking model with inner packing, accessories and plinth - all generally Near Mint to Mint with a Good outer card
transit box.
£70 - £90
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2543. A large group of printed Ephemera to include 3 x hardback books Model Cars and Road Vehicles, Model and Toy
Road Vehicles, Metal Toys, 2 x Diecast Collector binders with individual magazines and a very large quantity of Matchbox
Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables promotional brochures and a few Matchbox Collectors Catalogues including
1984, 1987 and 1981/2 - generally Excellent. (qty)
£30 - £50
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be ﬁnal.
Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price.
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).
BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.
There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.
There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.
Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible,
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notiﬁed by post immediately after the sale.
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.
Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be ﬁnal. Please be careful.
We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to deﬁne condition are detailed in the Condition Classiﬁcation. The classiﬁcation relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.
Where we have identiﬁed particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults.
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingﬁsher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX
Sort Code: 40-51-62
Account: 42076703
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd

Conditions of Sale (Continued)
Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater. The reserve is the conﬁdential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.
(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty ﬁve working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk

